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Defence research thus ensures the future viability 
of the Bundeswehr. It furthermore contributes 
to the technological sovereignty of Germany and 
 Europe.

The major research topics of our time – digitali
sation, artificial intelligence, unmanned systems, 
biotechnology, space, quantum technology and 
cyber security – were of course reflected in German 
defence research projects in 2021. Mostly following 
the principle of dual use, current civilian research 
approaches and results are incorporated and refined 
for the needs of the armed forces.

This Annual Report for the year 2021 summarises 
select examples from the various research areas and 
provides an overview of the highlights of German 
defence research in 2021.

        Gerhard Coors

Looking back, the year 2021 was one of the most 
challenging in the history of the Bundeswehr.  
In addition to parallel ongoing operations abroad, 
major challenges for the Bundeswehr in 2021 
included the end of the Afghanistan mission as 
well as relief efforts for the flood disaster in the 
Ahrtal region and for the COVID pandemic.  
 
It has become clear once again that the security 
and defence challenges that Germany faces are 
not diminishing. The trend towards greater vola
tility and complexity when it comes to the tasks 
of the Bundeswehr continued in 2021.

In this fastmoving and challenging environment, 
the Bundeswehr has to fulfil the following tasks:
• national and collective defence in a NATO 

framework and in accordance with the guide
lines of the European Union,

• cyber security / defence,
• crisis and risk management for the protection 

of German nationals abroad,
• homeland security and host nation support,
• activities in and from Germany in support of 

operations.

Defence research focuses on the areas of
• defence technology,
• military medicine and psychology,
• military history and the social sciences,
• geosciences and
• cyber and information technology. 

It provides a significant contribution to the fulfil
ment of these tasks. Additionally, it contributes 
the necessary technologies and scientific expertise 
to master future challenges and offers support in 
the early detection of emerging threats. 

Ministerialrat Gerhard Coors 

Referatsleiter A III 5
Bundesministerium der Verteidigung
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The broad capability profile of the Bundeswehr makes it neces-

sary to closely study and further develop all fields of science 

and engineering which are relevant to defence technology. 

This means we must primarily examine civilian research find-

ings and evaluate technological developments for their future 

military usefulness and threat potential. 

In order to enhance the capabilities of the Bundeswehr and 

focus on important issues, we must identify strategic fields of 

interest and swiftly develop relevant emerging technologies 

so that they are ready for production. We must also maintain 

and strengthen our own technological sovereignty in national 

key technologies. 

The objective is to safeguard and improve the ability of the 

Bundeswehr to respond effectively by cultivating new ideas 

and rapidly implementing innovations. This will allow us to 

provide the Bundeswehr with the necessary equipment in 

good time.

In Germany, defence research and technology activities are 

conducted in three different ways:

– at Bundeswehr research institutes and technical centres,

– together with the Fraunhofer Society for the Advancement 

 of Applied Research, the German Aerospace Centre, and 

 the German-French Research Institute of Saint-Louis and

– by awarding research and technology contracts and grants 

 to third parties, i. e. industry, universities and other institutes 

 of higher education, and non-university research institutes.

This chapter will present examples of defence research and 

technology activities conducted in 2021 in each of these three 

areas.
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High-energy laser reflection measurements – laser safety

Dr. Bernd Eberle
FraunhoferInstitut für Optronik, Systemtechnik 
und Bildauswertung IOSB
Ettlingen

info@iosb.fraunhofer.de

M. Sc. Michael Henrichsen
FraunhoferInstitut für Optronik, Systemtechnik 
und Bildauswertung IOSB
Ettlingen

info@iosb.fraunhofer.de

Classic laser safety assessments are primarily based on the 

calculation of safety distances. For high-energy laser systems 

used outdoors, however, such an assessment is insufficient. 

Instead, risk calculations must factor in laser radiation reflec-

ted off the target. This requires experiments and simulations 

of the range-dependent intensity distributions.

The established way to determine the hazard to persons from 

laser irradiation is based on the rules of occupational health 

and safety, i. e. generally the level of maximum permissible 

exposure (MPE). This is usually done by calculating the nomi-

nal ocular hazard distance (NOHD), which is the minimum 

distance from a specific laser source at which looking into the 

direct laser beam does not cause eye injury. The threat is never-

theless generally assumed to always be present – but the rele-

vant aspect of how likely and how long a person could be at 

risk in the first place is usually completely disregarded.

Where high-energy lasers (HEL) are used outdoors and pre-

vailing conditions make it impossible to establish a defined 

safety zone, a conservative calculation of the NOHD is insuffi-

cient. This is because light reflections from irradiated objects 

can be dangerous and must thus also be taken into account. 

All this makes a realistic risk assessment complex and difficult, 

as the safety zone has to be more specific than a mere hemi-

sphere with a radius of the NOHD. Therefore, the exclusive use 

of conventional calculation must be abandoned and new cal-

culation methods must be found. 

The German Occupational Safety Ordinance on the Protection 

against the Hazards of Artificial Optical Radiation (OStrV), which 

defines conventional calculations, explicitly allows exceptions 

to its regulations (OStrV Section 1(3)) if safety is ensured by 

other means.

Fraunhofer IOSB is currently researching alternative ways by 

experimentally investigating the reflection properties of typi-

cal targets when irradiated with high-intensity laser radiation. 

Based on this research, the probability of risk to a third party in 

a specific scenario can be analysed and determined. We have 

found that the laser radiation reflected off the investigated 

metal samples (aluminium, steel, tinplate) primarily exhibits 

significantly greater beam divergence compared to the laser 

radiation focused on the target. 

The NOHD of the reflected radiation is thus reduced by orders 

of magnitude compared to the that of the laser. Furthermore, 

it is important to note that metal surfaces that melt due to laser 

exposure develop very individual, rapidly changing reflection 

characteristics, so-called caustics. These caustics have little in 

common with the original reflection characteristics of the mate-

rials. The shape of these caustics and thus their intensity distri-

butions depend on the distance at which they are viewed. 

Based on our experiments and a computer simulation that we 

developed, we can calculate the distance-dependent develop-

ment of the intensity distribution of the caustics. The molten 

metal surface is described by means of a special wave model 

whose parameters are determined on the basis of the experi-

mental results.

Altogether, our investigation allows us to define adapted safety 

areas for reflected laser radiation and lays the foundation for 

a risk assessment for complex reflection characteristics. This 

is the basis for a necessary probabilistic safety assessment for 

third parties when employing a high-energy laser outdoors.

Fig. 2: Test target (bottom middle) in front of the reflection screenFig. 1: Reflection of nearinfrared (NIR) laser radiation  
from a bolometer objective

Fig. 3: Reflection characteristics of the metal samples: the first two images show reflections before melting. 
The third image shows caustics while the fourth image is a simulation of those caustics
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The OCEAN2020 Project – achieving an enhanced maritime situation picture 
through networked ISTAR capabilities

Dr.Ing. Arne Schumann 
FraunhoferInstitut für Optronik, Systemtechnik 
und Bildauswertung IOSB
Karlsruhe

info@iosb.fraunhofer.de

Dipl.Inform. Wilmuth Müller
FraunhoferInstitut für Optronik, Systemtechnik 
und Bildauswertung IOSB
Karlsruhe

info@iosb.fraunhofer.de

Fig. 1: Maritime situation of the Baltic Live Trial: The WaterStrider 
swarm creates a surveillance barrier for detecting threats approaching 
from the south

Fig. 3: A WaterStrider on a mission Fig. 4: Presentation of the EU Maritime Operation Centre prototype  
and the Baltic Live Trial at the EDA in Brussels

Fig. 2: WaterStrider on board the research vessel PLANET

M. Sc. Mathias Anneken
FraunhoferInstitut für Optronik, Systemtechnik 
und Bildauswertung IOSB
Karlsruhe

info@iosb.fraunhofer.de

Unmanned autonomous systems make it possible to ex-

tend the range and persistence of maritime surveillance 

and reconnaissance and thus improve situational aware-

ness. The OCEAN2020 research project, which was funded 

through the European Union and the European Defence 

Agency as the project promoter, developed the necessary 

technology and showcased it in a series of simulated and 

live demonstrations.

In multinational defence operations at EU or NATO level, the 

exchange of surveillance and reconnaissance data is essential 

for the ability to take rapid action. For naval forces, the goal is 

to generate and maintain a common maritime picture that 

is available to all participants in the operation as a basis for 

decision-making.

The entire process of intelligence, surveillance, target acqui-

sition and reconnaissance (ISTAR) is a key capability for the 

generation of such a common maritime picture.

The use of unmanned or even autonomous systems in addi-

tion to manned units has the potential to increase the range 

and persistence of maritime surveillance and reconnaissance 

and thus to improve situational awareness.

Raising the standard of the necessary technology to a new 

level was the goal of the OCEAN2020 research project launched 

in 2018. It was funded through the European Union's Prepara-

tory Action on Defence Research (PADR), with the European 

Defence Agency (EDA) serving as the project promoter.  

The 3.5-year project involved 43 partners from 15 EU countries 

working on the networked maritime surveillance and recon-

naissance mission of the future.

The main task was to integrate established and new technolo-

gies for unmanned systems (UxS), ISTAR payloads, and effectors, 

and to fuse the diverse data and information into a common 

situational picture. The system links unmanned platforms (par-

ticularly drones, unmanned surface vehicles and unmanned 

underwater vehicles) and their control stations as well as sensor 

data analysis and fusion functionalities with the ship's combat 

management system (CMS) at the tactical level.

The information fused at CMS level is made available to the 

higher echelons of command, i. e. in particular the maritime 

operations centres (MOC) at national and EU level, via estab-

lished interoperable data distribution mechanisms such as 

MARSUR or Coalition Shared Data (CSD). These centres are 

thus directly linked to the operational commands and units. 

What data is transferred to whom and at what depth of infor-

mation can be individually configured.

The Fraunhofer IOSB contributed to OCEAN2020 by leading 

the “Technology Development and System Simulation” work 

package. As part of this package, IOSB developed algorithms for 

data fusion and tracking as well as automatic detection of ships 

in videos. IOSB also improved its software package for maritime 

situational awareness DigLt and adapted it to OCEAN2020’s 

needs. All these software components were integrated into 

an experimental C4I system (Fig. 1). The results of this work 

package, which involved 20 project partners, were tested and 

demonstrated in a series of simulation exercises.

Fraunhofer IOSB also developed autonomous unmanned sur-

face vehicles (WaterStrider) that exhibit swarming behaviour 

and an autonomous underwater vehicle (DEDAVE2000).

The autonomous unmanned assets and the experimental C4I 

system were demonstrated in a live trial in the Baltic Sea in 

August 2021 aboard the WTD 71 research vessel PLANET at the 

final demonstration of the project (Fig. 2 and 3).

A prototype of an EU Maritime Operation Centre, which was 

developed by IOSB together with another project partner, was 

sent to the EDA in Brussels and presented to EDA and European 

Commission representatives. Fig. 4 shows the maritime situ ation 

picture generated at the live trial and presented to the audience 

in Brussels.
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Mechanics of material failure of transparent protection materials  
during projectile impact

Fraunhofer EMI is investigating how the transparent pro-

tection of armoured vehicles against ballistic threats can 

be increased on the basis of a more in-depth analysis of the 

dynamic impact processes using numerical simulations.  

To improve current material mechanical models, new 

characterisation methods for brittle materials have been 

developed.

Transparent armour must protect occupants from ballistic 

projectiles and meet high requirements with respect to its 

optical properties. Fraunhofer EMI is conducting research on 

novel approaches and methods for science-based optimisation 

of transparent armour in terms of its protective effectiveness, 

weight and particularly its thickness, which also benefits its 

optical properties. For laminated safety glass as a transparent 

protection system, a suitable combination of brittle and ductile 

materials (glasses, ceramics, adhesives, plastics) as well as the 

optimum choice of individual layer thicknesses are necessary.

The predictive power of numerical simulations based on 

current material models is not yet sufficient to determine 

these properties. Available characterisation methods for brittle 

and especially for transparent protection materials were thus 

improved at Fraunhofer EMI. Current work focuses on impact 

scenarios involving laminates made of soda-lime glass as a 

transparent protection material, but the methods developed 

will eventually also be able to be extended to other brittle 

materials.

Upon impact of a projectile such as armour-piercing ammuni-

tion (AP), shock waves are created in the protection material 

which propagate at very high velocities. The protection mate-

rial is damaged locally where the penetrating projectile makes 

contact (Figure 1, left). The residual strength of this pre-damaged 

material determines the ballistic resistance of the protection 

configuration. The degree of this initial damage depends on 

the impact velocity and type of the projectile. The material 

mechanics of this dynamic failure process thus have to be de-

scribed in detail on the basis of sufficient characterisation and 

modelling of the individual protection material.

Current analytic methods were thoroughly revised and an 

extensive, highly dynamic series of impact tests was carried 

out on material samples at high impact velocities of up to 

3000 m/s. A new method was developed to characterise the 

strength of pre-damaged glass by determining the crack den-

sity in dynamically damaged glass cylinders in transmitted 

light images (Figure 2) and with X-ray computed tomography. 

The damage-dependent strength of the glass samples is then 

measured in an advanced pressure test.

The relevance of this extended material-mechanical descrip-

tion of terminal ballistic failure has already been demonstrated 

for a common model in the literature: The modelling accuracy 

for a ballistic example scenario with rigid body penetration 

(AP ammunition) into a laminated safety glass was significantly 

increased (Figure 1, centre and right) . 

The challenge lies in developing a model that is able to make 

precise and physically correct predictions regarding the dynam-

ic failure behaviour of glass in various configurations (different 

numbers and thickness of layers, types of glass, projectile type 

and impact conditions, e. g. projectile velocity). 

With the predictive power of such numerical simulation 

models, the influences of various parameters will be able to 

be efficiently investigated in order to optimise new protection 

configurations in terms of their weight, thickness, and level 

of protection. For this purpose, various types of glass will be 

characterised in further investigations using the newly devel-

oped methods. The concepts will also be adapted and applied to 

transparent ceramics. 

The new material-mechanical models will also be used to in-

vestigate how the effectiveness of transparent armour against 

infantry ammunition can be increased, for example by adding 

front layers of transparent ceramic. The potential for reducing 

weight by increasing plastic layers is also being investigated. 

To increase the multi-hit resistance capability, simulation studies 

with multiple projectile impacts are carried out and the influ-

ence of pre-damage to the armour is numerically investigated.

Dr. Steffen Bauer 
FraunhoferInstitut für Kurzzeitdynamik, 
ErnstMachInstitut, EMI
Freiburg

info@emi.fraunhofer.de

Fig. 1: Left: Structure of the transparent protection configuration, with layers of adjustable thickness of glass (yellow), adhesive (grey) and a polymer backing layer 
(blue) to prevent the detachment of glass fragments
Centre: Prediction (simulation) of how a transparent protection configuration will fail upon projectile penetration for an exemplary selection of layer thicknesses
Right: the actual crack patterns in the protection configuration are very similar to the failure behaviour predicted by the numerical simulation using the material 
mechanical model

Fig. 2: Experimental transmitted light images of dynamically damaged glass cylinders – the improved materialmechanical model for safety glass  
allows for more precise description of the observed crack densities, which increase significantly with increasing impact velocity
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Material design for applications in ballistics using the example of 
3D-printed tungsten composite

3D-printing technology offers the potential to design new 

materials that can also be used as composite materials for 

certain applications. This includes the respective base mate-

rials as well as their local properties. In laser powder bed 

fusion (LPBF) process for metals, for example, the generated 

material can be structured by locally varying the intensity 

of the laser beam. In this way, functions can be integrated 

directly into components.

For ballistic applications, materials with particularly high 

density are of interest, since penetration capacity increases 

with material density at identical impact velocity. One pre-

requisite, however, is sufficient strength of the material. 

Pure tungsten has one of the highest densities of all ele-

ments but has limited strength with brittle fracture behaviour. 

For this reason, the tungsten heavy metals used for ballistic 

applications consist of tungsten particles embedded in a 

matrix of nickel-iron or nickel-copper. The resulting com-

posite materials achieve both very high densities and the 

necessary ductility and strength.

Such metal matrix composites (MMCs) can also be produced 

in 3D-printing processes such as laser powder bed fusion (LPBF). 

By adjusting the powder content of tungsten and the matrix 

material, for example steel, the density of the resulting MMC 

can be determined. 

In the additive manufacturing process, the matrix material 

surrounding the tungsten particles is melted using laser energy 

and then resolidifies (Figure 1). Materials created in this way can 

also achieve greater strength and ductility than pure tungsten 

(Figure 2).

Targeted parameter management in the LPBF process also 

makes it possible to influence the material properties locally. 

This means that component functionalities can be integrated 

directly into the structural design. An example of this would 

be a component that is intended to fragment in a controlled 

manner when high pressures are applied. This can be achieved 

either with a geometric shape that features notches (Figure 3, 

left) or, for example, with locally reduced laser beam power 

densities that create areas of incomplete metal powder melting 

while a cylindrical inner wall geometry can be maintained. 

These defined, weaker areas in the material then act as pre-

determined breaking points under pressure (Figure 3, right).

Fraunhofer EMI is establishing a technology portfolio for 

the additive manufacturing of defence-related materials for 

various application areas in order to facilitate innovative 

solution concepts.

Martin Jäcklein
FraunhoferInstitut für Kurzzeitdynamik, 
ErnstMachInstitut, EMI
Freiburg

info@emi.fraunhofer.de

Fig. 1: This example of a 3Dprinted steeltungsten MMC shows  
the high achievable relative density and a uniform microstructure

Fig. 2: This scanning electron microscope image of a steeltungsten MMC 
shows the fracture surfaces of reinforcement particles after cleavage in a 
 tensile test

Fig. 3: Examples of how to integrate component functionality into the structural design.
Left: Notches provide controlled fragmentation when high pressures are applied. 
Right: Creation of predetermined breaking points through incomplete melting of the metal powder 
due to locally reduced laser beam   power densities
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Intelligent, networked RF sensors

Stefan Brüggenwirth
FraunhoferInstitut für Hochfrequenzphysik und Radartechnik FHR
Wachtberg 
 
info@fhr.fraunhofer.de
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Wachtberg 
 
info@fhr.fraunhofer.de

Coherently networked RF sensors offer several advantages 

for modern sensor-networks. Cognitive radar facilitates 

continuous optimisation of the transmitter, such as for 

synchronisation and parametrisation of multi-static modes. 

Intelligent, networked RF sensors have been researched and 

experimentally validated at FHR for several years. These 

technologies will now become a major building block of 

current procurement projects.

The idea of a system of systems plays a major role in many 

ongoing procurement projects of the Bundeswehr, such as 

FCAS or MGCS. Through networking, distributed sensor 

systems offer a more comprehensive and precise situational 

picture than stand-alone sensors. In the field of radar or 

multifunctional RF sensors, multistatic systems allow for an 

additional performance increase through coherent signal 

processing between the sensor nodes. 

For many years, the Fraunhofer Institute for High-Frequency 

Physics and Radar Technology (FHR) has been involved in 

research into related front-end technology, algorithm devel-

opment and the development of experimental systems through 

basic and project-specific funding. In the future, airborne 

multistatic RF systems in particular will play an important role 

because the spatial separation of the transmitter and the receiv-

er makes them hard to detect for hostile electronic warfare 

systems.

As opposed to traditional monostatic radar systems, this sepa-

ration of transmitter and receiver components in accordance 

with the superheterodyne principle requires constant synchro-

nisation of the local oscillators in both components (Figure 1). 

At FHR, “over-the-air” synchronisation methods have been 

developed which reach the required accuracy within a fraction 

of a wavelength while having a low probability of being detected 

by adversaries. In late 2020, several essential synchronisation and 

signal-processing methods could be experimentally validated 

at the Mönchsheide airfield using ground-based radar systems 

and an airborne receiver on board the institute-owned ultra-

light aircraft “Delphin” (Figure 2).

A cognitive radar system is characterised by the continuous 

adaption and optimisation of the transmit parameters in re-

sponse to the current mission and environment. To achieve 

this, the radar resource management controls the schedule for 

target illuminations, selects optimum multistatic modes and 

ensures sufficient synchronisation of the receivers (Figure 3). 

Artificial intelligence methods are often used in this context. 

The identification of non-cooperative targets may also benefit 

from multistatic approaches. As the target is seen from multiple 

aspect angles, this additional information leads to improved 

identification rates. In recent years, bistatic ground target signa-

tures have thus been recorded at turntable signature recording 

facilities at WTD91 in Meppen and at FHR (Figure 4). For the 

first time in Europe, the EDA project COGITO (COGnitive radar 

for enhanced target recognITiOn), which ended in 2021, was 

able to provide experimental proof of the added value of such 

an approach.

The combination of coherent processing with cognitive radar 

approaches offers several benefits for future distributed RF sen-

sor systems in the Bundeswehr. FHR is already in close exchange 

with industry and the public sector to make these innovative 

technologies available for the currently procured projects FCAS 

and MGCS.

Fig. 1: Frontend architecture of a bistatic radar Fig. 3: System concept of a cognitive multistatic radarFig. 2: Flight trials for the synchronisation of RF sensors Fig. 4: Bistatic ground target signature measurements at FHR
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Agile development and testing of weapon systems with tangible extended 
reality (tangible XR)

Daniel López
FraunhoferInstitut für Kommuni kation, Informations verarbeitung 
und Ergonomie FKIE
Wachtberg 
 
kontakt@fkie.fraunhofer.de

Dr.Ing. Marcel Baltzer
FraunhoferInstitut für Kommuni kation, Informations verarbeitung 
und Ergonomie FKIE
Wachtberg 
 
kontakt@fkie.fraunhofer.de

Fig. 1: Simplified realityvirtuality continuum inspired by Milgram & Koshino, 1994,  
expanded to include  extended reality

Fig. 3: User interacting with the hardware mockup, where flap mirrors 
represent the tangible interface

Fig. 2: Control loop of tangible XR inspired 
by Flemisch et al. 2020 and López et al. 2020

Fig. 4: Representation of the user interaction in the VR simulation

Prof. Dr.Ing. Frank Flemisch
FraunhoferInstitut für Kommuni kation, Informations verarbeitung 
und Ergonomie FKIE
Wachtberg 
 
kontakt@fkie.fraunhofer.de

Konrad Bielecki
FraunhoferInstitut für Kommuni kation, Informations verarbeitung 
und Ergonomie FKIE
Wachtberg 
 
kontakt@fkie.fraunhofer.de

Current technological progress and the application of artificial 

intelligence (AI) are accompanied by changing requirements 

for the usability of future weapon systems. Human Systems 

Integration and agile methods facilitate a faster and better 

response. Methods of extended reality (XR) can be comple-

mented with haptic elements which help make these systems 

more tangible for current and future users.

The complexity of modern weapon systems, which is still fur-

ther increased by the use of artificial intelligence, makes their 

development intricate, time-consuming, and costly. Balanced 

Human Systems Integration (HSI) can make this development 

much more efficient, safe, and cost-effective. Balanced HSI as 

a discipline applies systems engineering, human factors, and 

organisational methods to integrate technology and humans 

into well-balanced systems. 

A major factor is the correct balance of potentially conflicting 

priorities, such as quality vs. quantity, protection vs. local situ-

ation awareness (including external view), information supply vs. 

mental overload, fighting at machine speed vs. controllability. 

Agile methods and simulations can help address opportunities 

and risks at an early stage in the development process of modern 

weapon systems. In addition to conventional simulations (e. g. 

finite element method (FEM), etc.), new simulation tools and 

methods can be used to design and test cooperation and inter-

action between humans and machines, for example, in order 

to improve the design of work spaces.

In the past, different combinations of artificial and real con-

tent have been developed. On the reality-virtuality continuum, 

virtual reality (VR) is the opposite pole of reality and simulates 

a complete artificial environment. Between these poles on the 

continuum (see Figure 1) lies mixed reality (MR). In mixed reali-

ty, the real environment may be augmented with artificial 

content (augmented reality, AR), such as overlays and high-

lighted points of interest. Conversely, VR can be augmented 

with real content (augmented virtuality), which could mean 

showing the user’s real hands in the virtual environment, for 

example.

As an umbrella term for all these technologies, extended reality 

(XR) represents the higher-level concept that combines all real 

and virtual environments and their augmentations. In tangible 

XR (see Figure 2), the usual visual and acoustic elements are 

extended by an element of tangible interaction, helping users 

grasp situations better and faster at both a physical and cogni-

tive level.

This method has been used to improve vision systems in the 

PUMA armoured infantry fighting vehicle. Figure 3 shows the 

interaction in the real environment while Figure 4 shows its 

representation in the virtual environment. Virtual content is 

perceived by the user through VR glasses (i. e. position, opening 

angle of vision support systems). The user’s physical interactions 

with the system (by positioning the flap mirrors) are reflected 

in the virtual environment. In the virtual environment (only), 

the current SPz PUMA work space is retro-fitted with a camera 

monitor system (see Figure 4). These virtual screens can be freely 

enlarged or repositioned and users can give direct feedback 

regarding position, size, opening angle etc. The best screen or 

camera position for driving in reverse or for 360° near-field 

view can also be determined. 

This methodology can also be used for more complex weapon 

systems, such as the Future Combat Air System (FCAS) or the 

Main Ground Combat System (MGCS), to make early assess-

ments of technical and non-technical requirements on the basis 

of user studies and explorations with stakeholders. These can 

then be used as a foundation on which to realise well-balanced, 

high-performance, and cost-effective weapon and defence 

systems.
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The Next Generation Weapon System (NGWS), embedded 

in a Future Combat Air System (FCAS), can become the blue-

print for defence systems in which information superiority 

and decision-making authority are central. This article out-

lines research results for sensor data fusion and resource 

management, which are becoming key technologies and use 

methods of artificial intelligence, among other approaches.

FCAS/NGWS represents the most ambitious European defence 

project of the coming decades. From 2040, it will become a 

pillar of a European security architecture. In concrete terms, 

NGWS is a network of the latest generation of combat aircraft, 

unmanned aerial systems and existing and yet-to-be-developed 

systems.

Relevant data streams of such a system of systems flow into  

a combat cloud as the core of an FCAS, where they are dis-

tributed, verified, organised, evaluated, processed, and fused. 

At the same time, such backbones link the various military 

dimensions in the sense of Joint All-Domain Operations (JADO). 

This information architecture for data “bookkeeping” and 

control is supplied by subsystems such as platforms and sensors 

as well as electronic warfare, communication, and weapon 

systems.

In this technosphere, cognitive machines support human intel-

ligence and autonomy through artificially intelligent automation 

and increase them far beyond natural levels, thus enabling 

information superiority and decision-making dominance. 

Such machines are driven by data fusion and resource man-

agement and create situation pictures, automate commands, 

and control sensors, platforms, and weapons. This lays the 

foundation for Manned/Unmanned Teaming (MUM-T).

The results of research conducted at Fraunhofer FKIE con-

tribute to the evaluation of massive streams of incoming data, 

the fusion of complex contextual knowledge with current 

sensor data produced by complementary and heterogeneous 

sensors, the assessment of the plausibility of the information 

gained and the availability of target-oriented options for action 

(based on mobile and interacting platforms, if appropriate) 

– all while complying with the ethical framework for action. 

After all, cognitive machines must adapt to their users so that 

the users can do what only they as humans can do: perceive 

consciously and act responsibly.

Data integrity is a weak point. Methods researched at FKIE 

address relevant issues of systems engineering: Are the sensor 

and context data correct and do the unavoidable data errors 

correspond to the assumptions about them? Because fusion can 

easily turn into confusion if data integrity is violated. In addi-

tion, algorithms always create artefacts, things that do not exist 

in reality, or have “blind spots” of perception, i. e. they do not see 

what actually does exist. Also worth noting are the electronic 

and cyber threat, the takeover of sensors or subsystems by 

adversaries, which then become “malicious”, provide deceptive 

data, or turn against the user. Therefore, a capacity for “self- 

criticism” must be demanded of certifiable systems.

But users must also be able to criticise artificial intelligence. 

Otherwise, there is a danger of voluntary subordination, blind 

trust, and uncritical acceptance of what is offered – a mental 

refusal to bear actual responsibility. Ergonomic research results 

from FKIE contribute to AI-based systems that train the alert-

ness of their users and give them the option to ask ‘Tell me why?’ 

for every solution offered. Because only human intelligence is 

able to assess plausibility, to actually develop understanding.

Model-based algorithms for logical reasoning remain central, 

even with uncertain data, and reveal probable causal structures. 

At the same time, Bayesian Learning, which is being researched 

at Fraunhofer FKIE, enables systematic algorithm design in 

which contextual information and expert knowledge can be 

explicitly integrated. Since modelling is often too complex, 

data-driven algorithms such as deep learning remain indis-

pensable. It thus makes sense to link the two approaches and 

explore Explainable Artificial Intelligence (XAI).

Many questions remain unanswered. Nevertheless, Fraunhofer 

FKIE is already laying the scientific foundations for the certifi-

cation and qualification of FCAS subsystems.

Fig. 1: FCAS Combat Cloud – Sensor Fusion and Resources Management  
for MannedUnmanned Teaming (MuMT) in combat and reconnaissance 
missions (source: Fraunhofer FKIE)

Fig. 3: Perception levels of datadriven and modelbased assistance  
with the FCAS systemofsystems (source: Fraunhofer FKIE)

Fig. 4: FCAS Fusion Engine, developed by research and industry as part of  
the national FCAS Master Plan (FMP) (source: Fraunhofer FKIE)

Fig. 2: Algorithmic assistance for the mind and will of responsible 
 decision makers in the context of an FCAS systemofsystems  
(source: Fraunhofer FKIE)
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Unmanned aerial systems (UAS) pose a growing threat in 

both military and civilian contexts. Rapid advances in UAS 

technology mean that even small drones now feature au-

tonomy functions that render present protection solutions 

ineffective. To assess HPEM countermeasures, vulner ability 

tests were performed for a variety of currently available UAS.

Small drones, also known as sUAS, with take-off weights up to 

25 kg are increasingly popular with military and civilian users. 

The range of applications for sUAS is quite diverse: in the civilian 

context they are used as flying cameras by industry, media, or 

hobby pilots, but they are also used by administrative authorities, 

law enforcement and the military. The latter primarily use them 

to compile situation pictures from the air and for the covert 

observation of moving targets and facilities. Driven by high 

sales figures, the drone industry regularly develops new models 

(Figure 1), equipment and additional functions.

Recent years have shown that criminals and terrorists also 

use sUAS, for example as flexible and fast attack units adapted 

with kinetic weapons, to transport IEDs (improvised explosive 

devices) for ISIS in Afghanistan or to observe enemy fortifica-

tions and troops from above.

Such involvement in conflicts as well as reconnaissance flights 

over military facilities at home and abroad create an urgent 

need for tools to counter the threat posed by sUAS. Many 

systems currently available are based on radio frequency jam-

mers to disrupt the link between the remote control and the 

aircraft. Other concepts focus on spoofing the satellite naviga-

tion of UAS. There are also more physical approaches such as 

counter drones performing targeted collision manoeuvres or 

net guns that can be deployed from the air as well as from 

the ground.

The latest developments with regards to UAS autonomy and 

swarms show that these UAS defence systems are becoming 

less and less effective. There are already sUAS available which 

can fly without satellite navigation or remote control. They 

perform stabilised manoeuvres with the use of video-based 

navigation protocols or purely based on internal inertial sensors, 

which is why jamming or spoofing measures no longer work. 

Such developments also facilitate sUAS being used in drone 

swarms, either coordinated by a central unit and controlled via 

radio link or using multiple autonomous sUAS in a cluster, 

which overwhelms typical counter drones and net guns. These 

changed conditions when it comes to countering sUAS require 

enhanced defence systems to counter such new kinds of in-

creasing threats.

Systems based on high-power electromagnetic waves (HPEM) 

seem promising (Figure 2). Thanks to the quasi instantaneous 

impact of HPEM on the UAS circuits, an effector based on HPEM 

will be able to counter autonomous sUAS and drone swarms. 

The results of our own recent R&D studies have demonstrated 

the high effectiveness of HPEM signals for counter-UAS pur-

poses. The vulnerability of open-market sUAS has been evalu-

ated based on extensive laboratory testing (Figure 3). The results 

of these studies were used to identify source parameters that 

can be optimised for long effect ranges. 

Given the wide range of different sUAS models available on 

the civilian and military market, the most promising defence 

concepts are based on a multisensor detection system with 

object classification, which enables the targeted operation of 

multi-actuator defence systems that include multiple counter-

measures, including an HPEM-based system.

Fig. 1: Examples of civilian UAS available in 2020 Fig. 3: Testing a UAS in terms of its HPEM vulnerability in an anechoic chamberFig. 2: A mobile HPEM source, kindly provided by the Bundeswehr 
Research Institute for Protective Technologies and CBRN Protection 
(source: WIS, Munster)
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Normally-off GaN high-electron mobility transistors (HEMT) 

will play a major role in mobility, especially for the “post-fossil” 

Bundeswehr. The first commercially available transistors of 

this type were investigated in terms of their sensitivity to 

destruction by high-energy neutrons.

For some time now, efforts have been made to meet the increas-

ing challenges for power electronics by using materials with a 

band gap larger than that of silicon, so-called wide-bandgap 

materials. Silicon carbide (SiC) and gallium nitride (GaN) have 

emerged as suitable candidates. Components with SiC have a 

similar structure to silicon components. However, owing to 

the better physical properties of the material, they are smaller, 

faster, more efficient, and more robust than silicon compo-

nents. Transistors based on GaN are unlike Si and SiC transistors, 

however, in that they are laterally constructed and involve 

the formation of a two-dimensional electron gas, so-called 

high-electron mobility transistors (HEMT). Only recently has 

it been possible to produce GaN HEMTs that are normally-off,  

a necessary requirement in power electronics.

Based on current developments, these components will come to 

be highly important for mobility in a “post-fossil” Bundeswehr. 

At the same time, however, especially at the high voltages re-

quired for highly efficient electric motors, the blocked power 

components are sensitive to destructive radiation-induced 

burnout (single event burnout, SEB). In this case, a neutron 

generated by cosmic rays (or by a nuclear weapon) is sufficient 

to destroy the component. 

While some research on the radiation sensitivity of SiC power 

devices has already been published, there is relatively little liter-

ature available on the technology of normally-off GaN HEMTs, 

which is why it is being investigated at Fraunhofer INT. Three of 

the first commercially available transistors were purchased for 

this investigation. Two of them achieve normally-off behaviour 

via an additional p-doped GaN or AlGaN layer below the gate. 

A third was rendered normally-off with a cascode circuit using 

a low voltage silicon transistor. The maximum reverse voltages 

for these devices were 600 V and 650 V, respectively. For purposes 

of comparison, an off-the-shelf SiC MOSFET with similar para-

meters was also purchased.

Initial tests were performed at the ChipIr facility at Rutherford 

Appleton Laboratory in England (Figures 1 and 2). In this facil-

ity, a neutron spallation field with maximum energies of up 

to 800 MeV was generated, which simulates the neutrons from 

cosmic rays very well. However, the neutron fluxes at the facility 

were not sufficient to see even one breakdown below a reverse 

voltage of 850 V (far outside the specified maximum reverse 

voltages) after several hours of irradiation. In the case of such 

insensitive components, it is common in radiation effects re-

search to study the effects of high-energy neutrons by means 

of a proton beam since the nuclear cross-sections of neutrons 

and protons are the same above about 50 MeV. This was done 

with the 200 MeV proton cyclotron at the ONCORAY facility 

in Dresden.

The results of the tests are shown in Figure 3, in which the 

FIT rate (1 FIT equals one SEB at 109 h at sea level) was plotted 

against the reverse bias voltage. Two observations in particular 

stand out. Firstly, there does not appear to be a direct correla-

tion to how the self-blocking behaviour was generated, as the 

sensitivity of the cascode-circuited component is in between 

the other two. The SEB sensitivity seems to be determined by 

other design elements. Secondly, at least the first generation 

of commercial self-blocking GaN HEMTs appears to be even 

more sensitive than the SiC MOSFET.

Fig. 1: ChipIr control room at Rutherford Appleton Laboratory in England, UK Fig. 3: FIT rates versus reverse voltages for the investigated parts:  
The normallyoff GaN HEMTs of the first generation are still more sensitive  
than a comparable SiCMOSFET

Fig. 2: Test board with parts in the neutron beam at ChipIr
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Interest in imaging radars for detecting the smallest of 

 objects with a correspondingly small radar cross-section 

(e. g. miniature drones) is increasing. A high number of 

transmit and receive channels are currently still required 

for three-dimensional target localisation. A novel 94 GHz 

millimetre-wave camera significantly reduces the amount  

of high-frequency hardware required.

Classic radar systems with only one transmit and receive 

channel are increasingly reaching their limits in military 

applications. The objects to be detected are becoming smaller, 

more agile, and faster – some armed forces are already using 

miniature drones. The coherent combination of multiple 

transmit and receive channels (MIMO radar) makes it possible 

to measure not only the distance but also the angle of arrival 

of objects. Three-dimensional detection (distance, azimuth, 

elevation), however, requires a two-dimensional arrangement 

of the channels in order to determine both solid angles. For 

high-resolution measurements, this requires a high number 

of channels.

The first millimetre-wave multichannel radar with a hybrid 

antenna architecture around 94 GHz has been developed at 

the Fraunhofer Institute for Applied Solid State Physics (IAF). 

The system also features digital signal generation and operates 

according to the orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing 

(OFDM) concept. It achieves uniform resolution in both angular 

dimensions, making it comparable to the imaging performance 

of a conventional, two-dimensional MIMO radar. 

However, it requires significantly fewer active channels thanks 

to the advantages of the in-house compound semiconductor 

transistor technology (InGaAs mHEMT), which offers very high 

operating bandwidths, for example. As a compromise, not all 

of the available bandwidth radiates in the same direction to in-

crease the range resolution. Instead, a frequency-steered antenna 

varies the direction of radiation. The angular information in the 

scanning direction of the antenna is thus also obtained from the 

bandwidth, so that a one-dimensional MIMO antenna array 

suffices for the second angular dimension. 

The 94 GHz millimetre-wave radar camera developed at Fraun-

hofer IAF is built in a mobile rack (Figure 1). The box mounted 

at the top left contains all of the W-band high-frequency elec-

tronics, including the associated transmit and receive antennas 

(Figure 2). The system features eight transmit and eight receive 

channels, so that a line of 64 virtual channels is spanned in the 

MIMO dimension. The results obtained with this system lead 

to a resolution and a signal-to-noise ratio which correspond to 

those of a classical two-dimensional MIMO radar with a channel 

count that is a factor of six to seven greater. 

A test measurement of nine radar reflectors, each distributed 

at the same distance but in different angular sectors, shows how 

clearly the millimetre-wave radar camera detects targets and 

distinguishes them from one another (Figure 3, the triangles re-

present real positions). There is no qualitative difference between 

the angular resolutions in both dimensions in spite of the differ-

ent basic mechanisms (frequency-steerable antennas / MIMO). 

Another test has shown that the millimetre-wave camera of 

Fraunhofer IAF also succeeds in detecting small targets with a 

correspondingly small radar cross-section, which is a particular 

challenge for imaging radars. The radar image of a commercial 

miniature drone flying at an altitude of 10 m and a distance of 

about 32 m from the radar clearly shows the drone from the side 

(Figure 4, left image) as well as from the front (Figure 4, right 

image). 

Depending on the parameterisation, the system can achieve a 

frame rate of 5 – 25 frames per second. The demonstrator is thus 

suitable for mobile real-time imaging. Future applications could 

include the high-resolution detection of projectiles or drones at 

close to medium range, use as a 3D landing aid under difficult 

visibility conditions, and protection of field camps. 

Fig. 1: Photograph of the mobile 94 GHz realtime 
millimetrewave camera

Fig. 3: Photograph (top) and radar image (bottom) of a scene  
with nine radar reflectors in different angular segments

Fig. 4: Detection of a small drone at a distance of 32 m from the side (left) 
and from the front (right)

Fig. 2: Highfrequency front end with eight transmit channels  
(on the right) and eight receive channels (on the left)
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Entangled photon pairs are the basis for quantum illumination 

and quantum communication. For practical use in quantum 

technology applications outside the laboratory, miniaturised 

sources of  entangled photons are required. The Fraunhofer 

Institute for Applied Solid State Physics IAF is therefore re-

searching AlGaAs-based waveguides for the generation of 

entangled photons.

Military applications for entangled photon pairs include quan-

tum illumination and quantum key distribution. In quantum 

illumination, an entangled photon pair is separated. One photon 

is sent to the object to be detected and the other one is used 

for imaging, which means there is no interaction between the 

photon used for imaging and the object. This makes it possible 

to use a tailored wavelength for the detection of the observed 

object. For example, in the infrared spectral range, where effects 

due to scattering and turbulence are reduced, photons in the 

visible spectral range can be used for imaging. Imaging thus 

becomes possible even under adverse conditions such as tur-

bulence, fire, and smoke. What is more, imaging takes place 

in the single photon range and remains background-free and 

noise-free due to quantum correlation. Since only a few photons 

per pixel are required, imaging is eye-safe and indistinguishable 

from the background without the second photon and thus 

undetectable by external observers.

In quantum communication – or quantum key distribution, to 

be precise – the entanglement of photons enables transmission 

of the key in such a way that, for physical reasons, it is not possi-

ble to listen in unnoticed. Asymmetric encryption as commonly 

applied today uses a public key for encryption and a private key 

for decryption. The security it provides is based on the enormous 

computing power required to break this encryption. Quantum 

computers currently being developed can easily break such 

encryption, however. Using quantum key distribution, on the 

other hand, would rely on basic physical principles to provide 

security once appropriate quantum computers become avail-

able. Furthermore, the use of entangled photons for quantum 

key distribution also allows verification of the source’s trustwor-

thiness, making quantum key distribution via satellite possible 

without having to otherwise ensure that the satellite has not 

been compromised.

Entangled photons have been generated in the laboratory and 

used for fundamental research for decades. Such laboratory 

setups are large and not very robust, however. They are not 

suitable for use in fibre-based or satellite-based communica-

tions or for the conditions of quantum illumination in the field. 

Therefore, the Fraunhofer Institute for Applied Solid State 

Physics IAF, with funding from the Bundeswehr, is studying 

the design and fabrication of waveguides based on the semi-

conductor material AlGaAs (Figure 1) with the long-term goal 

of establishing a miniaturised source of  entangled photons. 

Because of the high requirements, the development of the epi-

taxy and process technology to fabricate the structures is 

very challenging and requires very homogeneous and aniso-

tropic patterning and etching processes (Figures 2 and 3). The 

entangled photons emerge spontaneously in the AlGaAs 

waveguides through optical pumping (Figure 4). AlGaAs is 

well suited for the generation of entangled photons in the 

range of telecommunications (wavelength at 1550 nm). 

However, what is truly special about AlGaAs is the fact that the 

required pump laser diodes are also based on AlGaAs, making 

it possible to integrate the pump laser diode and waveguide on 

the same chip. This facilitates the realisation of very compact 

and robust sources of entangled photons.

Fig. 1: Schematic illustration of a direct electrically pumped AlGaAs 
 waveguide for the generation of entangled photon pairs

Fig. 3: Scanning electron micrograph of a cleaved facet of an  
AlGaAs waveguide used to generate entangled photon pairs

Fig. 4: Measurement setup for the characterisation of AlGaAs waveguides: 
Pump light is coupled into a waveguide via a tapered fibre.

Fig. 2: Image of a chip with AlGaAs waveguides of 2 mm in length,  
which are arranged in groups of five
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The rescue chain of the future

The project HPE-STAR (Human Performance Enhancement: 

Smart Textiles and Augmented Reality) examined how a hu-

man biomonitoring demonstrator could be integrated into 

the situation picture and potentially also into the rescue 

chain. A non-technical study on human biomonitoring was 

conducted with the involvement of the Fraunhofer Institutes 

IIS, IZM, and FKIE and others.

In a first step, the use case scenarios for the application of 

human biomonitoring and augmented reality (AR) were ana-

lysed. Detection of temperature stress and injury were found to 

be of particular interest to the Bundeswehr. The project thus 

focused on the integration of human biomonitoring in the 

rescue chain. In real application scenarios, the detection of 

temperature stress and injury, direct transmission of emergency 

messages as well as real-time provision of human biomoni-

toring data are the main objectives. Military leaders prioritise 

information about combat strength while medical staff can use 

the data to evaluate the severity of injury. AR technology can 

be used to support local rescue teams in their efforts. Human 

biomonitoring data can also be read by first responders and 

medical personnel on site.

To demonstrate the added value of human biomonitoring  

in a field experiment (Figure 3), a demonstrator system was 

developed. It features smart textiles, internal data storage 

and processing via a controller, external data transmission, 

processing and visualisation, and a communication interface. 

The infantry soldier of the future is equipped with body-

worn sensors that gather human biomonitoring parameters 

(Figure 2). These data are initially stored locally but if tem-

perature stress, injury or a status request occur, the controller 

triggers external communication to the local team leader, the 

company commander, the medics in the medical cell and the 

patient evacuation coordination centre (PECC). An interface 

to visualise human biomonitoring data for the different user 

groups has been developed and evaluated in several experi-

ments (Figure 4).

Body-worn acoustic and optical feedback systems as well as 

haptic AR systems were also investigated. These systems pro-

vide feedback to wearers (information, warnings, guidance) 

to enhance and improve their situational awareness. Exam-

ples of such feedback include imminent dehydration, extreme 

stress or shots being fired. Direct feedback and reactive systems 

could also be an option, including automatic thermoregulation 

through cooling or heating and thus protection from over-

heating or hypothermia. When developing these systems further, 

care must be taken that body-worn sensors are robust and do 

not restrict movement while the biomonitoring system must 

be hardened to meet military requirements.

In the context of the HPE-STAR project, the Fraunhofer In-

stitutes contributed the body-worn human biomonitoring 

sensor analytics (Fraunhofer IIS), the development of the 

haptic feedback demonstrator (Fraunhofer IZM und IIS) and 

the interactive visualisation interface (Fraunhofer FKIE). 

These technologies and the project results (Figure 1) were 

presented during VIP DAY at the Bundeswehr Office for De-

fence Planning in October 2021. Participants learned about 

the latest technological developments and had a chance to 

talk to technological experts from a variety of disciplines. 

The human biomonitoring system in combination with further 

technological components was well-received by its potential 

users as no such system currently exists. One user pointed out 

that the system would be a good fit for national and collective 

defence in particular, provided that human biomonitoring will 

be integrated into current battle management systems.

Fig. 1: Functional and protective equipment for the future infantryman Fig. 2: Textileintegrated human biomonitoring sensors Fig. 4: Visualisation of data for medics in the medical cellFig. 3: Emergency scenario in which human bio
monitoring data is recorded and transmitted
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When flash grenades are used in exercises, soldiers and fa-

cilities are exposed to gaseous and solid reaction products. 

In order to analyse and evaluate health and environmental 

aspects, the Fraunhofer Institute for Chemical Technology 

has developed a new method of forecasting the temporal 

and spatial spread of such products in multiple training 

scenarios.

Health and environmental aspects are becoming increasingly 

important, especially in training. The objective is to avoid 

dangers to people and to prevent the contamination of training 

facilities. Previous studies have focused on camouflage fog, 

propellants, and pyrotechnic simulators, but experimental 

studies have been limited to determining the composition of 

reaction products. Little was known about the quantity and, 

in particular, the temporal and spatial dispersion of the reac-

tion products of flash grenades. The Fraunhofer Institute of 

Chemical Technology therefore decided to develop and vali-

date a method that would enable predictions to be made for 

any use of flash grenades.

To achieve this goal, gaseous and solid reaction products are 

first analysed quantitatively according to composition and 

properties using experimental and theoretical methods. For this 

purpose, individual flash grenades are detonated in a 140 litre 

pressure vessel under isochoric conditions. The gaseous products 

are analysed by gas chromatography. The condensed products 

are characterised in terms of particle size and chemical compo-

sition by X-ray diffraction, energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy, 

scanning electron microscope, and laser diffraction. If necessary, 

experiments are complemented by thermodynamic calculations, 

which also provide information about the amount of product 

and its composition.

The propagation of the vapor gases is characterised by experi-

ments in the field. Flash grenades are freely suspended and then 

detonated, and the propagation of vapor gases is recorded using 

high-speed cameras (Figures 1 and 2). The initial volume and the 

initial propagation velocity of the vapor cloud are determined by 

a corresponding tomographic evaluation of high-speed videos.

The identified properties of flash grenades serve as input data 

for the subsequent modelling of their implementation in a 

fluid dynamic simulation code. The use of flash grenades can 

be simulated under any environmental conditions, for example 

for different building structures or ventilation conditions. The 

simulations also show where certain thresholds for individual 

gaseous or condensed product species are spatially or temporally 

exceeded. The data can be compared with information from 

the GESTIS hazardous substance database or workplace limits 

according to the TRGS 900 technical rules for hazardous sub-

stances. This is shown in Figure 3, where purple isosurfaces 

indicate that certain concentration values were exceeded at 

a certain point in time. In this way, for example, ventilation 

intervals can be defined and optimised during exercises. Like-

wise, the deposition of condensed reaction products on the 

floor and the walls can be predicted for individual species and, 

for example, cleaning intervals can be determined (Figure 4).

The advantage of this method is that it can be transferred  

to other weapon systems and deployment scenarios, such as 

shoulder-supported anti-tank weapons fired from inside a 

building. Comprehensive analysis and evaluation are thus 

possible, as is compliance with applicable legal requirements 

in an exercise.

Fig. 1: 3Dtomography of the initial vapor cloud 
from a flash grenade

Fig. 3: Purple isosurfaces show that certain 
concentration values are exceeded at a certain 
point in time

Fig. 4: Forecast of the deposition of condensed reaction products on the floor and the walls  
for individual product species, in this case potassium fluoride (KF) and nickel (Ni)
 

Fig. 2: Measurement of the spread of a 
vapor cloud from a flash grenade
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Low-signature fuel cell APUs with current logistic fuels

Fig. 1: IAPUNIT partners and contributing  
EDA member states

Fig. 2: Assumed flow scheme of the IAPUNIT system Fig. 3: Validation of the five defined operating 
points from minimum to maximum power for 
operation with surrogate reformate with 0.5 vol.  
% CO and 10 ppm H2S. Stable operation was ob 
tained by adapting the stack temperature and the 
anode stoichiometry for each operating point

Fig. 4: Operation at the defined operating 
points in a climate chamber at ambient 
temperatures between – 25 °C and + 50 °C

Fig. 5: Test setups and 
frequency spectres for 
vibration tests according 
NATO AECTP 240

Fig. 6: DRT signal evolution  
for increasing CO content of  
the fuel gas
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Auxiliary power units (APU) based on fuel cells can be used 

for the low-signature supply of electric power to combat 

vehicles. So far, however, special fuels have been needed. 

The EDA project IAPUNIT (Innovative Auxiliary Power Unit) 

has developed and successfully tested core components of  

a fuel cell system that can be operated with NATO F-34 jet 

fuel.

Auxiliary power units support the electric power supply of 

combat vehicles when the main drivetrain engine is stopped, 

e. g. during silent watch operations. In such situations, low 

signatures are essential. Fuels cells offer advantages in terms 

of noise and IR signatures. However, APUs must be operated 

with logistic fuels. The EDA project IAPUNIT, which is jointly 

funded by Germany, the Netherlands, Austria, Slovenia, and 

Sweden, developed and validated the core components of a 

fuel cell APU that is able to operate with NATO F-34 jet fuel. 

The core components comprised a desulphurisation unit to 

reduce the sulphur content of the fuel from up to 3000 ppm 

to less than 200 ppm, a fuel processor for the conversion of 

the sulphur-reduced fuel into a hydrogen-rich gas, and a fuel 

cell that is able to operate with the resulting fuel stream, 

which still contains CO and traces of hydrogen sulphide. 

Catator A.B. (SE) developed a reactor for the hydrodesulphuri-

sation (HDS) of the fuel. The reactor uses the HDS process in  

a modified form, which makes it possible to produce small 

reactors that can be integrated into vehicles. Tests with com-

mercial Jet-A1 fuel with an artificially increased sulphur 

content of 3000 ppm proved that sulphur content was reliably 

reduced to < 100 ppm.

The Institut Jozef Stefan (SI) and the National Institute of 

Chemistry (SI) developed a fuel processor which, when oper-

ated with commercial diesel, reliably produced a product 

gas stream with < 0.5 vol. % CO and < 5 ppm H2S. If the desul-

furised jet fuel was processed, the CO content of the product 

increased but was still within the limits tolerated by high tem-

perature polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cells (HT-PEMFC). 

HT-PEMFC were used as fuel cells. As part of the project, TU 

Graz investigated the limits of tolerances for CO and H2S under 

realistic operation conditions and start-up and shut-down 

procedures at single-cell level. A shut-down procedure involv-

ing an ambient air purge of the cell was found which does not 

cause degradation.

The Fraunhofer Institute for Chemical Technology investigated 

the operation of commercial HT-PEMFC stacks with surrogate 

reformate. Starting with the effect of each component of the 

reformed gas on stack operation, we identified suitable condi-

tions for stack operation with the surrogate reformate for five 

different load conditions. Furthermore, the effect of vibrations 

and low and high temperatures was investigated and no relevant 

distortions were found. 

Together with AVL List GmbH (AT), we investigated the use of 

advanced methods of impedance spectroscopy for stack con-

dition monitoring. The distribution of relaxation times (DRT) 

method gave distinct signals for conditions known to disturb 

stack operation.

Finally, the thermal integration of the system was simulated by 

TU Eindhoven using an Aspen model, and the mechanical inte-

gration of the system was modelled by the Fraunhofer Institute 

for Chemical Technology using CAD. It was shown that with 

some thermal integration a conversion efficiency of 35 % can 

be reached. The CAD model further showed that the system can 

be fitted into the APU bay of the Fuchs armoured transport 

vehicle. A simulation of vibrational and bump loads according 

to NATO AECTP 240 protocols for fixed cargo showed that the 

system should tolerate such loads.

We would like to thank the following members of the Project 

Arrangement Management Group: Michael Schwebach (DE), 

Isaac Barendregt (NL), Dr. Rudolf Kirchmayer (AT), Sandi Bogataj 

(SI), and Erik Prisell (SE). We also would like to thank the EDA 

project officers Marek Kalbarczyk and Mario Martinho.
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Holistic risk modelling for optimised UAS mission planning

We developed a risk calculation scheme to support decision- 

making in UAS missions. The scheme differentiates between 

four risk classes: air-to-air, air-to-ground, ground-to-air, and 

ground-to-ground. This classification scheme completely 

covers all potentially occurring risks during UAS missions 

in military operations.

Risk management is crucial for assuring safety in high reli-

ability organisations (HROs) such as air traffic management. 

HROs are characterised by high complexity, tight coupling, 

multiple system levels, numerous decision makers with vari-

ous degrees of accountability, frequent immediate feedback 

about decisions, compressed time factors, and several critical 

outcomes that must happen simultaneously. All of the afore-

mentioned factors are essential for planning and executing 

unmanned aircraft systems (UAS) missions in (future) military 

defence and surveillance.

We developed a risk calculation scheme to support decision 

making for UAS missions. This scheme is based on the Joint 

Authorities for Rulemaking on Unmanned Systems (JARUS) 

Specific Operations Risk Assessment (SORA) document, but 

expands on concepts contained in it. SORA describes two 

risk classes, namely ground risk (GRC) and air risk (ARC). 

The scheme we developed differentiates between four risk 

classes, namely air-to-air risks (A2A), air-to-ground risks (A2G), 

ground-to-air risks (G2A), and ground-to-ground risks (G2G). 

This classification covers all potentially occurring risks during 

UAS missions in military operations.

The following examples illustrate the four risk classes: 

• Risks stemming from the UAS which affect other air 

 traffic (A2A), e. g. the UAS poses a risk of mid-air-collision 

to other airborne units (manned and unmanned)

• Risks stemming from the UAS which affect the ground 

(A2G), e. g. the risk of a UAS impacting ground units 

 (infrastructure and troops)

• Risks stemming from the ground which affect the UAS 

(G2A), e. g. hostile forces pose a risk for the UAS

• Risks stemming from the ground which affect the ground 

(ground-to-ground risks), e.g. a fire line poses a risk to 

ground units.

In this scheme, risks are initially recorded in one of the four 

risk classes. The mitigation of risks can be carried out by means 

of risk reduction methods. Finally, a weighted calculation is 

used to compute the risk level of a particular mission route. 

The mission route with the lowest risk – or one with an accept-

able level of risk depending on the mission objectives – can then 

be selected from a large number of different mission routes.

This risk calculation scheme assigns the four risk classes a 

number between 1 and 10, with 1 being the lowest risk class 

and 10 the highest. This is in line with the GRC of the SORA 

model. For each of the four risk classes, an initial risk level is 

defined by the circumstances of the mission. These circum-

stances consist of any data available about the mission and 

its context (e. g. hostile forces in the mission area).

This data represents the initial status of the mission, without 

the application of additional mission-specific strategies for 

reducing risk. These values are denoted as initial A2G, A2A, 

G2A and G2G risk levels. Based on these initial risk levels, the 

operator may decide to apply strategies for reducing risk. 

These strategies can be applied in an ad hoc manner, i. e. when 

the mission operator learns that the risk level is too high, but 

the planned mission is still favourable compared to other alter-

natives. These risk-reducing strategies can be used instead of 

re-planning the mission. The resulting risk values are denoted 

as residual A2G, A2A, G2A and G2G risk levels (Figure 1). Based 

on the residual risk levels, a common risk (CR) level for the 

mission is calculated (Figure 2). 

This risk calculation scheme allows operators to monitor 

current mission risk levels and apply risk reduction strategies. 

In a next step, a human machine interface (HMI) will be designed 

which visualises the calculated risk levels, possible risk reduction 

strategies, and the CR levels for different strategies. Figure 3 

shows an HMI that was developed as part of the ALAADy pro-

ject at the German Aerospace Centre. The HMI visualises risk 

areas, which in this case represent areas with dense population 

and the proposed low-risk flight route for the mission. This HMI 

will be further developed and adapted to the needs of military 

operators. 

Fig. 1: Initial assessment and risk reduction of the four individual risk levels Fig. 3: HMI visualising risk areas, which in this case represent areas with  
dense population and the proposed lowrisk flight route for the mission

Fig. 2: Calculation of CR from residual risk levels
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Fig. 1: DRONAR system Fig. 2: Measurement setup with ground stations for drone and radar Fig. 4: Associated processed SAR image from superimposed data  
'of 4 flight altitudes between 5 and 8 m

Fig. 3: Scenario with two landmines and four reference objects on the  
DLR testing grounds
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DRONAR: A drone-borne radar for the detection of landmines  
and booby traps
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Reconnaissance in military and security missions is a basic 

requirement for their success. Threats such as landmines and 

booby traps must be efficiently detected in order to ensure 

the safety and security of people and material. The DRONAR 

system was developed as a drone-borne radar system for 

the rapid large-area reconnaissance of areas and marching 

routes.

Today there are two basic concepts in radar-ground-based 

reconnaissance. The first is the principle of ground penetrating 

radar (GPR), in which radar signals are coupled into the ground, 

usually vertically, by means of an antenna operated close to 

the ground surface. The echoes are received and evaluated. 

The second is a radar that is mounted at a certain height on a 

vehicle and operated at a downward angle oblique in the direc-

tion of travel (FWLR – forward-looking radar). Depending on 

the angle of incidence and distance to the vehicle, however, 

this can result in a rather limited measurement depth.

In an EU project on humanitarian landmine detection, the 

Microwaves and Radar Institute of the German Aerospace 

Center developed TIRAMISAR, a vehicle-mounted side-scan 

radar whose capabilities and defence relevance were described 

in the 2015 Report on Military Scientific Research. In this sys-

tem, an antenna array (2 transmitting and 4 receiving channels) 

is directed transversely to the direction of travel toward the 

contaminated area. Using the synthetic aperture radar (SAR) 

method, we achieved previously unattainable two- and three- 

dimensional detection results for buried landmines and booby 

traps with a spatial resolution of a few centimetres. With this 

imaging approach, however, a safe lane must be close to a 

contaminated area.

Small drones with up to 25 kg take-off mass have become 

available in recent years and have opened up new possibilities 

in standoff reconnaissance. An almost arbitrary flight trajec-

tory and remote- or waypoint-controlled flight operation 

make it possible to use imaging radar to detect landmines 

and booby traps without exposing operating personnel to 

 direct threats.

On the basis of findings from further experiments with 

 TIRAMISAR, the Microwaves and Radar Institute of the 

 German Aerospace Center has developed the compact and 

lightweight DRONAR radar system in recent years and has 

 attached it to a commercially available DJI M600P drone 

 (Figure 1). This system has similar capabilities to the TIRA-

MISAR system, but there are significant technological differ-

ences that were necessary for drone operation.

The radar system operates in the frequency range of 0.5 to 3 GHz 

and has one transmitting and one receiving channel. A micro-

computer controls the entire DRONAR system and records all 

system and measurement data. The entire DRONAR module 

weighs only approximately 3.5 kg and has its own drone-inde-

pendent power supply.

By combining linear flight trajectories at different heights of 

about 5 to 8 m, radar images similar to those obtained with 

TIRAMISAR are possible. In addition, the arbitrary flight trajec-

tories of the drone can also be used to realise new imaging 

geometries, such as circular flight. Theoretically, the scene size 

can be chosen arbitrarily and covered by suitable flight trajec-

tories. Typically, linear trajectories of about 20 m in length or 

circular radii of 10 m are used.

Figure 2 shows the measurement setup and the ground station 

for the drone and the radar. A scenario with two landmines and 

four reference objects on the DLR testing grounds is shown in 

Figure 3. Figure 4 shows the SAR image of this scenario, where 

SAR data from 4 flight altitudes between 5 and 8 m were super-

imposed. Due to the improved clutter suppresion, the targets are 

clearly distinguishable from the surrounding ground clutter.
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Fig. 1: Demonstrator of a sophisticated GPS spoofer Fig. 2: Optical tracking system for obtaining 3D estimates of the position and 
speed of small agile UAVs in a reference coordinate frame

Fig. 4: Typical example of results obtained for externally controlled movement 
of a UAV flying in hovering mode. The red line is the flight path adopted by the 
smart GPS spoofer, the blue is the actual flight path of the UAV.

Fig. 3: Radar for UAV detection and identification
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Smart GPS spoofing for countering attacks by unmanned aerial vehicles
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The threat of attacks on critical infrastructure by small un-

manned aerial vehicles (UAVs) is of great concern in civilian 

and military contexts. Three institutes of the German Aero-

space Centre have developed and successfully tested a concept 

for countering such attacks by using GPS spoofing, especially 

in scenarios involving autonomous UAVs.

Small UAVs are becoming increasingly popular among 

 hobby pilots. Commercially available UAVs are often equipped 

with technologies that allow inexperienced pilots to easily 

fly such vehicles. These technologies include satellite-based 

GPS navigation, which allows a UAV to autonomously fly from 

one predefined point to another, even over large distances. 

For this reason, commonly used defensive measures such as 

jamming the remote-control link or localising the UAV pilot 

are not helpful.

One of the most promising means of countering such attacks  

is the use of GPS spoofing. In this approach, modified GPS 

navigation signals are generated and sent to the target UAV. 

These signals make it possible to manipulate the position in-

formation of the onboard GPS receiver. The UAV can thus be 

made to change its path and fly to a secure area where it can be 

forced to land. This method has been developed and tested in  

a joint project carried out by three institutes of the German 

Aerospace Centre.

A GPS spoofing generator (Figure 1) was developed by the 

Institute of Communications and Navigation. Using sophisti-

cated signal processing, the spoofer is able to produce exact 

copies of signals from visible GPS satellites. These copies are 

precisely aligned with code and Doppler dimensions of the 

authentic GPS signals at the location of the UAV. This makes 

it almost impossible for a typical commercial GPS receiver to 

detect spoofing. The code phases and Doppler frequencies of 

the spoofing signals are then adjusted so that the UAV can be 

steered along a desired path.

The smart GPS spoofer requires current and accurate infor-

mation about the position and speed of the target UAV. This 

information is provided by an optical tracking system that was 

developed by the Institute of Technical Physics for use with 

small agile UAVs (Figure 2). The required tracking performance 

was achieved by combining an image-synchronised position 

encoder with fine-tracking laser ranging.

In addition, the application of a K-band radar for the detection 

and classification of approaching UAVs has been studied. The 

radar provided by the Microwaves and Radar Institute (Figure 3) 

is based on a commercial platform. The Institute performed 

the necessary configuration and data processing.

The overall system has been successfully tested in the field 

under realistic conditions. In one scenario, the target UAV was 

programmed to hover over a point on the ground. The GPS 

spoofer was used to take control of the position of the UAV. 

The UAV was then steered along a predefined path and forced to 

land. A typical example of the test results is shown in Figure 4. 

The red line is the desired flight path adopted by the spoofer, 

and the actual flight path is shown in blue. As can be observed, 

there is a good match between the actual and desired paths.
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Hyperspectral remote sensing

Hyperspectral remote sensing is steadily increasing along 

with the availability of suitable sensor technology on vari-

ous platforms, from UAVs to airplanes and helicopters to 

satellites, in the civilian and the military domain. This tech-

nology has high spectral and, in some cases, spatial resolution 

for reconnaissance, identification, target acquisition, and 

thematic mapping.

Compared to multispectral and thermal instruments, sensors 

for hyperspectral remote sensing are versatile because they 

continuously cover a large wavelength range (typically between 

400 nm and 2500 nm) with a high spectral resolution (typically 

in the range of 2 nm to 20 nm) and measure fine structures in 

the reflected spectral signature of targets. This makes it possible 

to identify different materials in the image by comparison with 

known spectra (e. g. from laboratory measurements). In the 

field of sensor technology, the German Aerospace Centre is 

operating various systems such as the Cubert system installed 

on a UAV, HySpex with an aircraft as a measurement carrier, 

and DESIS on the International Space Station. The Centre is also 

preparing future missions (Figure 1). A complex processing 

chain for the radiometric, geometric, and atmospheric correc-

tion of data provides georeferenced reflectance values for each 

image point and describes the physical properties of targets.

Together with the Fraunhofer Institute of Optronics, System 

Technologies and Image Exploitation, the NVH project serves 

to develop methods for measuring the depth of coastal waters 

(bathymetry), for describing topography in the transition area 

between land and sea, and for measuring land (vegetation, 

materials) in coastal areas (classification) (Figure 2). The project 

focuses on exploiting the potential of hyperspectral data from 

space with respect to landing operations in preparation for the 

operational availability of EnMAP data and is based on currently 

available data from DESIS.

Hyperspectral (HS) data acquired from space have reduced 

spatial resolution due to their high spectral resolution. They 

thus do not have a sufficiently high signal-to-noise ratio. This 

limits their application, as is the case with the NVH project. 

For this reason, novel spectral unmixing methods for hyper-

spectral data are being developed in order to improve the spatial 

resolution of HS image data. These methods use multispectral 

(MS) data, which mostly has a higher spatial resolution.

The distribution of pure materials estimated in the HS image 

element is located by further spectral unmixing in the MS 

image. This increases the resolution of the hyperspectral image. 

Figure 3 shows the fusion of multispectral and hyperspectral 

data of different spatial resolutions. The procedure goes beyond 

pure pansharpening methods.

Another important application of hyperspectral image data 

is the detailed characterisation of urban and industrial areas as 

a basis for the detection of simple targets in shaded areas and 

detection in the subpixel range. Building outlines in urban and 

industrial areas which are based on remote sensing data can be 

used to determine the condition of objects or changes in them. 

HS data can be used for the unambiguous detection of materials, 

while digital surface models (DSM) can be used for object extrac-

tion based on (relative) heights (e. g. building heights). Spatial 

discontinuities (edges) in the HS image due to changes in 

material properties and spatial discontinuities in DSM due to 

height differences very likely describe the same object.

In a probabilistic fusion process, this complementary informa-

tion is used to infer highly accurate building outlines (Figure 4). 

On the whole, the multi-modal approach to the extraction of 

building outlines provides better results and increases robust-

ness.

Fig. 1: Specifications of hyperspectral sensors Fig. 2: Example of an analysis in the NVH project. Left: section  
of an atmospherecorrected HySpex scene (input image). Middle: 
derived bathymetry (output image). Right: derived subsurface map 
for the class of sand (output image)

Fig. 4: Automatically detected building outlines with 
 different roof materials

Fig. 3: Fusion of a Worldview2 multispectral scene (approximately 2 m ground resolution; 8 spec
tral bands) (left image) with (simulated) EnMAP data (approximately 30 m ground resolution; 
230 spectral bands) (right image). The fused (middle) image results in a hyperspectral image with 
~ 2 m ground resolution and 230 spectral bands, but with high spatial resolution. The physical 
signature is preserved as much as possible
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V3C: Mobile and compact control centre for small satellites

A suitable ground segment is required for the rapid delivery of 

small satellites to low-earth orbits in days or hours. The V3C 

Mobile Compact Control Centre is a small and compact mis-

sion operations system that runs on a laptop. Its operational 

capability has been successfully demonstrated with a satellite 

of the German Aerospace Centre.

Ground segments for satellite operations are typically set up  

in mission control centres, where they occupy a dedicated 

control room and are closely tied to the centre’s infrastructure. 

The ability to move a mission operations system out of a sta-

tionary control centre opens us several possible applications 

such as disaster response, security and defence, decentralised 

access to scientific missions, and education. Particularly when 

it comes to security and defence, the ability to quickly identify 

and respond to threats is made possible by the provision of 

reconnaissance data in the field by one or more mobile and 

compact control centres. Such a system can be combined with 

a traditional control centre for centralised planning and com-

mand. In the event of a loss of the primary or backup control 

centre, such mobile systems represent an additional degree 

of resilience.

Our research activity has focused on the development of such  

a system: the V3C Mobile Compact Control Centre, which is 

shown in Figure 1. It comprises flight-proven multi-mission 

components that are used for traditional mission operations 

systems at the German Space Operations Centre (GSOC) of 

the German Aerospace Centre. Figure 2 provides an overview 

of the system design. The monitoring and control system is 

the subsystem that enables the collection, interpretation, and 

storage of satellite telemetry (TM) as well as the preparation 

and release of telecommands (TC). The purpose of the mission 

planning system is the generation of consistent, conflict-free 

timelines for imaging payloads and satellite bus commanding. 

It also supports the pre-planning and ordering process for 

image acquisitions. The flight dynamics system is responsible 

for computing any information related to satellite orbit position 

and attitude. Its output is used by the connected ground station 

for antenna pointing and also serves as input to the mission 

planning system.

All components are integrated into a single commercial off-

the-shelf laptop. This computer acts as a host for a number of 

virtual machines in which the system components are deployed. 

By leveraging “infrastructure as code” techniques, hardware pro-

visioning is completely automated, which allows us to quickly 

roll-out the entire system from scratch. During development, 

automated provisioning was integrated into continuous inte-

gration / continuous deployment pipelines for tight feedback 

loops. Special care was taken to minimise the number of exter-

nal interfaces in order to operate the system as auto nomously 

as possible. Only an external ground station connection, a time 

source and sporadic access to solar flux and Earth rotation data 

are needed. The effects of the latter have been studied to identify 

mission constraints.

V3C has been successfully demonstrated in operations of the 

BIROS satellite of the German Aerospace Centre, which is a 

130 kg platform in a polar orbit which hosts infrared and opti-

cal imaging payloads. V3C was integrated into the GSOC infra-

structure in such a way that it acted as a drop-in replacement 

for the traditional mission operation system, which remained 

in stand-by mode in order to resume command in the event 

of a contingency. The demonstration operations covered the 

complete use case for image acquisitions. The target area was 

selected interactively using orbit information derived from 

satellite telemetry. This imaging request was transformed into  

a timeline and telecommands. They were uplinked during a 

ten-minute contact using the Weilheim ground station (see 

Figure 3). Data collection was performed autonomously by the 

satellite according to the timeline and downlinked during  

a following contact over Weilheim. The payload data was pro-

cessed on the V3C system, resulting in the image shown in 

Figure 4.

Fig. 1: V3C system on a commercial laptop Fig. 2: Overview of the V3C ground segment design Fig. 4: Image of an area around Truth or Consequences, New Mexico,  
USA, acquired during the V3C demonstration campaign

Fig. 3: Ongoing satellite operations using V3C  
(located at bottom of image)
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Spaceborne signal intelligence with TerraSAR-X/TanDEM-X

Situational awareness with global reconnaissance assets is 

key for the prevention of national and international crises. 

Satellite systems must be used if intrusion into sovereign 

territory is to be avoided. Spaceborne image intelligence is 

well established in Germany. Other reconnaissance products 

are becoming more important as well.

The numerous current and planned satellite missions for 

Earth observation represent enormous potential for space-

borne worldwide reconnaissance. Spaceborne reconnaissance 

is currently based primarily on image intelligence (IMINT). 

Data for IMINT products are generated from military as well as 

from commercial systems. An additional subset of reconnais-

sance, signals intelligence (SIGINT), is performed by seaborne, 

land-based, and airborne platforms, at least in Germany. Other 

countries have been conducting research on spaceborne SIGINT 

for many decades. Commercial companies are also entering 

the market, for example Hawkeye 360 in the United States or 

Unseenlabs in France. They are offering signals intelligence 

data generated by small company-owned satellite systems. 

In Germany, there is great interest in SIGINT data, and thus 

some studies are investigating the possibilities and potential of 

such systems. These studies are coordinated by the Responsive 

Space Cluster Competence Centre in the German Aerospace 

Centre.

For an initial and timely examination and verification of these 

considerations, it made sense to use existing national spaceborne 

systems. One option was the German TerraSAR-X/TanDEM-X 

mission. It consists of two spacecraft flying in close formation 

with an eleven-day repeat cycle. The received data are usually 

used to generate image information utilising the synthetic 

aperture radar (SAR) principle. But because both satellites are 

operated and commanded by operators in Germany, it is possible 

to suppress the emission of radar pulses by using the receive 

path of the spacecraft to register and record electromagnetic 

waves coming from the Earth’s surface.

The first data sets were collected in the fourth quarter of 2021. 

Currently, the German Aerospace Centre is analysing and eval-

uating the results. The IoSiS (Imaging of Satellites in Space) 

experimental system from the Centre’s department of recon-

naissance and security was used as a defined source for the 

electromagnetic waves coming from the Earth’s surface. IoSiS 

is located at the Centre’s site in Weilheim and is being developed 

and operated by the Microwaves and Radar Institute. As a result 

of the analysis, the Centre is expecting to identify minimal 

signal levels that are required for the reception of useful data 

and the accuracy of attainable geo-localisation.

The promising results from the first phase of the experiment 

have shown that the experiment objective will be achieved. 

In future, different signal forms emitted by the signal source 

and the influence of external signals on image products will be 

topics of research. In cooperation with the Bundeswehr Uni-

versity in Munich, additional possibilities will be investigated 

for generating supplementary experimental data.

Fig. 1: TerraSARX and TanDEMX in formation flight

 

Fig. 2: IoSiS system Fig. 4: First SIGINT test data emitted by IoSiS and received by TerraSARX. 
It can be seen that the receiver is saturated by the signal

Fig. 3: Processed SIGINT data from the Hawkeye 360 and Unseenlabs systems

Spaceborne signal intelligence with 

TerraSAR-X/TanDEM-X
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Sandwich core and blade of an inlet guide vane

The limits of common manufacturing techniques are often 

reached in high-performance applications. The German 

Aerospace Centre is therefore investigating ways of manu-

facturing cost-efficient structures. Syntactic foams can be 

used to modify laminate properties. This has been demon-

strated and tested on an inlet guide vane.

In order to locally modify the mechanical properties of a fibre -

reinforced composite part, the usual approach is to optimise 

fibre stacking. The required stiffness of sandwich structures is 

often obtained by inserting a core material between the fibre 

layers. The core, as is shown in the white area in Figure 1, 

increases the inertia moment and the stiffness of the part ac-

cording to the parallel axis theorem. The core itself does not need 

to have good physical properties; instead it can be selected on 

account of its density.

Common core materials are polymer foams, balsa, and honey-

combs made of paper, metal, or plastics. Syntactic foams are a 

combination of glass, metal, and plastic spheres within a metal 

or plastic matrix. Criteria for choosing the best matching core 

material are density, fire protection regulations, economic effi-

ciency, and thermo-mechanical stress. If stress requirements 

vary greatly across the part, the selection is often based on the 

highest requirement. In this case, the maximum lightweight 

construction potential will not be reached. Alternatively, it is 

possible to use multiple cores. 

If different core materials are used in different areas of the 

part, the positioning effort in the production process is multi-

plied. The precise positioning of the cores in relation to one 

another and the fibre material increases production costs and 

time dramatically. In addition, there is the risk of “runners” 

during the infusion process. These are channels between the 

multiple cores where the infused resin may flow faster than 

through the fibres and may thus create cavities of trapped air. 

This significantly reduces process robustness.

A different approach has been taken by the German Aerospace 

Centre, which has developed an inlet guide vane for aircraft. 

The inner and outer parts of the structure are exposed to high 

levels of tension and pressure while the inner section requires 

a low-density core material. A dovetail joint on one side of 

the composite part is used for connection to the surrounding 

structure. This increases manufacturing effort a great deal when 

multiple cores or a monolithic structure is used. This problem 

is solved by using a syntactic core. This core can be manufac-

tured to a thickness of less than 0.5 mm, which makes it possible 

to use one instead of multiple cores, as shown in Figure 3. 

Also, the complexity of the fibre layer contours is decreased. 

Therefore, different fillers (micro spheres, hollow spheres, and 

short fibres) in an epoxy-matrix are used. The manufacturing 

process ensures that all fillers stay in their designated areas of 

the core, while the matrix is allowed to fill the whole cavity 

of the closed tooling. In this way it is possible to create hard or 

soft boundaries between the different fillers. By manufacturing 

the core in its end shape, there is no need for further processing 

after demoulding. 

In comparison to a conventional structure with three individual 

cores, the manufacturing effort was significantly reduced. The 

core is self-positioning and can be used without additional fix-

tures. The fibre layer contours are simple thanks to the reduced 

minimal core thickness.

Fig. 1: Detail of sandwich stacking for the composite inlet guide vane Fig. 2: Diagram of sandwich core Fig. 3: Sandwich core and composite inlet guide vane
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Development of infrared laser sources for DIRCM applications

Infrared-guided missiles are among the most significant 

threats for ground and airborne platforms. To protect mo-

bile platforms, the German-French Research Institute of 

Saint-Louis (ISL) is developing new laser sources for directed 

infrared countermeasure (DIRCM) systems. The operating 

principle of these DIRCM systems is based on jamming, dazz-

ling, or damaging the infrared seeker head of the missile.

Research at ISL is addressing military needs for infrared laser 

sources and covers different kinds of threats depending on 

the infrared seeker technology, from common reticle-based 

seekers to new generations based on multispectral imagers. 

For this purpose, ISL is studying and developing beyond-state-

of-the-art highly versatile laser sources in the short-to-mid-

infrared wavelength range.

DIRCM applications require powerful, robust, and compact 

laser sources with good beam quality and a specific spectral 

range and must be capable of impacting seeker heads over 

distances of several kilometres. Efficient and compact solutions 

are based on fibre lasers emitting at 2 µm whose radiation is 

down-converted with an optical parametric oscillator (OPO) 

to obtain powerful coherent radiation in the 3 – 5 µm spectral 

band. Fibre technology is of particular interest since it makes 

possible SWaP (size, weight, and power) optimised laser systems.

The key to the success of technology developed at ISL is mono-

lithic fibre laser technology, in which fibre laser components 

are fusion spliced together (Figure 1). To achieve complete all- 

fibred systems that are highly efficient, robust, and fully align-

ment free, research activity at ISL is devoted to studies of fibre 

lasers and architectures and the development of fibre compo-

nents, such as specific fibre combiners and end-caps. In 2021, 

ISL reported the results obtained with its monolithic 2.1 µm 

single oscillator based on a Tm3+, Ho3+-codoped active fibre. 

Up to 200 W of continuous wave (CW) optical power emitted at 

2.1 µm have been demonstrated under laboratory conditions, 

with a 45 % slope efficiency and a near diffraction limited output 

beam. To the best of our knowledge, this is the most powerful 

and efficient laser source based on a Tm3+, Ho3+-codoped active 

fibre reported in the literature.

An important DIRCM objective is to obtain powerful radiation 

in the 3 – 5 µm spectral region. In this region, ISL demonstrated 

a record of 38 W from a linear OPO cavity based on a ZGP (zinc 

germanium phosphide, ZnGeP2) crystal. To achieve robust ar-

chitectures capable of emitting high-power radiation of good 

beam quality, ISL is also working on non-planar OPO resonator 

designs, such as an ISL patent cavity called FIRE (Figure 2). 

The advantages of this cavity are a robust and compact design 

without any need for mirror alignment and a stable operation 

which avoids any back-reflection towards the pump source. 

With the novel miniaturised FIRE cavity, an OPO output power 

of up to 24 W has been obtained with a good beam quality of 

M² = 1.6. This result represents the best beam quality at high 

OPO output power reported in the literature.

When it comes to emission in the 3 – 5 µm spectral region, 

research activity at ISL is also devoted to the mid-infrared 

supercontinuum generation with novel nonlinear fibres. The 

supercontinuum generation is considered to be a promising 

future DIRCM technology owing to its great spectral coverage 

that allows DIRCM counter-countermeasures to be targeted and 

its potential for implementation in an all fibred architecture. 

Research activities at ISL are concerned with the development 

of a 2 µm fibre pump source in the picosecond regime and 

suitable supercontinuum generation techniques.

In cooperation with the Bundeswehr Technical Centres in 

Oberjettenberg (WTD 52) and Greding (WTD 81), ISL has carried 

out several field campaigns to characterise its DIRCM laser 

demonstrators with respect to their beam properties and dazz-

ling / damaging effects at long-distance atmospheric propaga-

tion. During the 2021 field campaign at WTD 81, for example, 

good agreement was ascertained between the experimental 

beam profile of the ISL laser demonstrator and a beam profile 

simulation which accounted for atmospheric turbulence 

(Figure 3).

Fig. 1: Allfibred laser emitting at 2 µm Fig. 2: Miniaturised FIRE OPO cavity emitting in the 3 – 5 µm region Fig. 3: Experimental setup of the 2021 field campaign at WTD 81. ISL laser demonstrator with Schiefspiegler telescope (left),  
and PtSi camera in front of a reflector screen (inset). Right: Experimental and simulated beam profiles of 3–5 µm radiation of the OPO 
after atmospheric propagation over 770 m
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Hypersonic Research at the German-French Research Institute  
of Saint-Louis (ISL)

Recent advances have been made by various nations in the 

development of hypersonic glide vehicles and cruise missiles. 

As a result, hypersonic weapons and defence against them 

are back on the Western agenda – in the military, in industry 

and in science. The German-French Research Institute of 

Saint-Louis (ISL) is conducting a number of projects and is 

performing basic research on air defence against hypersonic 

threats and combating ground targets.

The German-French Research Institute of Saint-Louis is a 

European competence centre for ballistics, barrel weapons, 

projectiles and protection and has been conducting research 

in the field of hypervelocity for years. Its work focuses on 

three main applications: the development of railguns (Figure 1), 

the development of hypersonic effectors (Figure 2) for railguns 

or performance-enhanced powder guns, and contributions to 

the understanding of signatures in IR and radar at hypersonic 

flow conditions (Figures 2 and 3). The latter is a joint effort with 

external partners.

In addition to these applications, the ISL portfolio of basic 

research comprises ablation (Figure 4), thermal management 

through material selection and aerodynamic shaping, as well 

as compressibility, real-gas and plasma effects. In addition to 

the development of its own simulation codes, ISL has a test 

infrastructure that includes a trisonic wind tunnel, shock tubes, 

light gas cannons (velocities up to 8 km/s), and an extensive 

free-flight measurement technology with instrumented, 

tube-fired projectiles.

ISL is the only European institution to develop the concept of 

the electromagnetic railgun. Using ISL technology, projectiles 

in the kilogram range have been accelerated to hypersonic 

speeds of more than 2500 m/s using a 10 MJ energy supply 

system. With over 65 % efficiency in relation to the conversion 

of electrical into kinetic energy, a new benchmark has been set.

A demonstrator was built to investigate possible deployment 

scenarios and to defend against rapidly approaching threats 

such as anti-ship missiles. This demonstrator makes it possible 

to fire bursts of up to five shots in a calibre of 25 mm2 with 

accelerations of more than 100,000 g and muzzle velocities of 

2,400 m/s, with firing cadences of more than 75 Hz.

At the same time, traditional powder cannons are also being 

further developed. At its own shooting range, ISL can now 

achieve speeds of around 2,000 m/s with projectile weights of 

2 kg. Instrumented with sensors and telemetry, this provides a 

cost-effective, free-flight testing technique for testing designs 

of hypersonic vehicles.

Special aerodynamic and thermodynamic phenomena occur at 

hypervelocity which are typical of high speeds and enormous 

gas temperatures. In particular, four fundamental topics are 

being examined at ISL.

Compressibility and flight performance: One focus of our work 

is the flight performance of KE (kinetic energy) projectiles for the 

MGCS (Main Ground Combat System). Strong compressibility 

effects occur at high speeds which cannot be dealt with by tradi-

tional aerodynamic methods. For example, the drag coefficient 

at hypervelocity drops in contrast to increased boundary layer 

thickness caused by heating.

Ablation and flight stability: Additional ablation phenomena 

occur on the surface as a result of heating and frictional forces 

(Figure 4). Among other things, these are decisive for the flight 

stability of KE projectiles.

Heating and IR signature: Especially in the lower atmosphere, 

flying bodies are heated transiently. Temperatures of up to 

2500 °K are thus reached at the stagnation point of the railgun 

projectile (Figure 2). At the same time, heating leads to an IR 

signature specific to each missile type, a “fingerprint” that ISL 

can provide to users.

Plasma formation and radar signature: Experiments in the ISL 

shock tube and in cooperation with the Fraunhofer Society 

proved the influence of plasma formed in hypersonic flow on 

the radar backscatter cross section (Figures 3). ISL is developing 

solutions for the detection of hypersonic threats in HYPOTHE-

NUSE, a collaborative European research project together with 

Fraunhofer and Hensoldt.

Fig. 1: ISL Railgun Fig. 2: Waverider projectile Fig. 4: Afterflight recording of an ablated 
aluminium sphere at 5000 m/s

Fig. 3: Investigation of radar backscatter crosssection during plasma 
 formation (source: DeutschFranzösisches Forschungsinstitut ISL, 
 Fraunhofer FHR)
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Fig. 1: Delta wing at a high angle of attack 
and with sideslip. The vortex system can  
be seen only on one side (Q criterion). 
 Primary and secondary vortices can also  
be seen (blue and orange lines)

Fig. 2: Compression shocks on a delta wing 
shown by isosurfaces with a strong density 
gradient. When interacting with a vortex, 
the latter can break down and cause a loss 
of aerodynamic lift

Fig. 3: Model of an open weapon bay with doors on its side. 
Turbulent vortical structures (Q criterion) cause aeroacoustic 
resonance

Fig. 5: Vortex system around a hypersonic glide vehicle. Streamlines indicate 
the location of the leadingedge vortex on the upper side, which significantly 
contributes to aerodynamic lift at lower altitudes

Fig. 4: Generic hypersonic glide vehicle shown with compression shocks 
(white fog) and pressure on the surface for assessments of aerodynamic 
 forces
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Simulation and modelling for aerodynamic applications
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The development of modern aircraft as well as ways to defend 

them play a decisive role in defence technology. Highly accu-

rate and expensive methods of fluid simulation are required 

if we are to master fluid mechanical processes in these areas 

of flight physics. Specially adapted models make computation 

manageable and thus contribute to routine applications.

Computer simulation plays a major role in investigations  

of aerodynamic phenomena. The availability of fluid data 

independent of experimental settings and constraints makes 

simulation an attractive tool, especially in early development 

phases and in fundamental studies of fluid physics. Steady 

increases in computing capacity have further meant that 

modern simulation methods are used in almost every devel-

opment process.

Despite enormous increases in computing power, it is still 

 necessary to model turbulence in aerodynamic flows in 

 order to limit computational costs. Defence applications 

such as aircraft and missiles typically operate at high Reynolds 

numbers in transonic, supersonic, and hypersonic conditions 

and exhibit aeromechanical effects that are not encountered  

in this way or to this extent in other disciplines. This requires 

specially adapted models.

Delta wings with a low aspect ratio are commonly chosen  

for highly agile aircraft configurations. Figure 1 shows such  

a wing with several differently swept segments on which a 

complex system of leading-edge vortices develops. As can be 

seen in the figure, at high angles of attack and sideslip flow, 

the vortex collapses on one side. Further, in transonic flight, 

the vortices interact with embedded compression shocks as 

shown in Figure 2. Accurate predictions of the process are 

essential for determining flight performance, but this requires 

enormous computational resources. As part of a research 

project with Airbus D&S, we are focusing on the development 

of an adapted model that fully represents turbulent processes 

instead of resolving them. Machine learning methods, in partic-

ular genetic algorithms, are used for this purpose.

Another application are integrated weapon bays. When the 

doors are open, vortices are created on the open side which are 

reflected when they hit the rear wall. This results in aeroacoustic 

resonance, which can lead to critical strain on the structure. 

Figure 3 shows a weapon bay and the turbulent flow that 

develops in it. In this highly unsteady process, the resolution 

of turbulent structures is essential for the correct prediction 

of the sound pressure level of the resonance modes. This re-

quires enormous computational resources. In this research 

project, a combination of different methods has resulted in 

reductions in computing time of almost 80 %. Further steps 

aim at the simulation of industry-relevant cases “overnight”.

An analysis of hypersonic missiles (Figure 4) in cooperation 

with AMDC GmbH is leading to different challenges. In addi-

tion to aerothermodynamic effects, vortex systems occur in 

typical configurations (Figure 5) that are dominated by turbu-

lent processes. At high altitudes, however, Reynolds numbers 

are much lower, resulting in significant laminar parts of the 

flow and the need to consider transition.

In summary, fluid simulation has great potential for helping 

us to understand and predict complex aerodynamic processes. 

With specially adapted models, high-quality methods can be 

routinely used.
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The MedXFit study: Effects of CrossFit® training on strength,  
mobility, back issues, and well-being in soldiers and civilian employees  
of the Bundeswehr

Chronic diseases and poor physical fitness due to sedentary 

behaviour and physical inactivity are common problems in 

our society. This trend also affects the Bundeswehr. Medical 

Scaled CrossFit© can counter this development.

In training or on deployment, soldiers of the German armed 

forces perform complex tasks under high levels of physical stress. 

Whether marching, fighting, crossing water, or transporting 

wounded comrades – soldiers require broad functional physical 

fitness in order to succeed. The health and fitness of many 

soldiers is deteriorating owing to prolonged sitting and inade-

quate physical training. In a worst-case scenario, this results 

in an increased risk to life and limb in combat.

CrossFit© (CF) provides an answer to this issue. It is a strength 

and conditioning regimen with varying levels of difficulty, 

that incorporates elements from weightlifting, powerlifting, 

gymnastics, swimming, and rowing in high-intensity workouts 

(Figure 1). Due to its scalability and broad training stimuli, even 

elite soldiers can train alongside disabled veterans in the same 

training session and still make progress.

The MedXFit study was conducted by the professorship for 

Sports Biology at the University of the Bundeswehr Munich 

and focused on the effects of CF on strength, mobility, back 

health, and well-being. Participants were civilian employees 

and soldiers at the University (training group n = 57, control 

group n = 34) with predominantly sedentary occupations who 

performed fewer than two strength and/or mobility training 

sessions per week. The study was designed for 12 months (test 

sessions at 0, 6, and 12 months).

During this period, the training group completed two 60- 

min ute CF workouts per week. Military Affiliate CrossFit© 

Kokoro (training field on the terrain of the University of the 

Bundeswehr in Munich) ensured the completion of 15 work-

outs per week for this period (Figure 2). Online workouts 

were provided during the COVID- 19 lockdown.

At baseline, participants showed pronounced deficiencies in 

terms of strength and mobility. Back pain was part of everyday 

life for many, and well-being was low. In addition, participants 

were barely able to perform simple movements such as lifting 

and carrying loads, squatting, running, and jumping.

After only 6 months, the training group significantly improved 

in all the above-mentioned areas. This impressive trend contin-

ued. After 12 months, participants were finally fit enough to 

perform complex movements safely even during high-intensity 

workouts.

Following the study, participants were integrated into the CF 

Kokoro training group. Here, 150 – 200 members of the University 

regularly train together. This group includes young soldiers, 

disabled veterans, and civilian employees shortly before retire-

ment. The Professorship for Sports Biology permanently supports 

the training process by studying and evaluating the sports per-

formance of CF Kokoro members. Numerous study projects are 

constantly generating further insights into the effects of CF.

The performance and health benefits of CF have been scientifi-

cally proven in several studies (Figure 3). With the MedXFit study, 

the effectiveness of CF for soldiers and civilian employees of the 

German armed forces has now been proven for the first time 

as part of a prospective controlled long-term study. Not least 

because of these results and the success of CF at the University 

as a whole, CF should be considered as a training concept for 

physical training in the German armed forces. The many years 

of experience at CF Kokoro and the Professorship for Sports 

Biology are a basis for possible implementation.

Fig. 1: Technically demanding weightlifting exercises are  
frequently performed

Fig. 2:  A highquality training room has been available at  
CrossFit Kokoro since 2021

Fig. 3: In addition to training, CrossFit also emphasises healthy 
 diets as a way to increase health and performance
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Compatibility of conventional and additively manufactured elastomers 
with synthetic fuels

Fig. 1: The wrong sealing material can lead to excessive 
swelling and breakage. Left: normal dumbbell test specimen; 
right: swollen and broken dumbbell test specimen

Fig. 2: Hydrostatic balance for measuring changes in the  
volume and density of swollen elastomer specimens

Fig. 4: Volume change of new and artificially aged NBR and of additively 
manufactured TPU. The swelling occurred in conventional fuel Jet A1 and  
in the synthetic fuel ReadiJet™

Fig. 3: Gas chromatography/mass spectrometry (GC/MS) 
is used to identify specific fuel components
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Synthetic fuels are future sources of energy in the Bundes-

wehr. The objective of this study is to investigate elastomer 

compatibility with synthetic fuel components to ensure 

they can be used in existing systems. The focus is currently 

on aged conventional elastomers and additively manufac-

tured (3D-printed) elastomers for applications in aviation 

and vehicles.

In contrast to conventional fuels, synthetic fuels are ideally 

made from renewable raw materials and may have a different 

chemical composition. As a result, elastomers, which are used 

as seals, hoses, and tank linings, act differently in contact with 

synthetic fuels. Excessive swelling can lead to a deterioration 

of mechanical and physical properties and can severely limit 

the functionality of a component (Figure 1).

The establishment of synthetic fuels further depends on whether 

already installed conventional or additively manufactured (AM) 

components are compatible with these fuels. This study is being 

conducted by the University of the Bundeswehr in Munich in 

cooperation with the Bundeswehr Research Institute for Mate ri-

als, Fuels and Lubricants (WIWeB).

Acrylonitrile-butadiene-rubber (NBR) is a conventional elas-

tomer that is used in aircraft seals. Owing to the long service 

periods for aircraft, especially military aircraft, these elastomers 

can age and undergo chemical changes. As conventional fuels 

are to be replaced by synthetic fuels, it is necessary to test already 

aged seals for their compatibility with synthetic fuels. Only in 

this way can we make predictions about their use in existing 

systems.

Due to the emerging technology of additive manufacturing, 

spare parts can be produced on demand and replacement seals 

can be printed on site at the required hardness grades and in the 

required shapes. Currently available manufacturing processes, 

however, prevent the use of conventional vulcanised materials. 

For this reason, AM elastomers on the market are considerably 

different from conventional ones in terms of chemical com-

position. Since they must fulfil similar material requirements 

to conventional elastomers, however, we must investigate the 

suitability of these novel elastomers.

In order to evaluate the compatibility of conventional and AM 

elastomers with synthetic fuels, NBR (a common elastomer in 

aviation) and thermoplastic polyurethane (TPU) (processed by 

AM) were stored in the synthetic fuel ReadiJet™ and in con-

ventional Jet A-1 as a reference. We measured changes in mass 

and density (Figure 2) and performed tensile tests and hardness 

measurements. The chemical information that was obtained 

by gas chromatography/mass spectrometry (GC/MS, Figure 3) 

provides a thorough description of the swelling phenomena of 

individual fuel components.

Measurements of changes in volume (Figure 4) show that, 

despite fundamentally different chemical structures, AM elas-

tomers are comparable to conventional elastomers. Changes 

in the volume of TPU is even less pronounced, which indicates 

better compatibility with hydrocarbon-based fuels. With in-

creasing aging time, the crosslink density of NBR increases, 

which leads to less swelling. In addition to density, the hardness, 

the tensile strength, and elongation at break of all materials 

decrease with progressive swelling.

The tests provide insights into the swelling behaviour of con-

ventional and additively manufactured elastomers in contact 

with synthetic fuels. This allows new materials to be evaluated 

with regard to their field of application. Findings can also be 

made about whether novel fuels can be used safely and reliably 

in existing systems.
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Machine learning and quantum computers:  
The future of attacker-defender scenarios
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The production of a quantum computer in Germany is a po-

litical goal. Scientists are already looking at possible areas of 

application. One promising application is attacker-defender 

scenarios. Initial research is already indicating that quantum 

computing will make the complexity of these problems 

manageable.

Although there is still doubt as to whether, and above all when, 

quantum computers will be available for practical applications, 

the German government has already committed itself to a 

“quantum computer made in Germany” (Figure 1). Until this 

ambitious project is completed, however, the available time 

should be used to develop scalable approaches to quantum 

computing solutions.

One future field of application is complex non-cooperative 

games. Examples of such scenarios are the planning and imple-

mentation of preventive measures to thwart terrorist attacks 

(for example at airports), the detection and prevention of hacker 

attacks on cyber systems, and even games such as chess.

The underlying dynamics of each situation and the time span 

over which the scenario extends make finding optimal strate-

gies in non-cooperative situations highly complex problems. 

The dynamics describe whether both parties can actively inter-

vene in events or whether one party has to commit to a strategy 

in advance. 

For example, this is the case at airports, where fixed security 

checks are placed in advance and security forces patrol according 

to a specific pattern.

Traditional methods for solving non-cooperative games have 

their origins in game theory, which deals with the mathematical 

solution of decision and interaction situations. However, as soon 

as these become too complex due to a high number of possible 

courses of action over several rounds (as is the case with chess), 

game theory can no longer be readily applied.

An alternative to game theory is offered by reinforcement learn-

ing, which is a technique from the field of machine learning. 

Reinforcement learning is based on algorithms that find an 

optimal strategy for solving a problem based on interactions 

with a simulation.

A breakthrough in reinforcement learning and complex prob-

lems occurred in 2017, when a program based on reinforcement 

learning beat the world‘s number one Go player in several games. 

Today, similar approaches are being used to solve much more 

complex non-cooperative games.

Current advances in reinforcement learning are usually only 

achieved using large computing capacities and special com-

puting units such as GPUs and TPUs (Graphics/Tensor Process-

ing Units). The latter were developed primarily to calculate 

deep-learning models such as neural networks at faster rates. 

In reinforcement learning, deep-learning models are used to 

scale the algorithms for larger problems.

Quantum computing offers several features that simplify the 

solution of complex problems, for example superposition and 

entanglement (Figure 2). By combining traditional reinforce-

ment learning with new methods such as quantum neural 

networks to form quantum hybrid reinforcement learning 

models (Figure 3), we can achieve equivalent results with fewer 

resources. 

In addition to the development of new quantum algorithms, 

the aim is also to identify applications and to evaluate initial 

approaches to solutions in cooperation with companies and 

public authorities. In this way, the “quantum computer made 

in Germany” can be put directly to productive use wherever 

it is needed.

Fig. 1: The IBM Quantum System One is the first commercially  
available quantum computer in Germany (source: IBM/CC BY)

Fig. 2:  Inside an IBM Quantum System One (source: IBM/CC BYND) Fig. 3: Diagram of the learning process in quantum reinforcement learning algorithms in 
attackerdefender scenarios (source: Institute of Theoretical Computer Science, Mathematics,  
and Operations Research, Department of Computer Science, Bundeswehr University, Munich)
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Possibilities for bilateral security cooperation between Germany and Australia 
and between Germany and New Zealand against the background of a compre-
hensive contextualisation of the power shifts in the Western Pacific

Fig. 1: Australian Defence Engagement in the SouthWest Pacific
(source: Commonwealth of Australia 2020)

Fig. 2: Programme for a webinar 
with Australia and New Zealand

Fig. 3: Route of the German frigate “Bayern”
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This study aims to provide a concrete and systematic assess-

ment of the possibilities for bilateral security cooperation 

between Germany and Australia and between Germany and 

New Zealand against the background of a comprehensive 

contextualisation of the power shifts in the Western Pacific 

and their impact on German interests.

Given the shifts of economic and political power towards the 

Pacific, this region will play a central role in shaping the inter-

national order in the 21st century. The Western Pacific is an arena 

where the increasingly intense competition between China and 

the United States is already particularly noticeable. An escala-

tion to open conflict could have enormous consequences for 

German interests: disruption of trade routes leading to supply 

shortages for German production sites and consumers; poten-

tial loss of investments; substantial threat to the rules-based 

multilateral order including the softening and modification of 

international norms and values; loss of political independence 

of German partner countries. If Germany does not engage ac-

tively on the ground, it will lose significant strategic influence 

in the region in the medium to long term and will also be less 

heard in European decisions regarding a Pacific strategy. As a 

consequence, important decisions that affect Germany would 

be made without Germany at the table.

In order to be prepared for the power shifts and to be able to 

meet the associated security challenges, Germany must increase 

its engagement in the region and expand its cooperation with 

partners. Australia and New Zealand in particular, as Western -

style democracies with similar values, are predestined to become 

key partners. Both show a strong interest in increased coopera-

tion with Germany and there are already channels and formats 

on which to build upon.

The objective of the study is to support strategic decision-making 

in the Federal Ministry of Defence (FMoD) and the Bundeswehr 

by systematically examining and evaluating cooperation poten-

tials. The study follows a framework concept from the theory -

based contextualisation of the security policy dynamics in the 

region to a dedicated exploration of the threat perceptions as 

well as the security policy priorities of Australia and New Zea-

land, and subsequently the development of realistic scenarios 

and the identification of courses of action.

Based on the analysis of these framework conditions, concrete 

cooperation opportunities were identified that fit the needs and 

capabilities of the partner countries (see Figure 1). In addition 

to the evaluation of strategic policy documents and the security 

policy discourse in both countries, semi-structured interviews 

were conducted with local experts in Germany, Australia, and 

New Zealand. Furthermore, the Bundeswehr University Munich, 

in cooperation with the FMoD and the Konrad Adenauer Foun-

dation, hosted a webinar with policymakers from the three 

countries (see Figure 2), in which cooperation in the areas of 

cyberspace, space and maritime security, e. g. regarding the 

deployment of ships (see Figure 3), was discussed.

The insights gained in the preceding work steps were used  

to create a scenario analysis that assesses the most important 

key factors in terms of their likely manifestation and influence 

on the future political development in the Western Pacific 

region and is geared towards deriving concrete recommenda-

tions for action.

In this way, the study contributes to the current discussion 

on framework conditions and fundamentals for a German 

positioning in the Western Pacific region and provides a concrete 

and comprehensive contribution to the Federal Government's 

planned intensification of security policy cooperation with 

value partners in the region, as enshrined in its policy guidelines 

for the Indo-Pacific, and to the FMoD’s positioning in bilateral 

relations with the key states of Australia and New Zealand.
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Development of the vocational orientation test “Berufe Radar”  
for graduates and career starters

Fig. 1: Example of a visual item Fig. 3: Verbal feedback on the strengths and leadership dimensionFig. 2: Visual feedback on the strengths Fig. 4: Feedback on associated job opportunities
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On behalf of the Employer Branding section at the Federal 

Ministry of Defence, we have developed an online tool that 

offers assistance to graduates and career starters in their 

choice of profession. Having completed the test, partici pants 

receive information about their individual strengths and 

 associated job opportunities.

Graduates and career starters face the challenge of having  

to choose from almost limitless career options. Numerous 

psychological tests and online tools may provide help. In many 

cases, however, these online tools are not based on transparent 

scientific frameworks, and psychological tests are usually not 

freely available or not designed to appeal to the target group. 

Thus, the aim of the project team at Helmut Schmidt University 

Hamburg was to develop a theoretically well-founded and 

empirically validated test. We further aimed to appeal to parti-

cipants with an attractive design and easy-to-use approach 

free of charge.

The “Berufe Radar” (job radar) is based on a theoretical model  

of different strengths and talents. Accordingly, a strength is 

defined as an overlap of strong abilities and interests. The model 

is based on the hexagonal model described by Holland (1997). 

In order to represent today’s job market, Holland’s model was 

extended by adding the dimensions “IT” and “Leadership”. All 

dimensions are represented by prototypes to facilitate partici-

pants’ understanding of and identification with their results. 

For the first time in the German-speaking area, both civil and 

military job opportunities in the German Armed Forces have 

been systematically categorised. Thus, participants also receive 

suggestions for career options in the German Armed Forces 

that fit their individual strength profile.

Based on the theoretical framework, independent experts 

developed verbal and visual items for each strength dimension. 

The material was validated in an online survey and by focus 

groups with participants aged 16 to 26. We asked the partici-

pants whether they understood the items, how they rated 

the fit with the relevant dimensions and the acceptance and 

attractiveness of the material. Participants evaluated the test 

positively and provided feedback and suggestions on how to 

further improve it. Psychometric analyses also yielded good 

results.

We tested the psychometric quality of the revised version 

with N = 413 participants. Reliability of the dimensions ranged 

from good to very good. A confirmatory factor analysis revealed 

good factorial validity. Construct validity is given, as we ob-

served the expected correlations in direction and magnitude 

with personality factors measured by the BFI-10 (Rammstedt 

et al., 2014) as well as with the basic motives measured by the 

German version of the Leadership Motivation Inventory 

(FÜMO; Felfe et al., 2012). Criterion validity is given, as the 

most pronounced strength dimensions fit with the career 

aspirations as verbalised by the participants. With regard to 

social validity, participants positively rated the attractiveness 

of the test. They appreciated the feedback and job recommen-

dations.

The final version of the “Berufe Radar” consists of 72 verbal and 

13 visual items (Figure 1) allocated to 11 dimensions. The layout 

and technical solution were provided by Castenow GmbH. 

The test can be accessed at www.beruferadar.de and takes be-

tween 15 and 20 minutes to complete. Participants are first 

provided with information about their two most pronounced 

strengths (Figures 2 and 3). These strengths are then linked to 

job opportunities (Figure 4). Current job profiles, for example 

in the IT sector, and career perspectives in the German Armed 

Forces are also considered.
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Postgraduate medical education and training: the research project  
“Evaluation, Konzeptionalisierung und Implementierung arbeitsprozess-
orientierter ärztlicher Weiterbildung am BwK Hamburg (E.K.I.)”

Fig. 1: Goals of E.K.I. Fig. 2: Workshop participants Fig. 3: Conceptualisation and implementation of various trainings
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In Germany, postgraduate medical education and residency 

training is ordinarily still regarded as a “by-product” that 

arises during patient care. The opposite is the case: As the 

new “Weiterbildungsordnungen” show, postgraduate me di-

cal training faces a variety of challenges that equally affect 

the design of postgraduate medical training programmes  

in clinical work settings.

Postgraduate medical training (residency) is a stage of medical 

education. It refers to physicians who have graduated from medi-

cal school and obtained a medical degree. Residents practice 

medicine in a hospital or clinic with the aim of acquiring spe-

cialist medical skills. The duration of residencies can range from 

three to seven years, depending upon the specialty. The specialist 

medical skills that need to be developed are determined by the 

“Weiterbildungsordnungen” of the German federal states and 

the respective guidelines of the medical associations. A post-

graduate training takes place in everyday medical practice under 

the direct or indirect supervision of a senior medical clinician 

registered in that specialty. Currently, the focus is primarily on 

developing medical skills and digitalisation, which is also re-

flected in the new “Weiterbildungsordnungen”.

When designing postgraduate medical training programmes, 

senior medical clinicians primarily refer to subjective learning 

experiences gained during their own residency. These experi-

ences, which have been passed down through generations of 

physicians, influence the teaching/learning process and are 

often considered part of the professional identity. 

The E.K.I. project (evaluation, conceptualisation, and implemen-

tation of work process oriented medical training) researches 

postgraduate medical education and training both in its organi-

sational structures and in its subjective meaning for senior 

medical clinicians and residents. The project relates to the 

Bundeswehr hospital in Hamburg. Its research design focuses on 

process evaluation: In a first step, organisational and structural 

requirements and special features of existing postgraduate 

medical training programmes were examined and systemised. 

Evaluation of the collected data made it possible to derive con-

clusions on the current practice of medical training as viewed 

by the participants and the practitioners. In a second step, action 

options for postgraduate medical training were conceptualised. 

These didactic and methodical concepts are now being imple-

mented in the hospital.

E.K.I. supports and accompanies senior medical clinicians and 

residents in their teaching and learning processes. The specific 

requirements and conditions of postgraduate medical education 

and training are taken into account, like differences in specialist 

culture, varying needs in the individual specialist disciplines or 

time structures.

In particular, the convergence of professional training and 

patient care in everyday medical practice requires a didactic -

methodical orientation and quality standards, e. g. expert 

knowledge, pedagogical and work-oriented skills. Thus, teaching 

and learning processes can be comprehended, opportunities 

and places of learning can be identified in the work process, 

and organisational structures for further training can be evalu-

ated and established. This makes a more comprehensive look at 

the quality of postgraduate medical training possible. The focus 

is not only on technical competence. Social, methodological 

and reflection skills are also taken into account to support the 

development of a ‘umfassende berufliche Handlungs- und 

Gestaltungskompetenz’ (i.e. comprehensive professional perfor-

mance and organisational skills) on the part of the residents.

As regards implementation, workshops were held across 

 departmental disciplines with the senior medical clinician and 

residents as well as annual reflection talks with senior medical 

clinicians, in which adult education knowledge and assessment 

tools for modelling and assessing resident’s competencies were 

conveyed. In addition to scientific discussions on competence 

development, the significance of ‘Bildung’ (education) and 

learning for the professional identity of a physician was also 

an object of general debate.

Coordination, analysis and  
evaluation of postgraduate  

medical training

Design of future-oriented 
postgraduate education and 
professional development 

Implementation of 
necessary measures in 
postgraduate medical 

training

Anticipation of 
developments, 

conceptualisation
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Structural adhesive bonding of aircraft structures manufactured  
with  carbon fibre-reinforced high-performance thermoplastics 
 (thermoplastic bonding)

Fig. 1: CATT test results from PEEK Film and PEEK CFRP with different  surface pretreatments Fig. 2: Scanning electron microscope images of CFRP PEEK surfaces. Left: untreated, right: vacuum bead blasted
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Structural adhesive bonding of fibre-reinforced high- 

performance thermoplastics represents a promising overall 

concept for the fuselage of tomorrow. For the industrial 

 application of safe and robust structural adhesive bonded 

joints, the manufacturing process of the structure, the  adhe - 

 sive bonding process as well as the fundamental mechanism 

of adhesion must be considered holistically.

Research publications over the last years have shown that the 

use of thermoplastic composites is advantageous for the fuselage 

of tomorrow. Based on the experience gained in European 

“Clean Sky” and the German “LuFo” projects, key technologies 

must be tested and validated for their suitability as regards the 

manufacturing, assembly, and repair of fuselage structures. This 

includes analysing economic, technological, and environmental 

benefits in a holistic approach.

The structural adhesive bonding of polymers has already been 

investigated in detail in previous studies. The results show that 

high-performance adhesive bonding is possible on a laboratory 

scale. Several surface modification methods like grinding and 

bead blasting, plasma treatment and vacuum ultraviolet radiation 

(VUV) are already proven ways to achieve highly performing 

bonds. For thermoplastics, low-pressure plasma (LPP) treatment 

and VUV are particularly effective surface pre-treatment meth-

ods for structural adhesive bonding (Figure 1).

Thermoforming is a common and efficient technology used 

for the manufacturing of fibre-reinforced high-performance 

thermoplastics. In this two-step process, components are 

manufactured in a press at high temperatures and under 

considerable pressure. In the first step, a flat organo sheet is 

generated and in a second step the flat organo sheet is formed 

into the desired component. In order to be able to remove the 

manufactured component from the mould, release agents are 

used which can contaminate the surfaces. During the manu-

facturing process, components are treated with high thermal 

and mechanical loads and contaminated with release agents. 

This results in damaged surfaces and near- surface areas, which 

changes the surface properties and may also have a negative 

effect on the structural adhesive bonded joints.

With respect to carbon fibre reinforced high-performance 

thermoplastics and the focus on structural adhesive bonding 

as a part of an industrial process, new framework requirements 

limiting suitable surface pre-treatment processes. Recent studies 

on carbon fibre-reinforced high-performance thermoplastics 

have shown that LPP processes are very effective. Nevertheless, 

this procedure is not economically efficient on an industrial 

scale. VUV pre-treatment has also worked well in previous 

studies and is generally suitable for industrialisation from an 

economic point of view. However, first results showed that 

component surfaces suffer from considerable damage and 

contamination during the thermoforming process. Hence, 

VUV pre-treatment alone is not able to increase adhesive bond-

ed strength in one single step (Figure 1). Therefore, damaged 

surface must be removed to ensure an effective load-bearing 

surface. In this case a combination of vacuum bead blasting 

for material removing followed by a VUV pre-treatment has 

proven to be very efficient and economical (Figure 2).

The project is being carried out as part of a cooperation be-

tween Helmut Schmidt University / University of the Federal 

Armed Forces Hamburg, the Bundeswehr Research Institute 

for Materials, Fuels and Lubricants (WIWeB) in Erding and 

Airbus' Composite Technology Centre / CTC GmbH in Stade. 

Two scientific staff members are working full-time on this 

R&D project within the framework of doctoral research.  

At the WIWeB, the prerequisites for successful structural 

bonding are being researched from a material and surface 

analysis perspective. At the CTC, the focus is on industry- 

related process developments for the structural bonding of 

aircraft structures. The project is to be completed in 2023  

with the validation of an industrialised and automated pro-

cess on a demonstrator.
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Development of a validated and uniform test set-up for human skin 
 surrogates to be used for analysing the effects of non-lethal agents  
in the form of kinetic projectiles

Fig. 1: Concept for the stepbystep examination of possible surrogates Fig. 2: Test procedure for tensile tests on silicone mixtures Fig. 3: Results of the tensile tests on silicone mixtures
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The Laboratory of Production Engineering at Helmut 

Schmidt University / University of the Federal Armed Forces 

Hamburg and Branch 320 of the Bundeswehr Technical 

 Centre 52 (WTD 52) are involved in the production of human 

skin surrogates for the realistic testing of the effects of 

non-lethal agents in the form of kinetic projectiles.

Investigating the effects of non-lethal agents is a challenge at 

present, as the skin surrogates that are currently being used 

can only represent reality to a limited extent. For example, the 

current three-layer structure (according to STANREC 4744 

AEP-94) used for testing kinetic projectiles is based on valida-

tion tests in which components were varied until the resulting 

damage pattern of the surrogate was similar to that determined 

from human impact tests. 

The corresponding materials proposed in the STANREC guide-

line, however, have disadvantages. For example, the animal 

skin to be used is a natural product that varies greatly in its 

characteristics. Thus, the current test set-up does not provide 

any reliable information about possible injuries to the human 

body or a possible lethality risk. 

It is therefore necessary to develop new materials and manu-

facturing processes for human surrogates. Those new surrogates 

should be able to provide well-founded, reproducible and, above 

all, validated assessments of the damage caused by the use of 

non-lethal agents.

As part of the ongoing surrogate development process, re-

quirements for manufacturing were collected and a catalogue 

of requirements was developed together with experts. In 

addition, possible technologies as well as the tests necessary 

for a validated surrogate based on objective characteristic values 

were highlighted by means of a test concept involving a tech-

nology matrix (morphology) and a test and validation pyramid. 

This methodological approach serves to provide results at differ-

ent stages of the design and development phase (see Figure 1) 

and to verify the corresponding requirements. 

In the current phase of the project, the Laboratory of Produc-

tion Engineering, together with WTD 52, is developing a skin 

surrogate with properties as similar as possible to those of 

human skin. A mixture of two different cold-vulcanizing RTV-2 

(room temperature vulcanizing) silicones is used as the material, 

which is subjected to a tensile test (see Figure 2). 

The advantage of these materials is above all the possibility of 

adjusting the properties depending on the mixing ratio, and this 

with simple means. It is therefore conceivable that the surro-

gates developed could be manufactured across departments and 

institutes in order to reproduce the test set-up. Results from 

tensile tests on human skin, e. g. according to A. N. Annaidh et al 

2012, should serve as guide values for the tensile loads.
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Current and future technology trends for the detection and identification 
of ionizing radiation and radioactive material

The detection and identification of ionizing radiation and 

radioactive material is a key element in the extended and 

specialised reconnaissance capabilities of the CBRN defence 

forces. In order to comply with the requirements of highly 

mobile scenarios during RN reconnaissance missions, a 

prototype of a new hand-held detection and identification 

system based on the currently used SVG 2 was developed.

As a part of the equipment for the detection of ionizing radia-

tion and radioactive materials, the so-called “Strahlenspür- und 

Verstrahlungsmessgerät (SVG 2)” has been the basic detection 

device since its introduction in the German Armed Forces in 

2002 (Figure 1). In view of current capability requirements based 

on NATO documents and the changed task spectrum of the 

CBRN defence forces, which, apart from a refocusing on nati-

onal and collective defence, also includes low-level radiation 

scenarios, the currently used SVG 2 no longer fully meets todayʼs 

requirements. Nevertheless, the SVG 2’s existing capabilities 

will also be required from future detection systems.

During the last years, a number of external plug-in sensors such 

as the neutron detector, the NBR detector or vehicle-mounted 

detectors have been developed for the basic device in order to 

extend its original functions. As a consequence of the former 

requirements for the device, the SVG 2 does neither provide an 

acceptable sensitivity for low-level dose rates (< 1mSv/h) nor 

the possibility to unequivocally identify radioactive nuclides. 

Therefore, differentiating between natural, industrial, and 

medical radioactive sources and nuclear weapons material  

is not possible, and the analysis and assessment of potential 

threats (e. g. when it comes to camp protection, drinking 

water, proliferation) is fraught with considerable uncertainty in 

relation to current requirements. 

In the scope of a military technical task (“development of a 

prototype of a hand-held detection and identification system”) 

and under the auspices of Branch 210 “RN-Detection, ZESAM“ 

at the Bundeswehr Research Institute for Protective Technolo-

gies and CBRN Protection (WIS), the company Thermo Fisher 

Scientific has developed a possible technical solution for such 

a system based on the SVG 2 (Figure 2). The SVG 2 was chosen 

as the technical basis because of its wide use within the German 

CBRN defence forces, as it is the standard detection device for 

them.

By using electronic components based on current technology 

standards it was possible to reduce the space needed for the 

existing detection module in such a way that the electronics 

for the new identification module could easily be integrated 

in the new prototype without changing the size of the device 

or the number and positions of the several interfaces of the 

currently used SVG 2. 

Then, a scintillation detector with the dedicated electronic 

components was integrated as an addition. In a second step 

the firmware was extended to be able to perform spectral 

analysis of gamma-radiating nuclides. As a consequence of the 

newly integrated detector module, the prototype’s specific 

measurement sensitivity will exceed that of the Gamma probe 

in the SVG 2 by orders of magnitude. This feature offers the 

possibility to extend the range of use, especially in low-level 

radiation scenarios, without the need of using an additional 

external  detector. Due to the hardware separation between 

both measurement modules, the PTB test certificate of the 

detection module is still valid. Thirdly, a GPS receiver was also 

integrated, which – in future applications – could enable the 

detection and identification of radioactivity irrespective of 

time and place and thus increase the efficiency and quality 

of CBRN hazard management.

The measurement capabilities are usually key parameters  

for the design of a new system to be used by the Bundeswehr, 

but they are not the only ones. In this case, aspects such as the 

preservation of capabilities when introducing a new system as 

well as the required logistics, training and instruction efforts 

also play a major role and were taken into account during 

the design phase. 

As a result, the prototype is downwards compatible and can 

be operated with the existing external detectors for the SVG 2. 

Furthermore, the new detection function is operated in the 

same way as with the SVG 2, so that additional training would 

only be necessary to cover the new identification function.

So, on the one hand the new hand-held prototype widens the 

range of use and on the other hand, the system design mini-

mises the amount of additional logistics and allows a smooth 

transition from the old system to the new one.

Fig. 1: Radiation detection equipment with the SVG 2  
basic device and some external detectors

Fig. 2: Prototype of the “Handheld Detection and Identification System”
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With increasing reliance on mission-critical complex 

 electronics, the detection of electromagnetic interference 

 attempts becomes even more important, given that they 

otherwise remain unnoticed or untraceable. The demon-

strator for a connected broadband sensor, developed in-

house at Fraunhofer INT, features a compact and robust 

 setup of cost-optimised hardware complemented by an 

 accessible user interface.

By the middle of the 20th century, the military relevance of 

electromagnetic waves causing disturbances in electronic devices 

became evident, given the disruptive nature of a nuclear elec-

tromagnetic pulse (NEMP). While this phenomenon originates 

from igniting a nuclear weapon in the higher atmosphere, 

high power transmitters operated locally can disrupt or damage 

electronics as well (high power electromagnetics, HPEM).

Lack of other sensual feedback will usually prevent the user 

from correctly assessing the true origin of device malfunctions, 

if it were not for technical means indicating the occurrence 

of unusual electromagnetic exposure beyond the expected 

civilisational background level. Disturbance effects can be 

observed even from pulse lengths of less than a nanosecond 

onwards, specifically when transmissions are repeated. By com-

pressing the available energy into short pulses, an efficient use 

even of limited resources is possible, enabling highly mobile 

and compact sources to cause malfunctions from many metres 

away. In contrast to common wireless services, efficient dis-

ruption sources need not rely on specific frequency bands to 

operate, possible implementations covering at least the entire 

one-digit gigahertz range. Thus, trying to achieve broadband 

detection of events is technologically challenging.

At Fraunhofer INT, the approach in designing a sensor for the 

detection and classification of electromagnetic interference 

attempts went for a supplementary frequency measurement 

scheme enabling the correction of the frequency dependencies 

of all parts used in amplitude signal processing. In contrast to 

other solutions on the market, this allows for a correct quan-

titative assessment of signal amplitudes. In addition, sampling 

the signal envelopes at a few nanoseconds’ resolution enables 

forensic analyses, further supported by acquiring additional 

metadata like pulse repetition rates and pulse lengths.

In support of an immediate response to interference attempts, 

the graphical user interface of the system visualises, in addition 

to the above parameters, the angle of incidence of the incoming 

signals. It can be reconstructed by processing the amplitude 

differences between the quadruplicate receiving channels, each 

fed by one antenna fixture per cardinal direction.

The built-in loop antennae sit on the lateral walls of the cubical 

detector housing, which measures nearly 20 cm in edge length. 

While on its upper plate the signals for frequency measurement 

are acquired, its bottom lid features fibre optical network as 

well as power supply connectors, in addition to LED status 

indicators. The built-in rechargeable battery allows for mobile 

operation over more than 10 hours runtime. The graphical 

user interface is displayed in a browser window on a regular 

PC hooked up to the same network as the sensor.

Users not yet familiar with the system specifics are provided 

with a simplified visualisation, while extended event informa-

tion and expert controls are accessible for forensic analysis. 

After submitting a patent application, integrating the sensor 

into a military ground vehicle is currently being investigated, 

including implementation of relevant IT standards like NGVA 

(NATO Generic Vehicle Architecture) and the BMS (battle 

management system) Sitaware Frontline.

Fig. 1: Attack scenario for electromagnetic interference 
 targeting a stationary facility

Fig. 2: Disrupted operation of a tablet computer caused by 
electromagnetic interference by microwaves

Fig. 3: Outer housing of the  
HPEM sensor 

Fig. 5: Expert mode with detailed information on the captured 
interference events

Fig. 4: Display of interference events in the graphical user interface 
in a web browser
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In the field of additive manufacturing more and more fields 

of application are being developed. One of them is the addi-

tive manufacturing of electrics or rather electronics. Initial 

demonstrations of the technology have shown considerable 

potential for performance increases and improvements in 

the integration of functions.

Common circuit boards consist of multiple layers whose 

contact elements represent a considerable resistance regarding 

the speed of data transmission. Electronical components are 

usually arranged on flat surfaces only. With additive manu-

facturing, traces can now be freely routed on a circuit board. 

Furthermore, capacitors, coils, heatsinks and shielding can be 

printed directly on the board and other electronic components 

can be inserted as well. In the future, it will even be possible 

to set aside the separation of case and board. 

With Multi-Jet-Modelling (MJM), it is already possible to 

print circuit boards and simple electronic components using 

photo polymers and suspensions that contain conductive 

nanoparticles. Figure 1 shows a three-dimensional “folded” 

board with numerous layers and freely routed electrical traces. 

The printing of electrical components already allows higher 

electrical power density due to the elimination of discontinuities 

and shorter transmission lines. If you add further mechanical 

tasks to the printed electronic component, further advantages 

occur. 

In addition to fundamental investigations regarding the print-

ing quality of different printing processes, further investigations 

into the mechanical and electrical properties of composite 

materials are being conducted at the Bundeswehr Research 

Institute for Materials, Fuels and Lubricants WIWeB (Figure 2). 

Knowledge of the behaviour of composite materials is of great 

importance to reliably produce highly integrated components. 

The printed materials are investigated in detail as well. Figure 3 

shows the structure of the conductive material before and after 

the sintering which takes place during the printing process. 

It is clearly visible how a conductive structure has grown together 

from the nanoparticles. 

The technology has considerable potential. In addition to the 

performance improvements already mentioned above, there 

are new possibilities for miniaturizing and increasing the 

performance of electronic circuits. In combination with very 

precise printing processes, miniaturised electromechanical 

components can be produced, further enlarging the range of 

applications. With inkjet-printing, it is also possible to connect 

the conductive material to textiles, opening up possibilities 

for the electrification of clothing (Figure 4). Textile-integrated 

functions such as biomonitoring, power and data conduction, 

but also heating and cooling functions are conceivable and 

currently subject to investigation. 

Another field of application could be IT security. Aspects such 

as shielding, encapsulation, predetermined breaking points, 

physical unclonable functions and electromechanical key-lock 

mechanisms could be made use of in this area. 

Last but not least, the environmental impact can be reduced: 

Previous methods of creating circuit boards have relied on 

etching processes to remove unneeded metal from the layers of 

the circuit board. Additive Manufacturing, however, eliminates 

the need to use many environmentally harmful substances  

– including their production and disposal. 

In conclusion, it can be said that the additive manufacturing 

of electronics may not only improve system performance in 

the future, but also develop entirely new fields of application. 

Starting with electromechanical, highly integrated components 

right up to conductive textiles and new safety concepts, the 

possibilities are so diverse that the authors are convinced that 

a lot of innovation can be expected here in the near future.

Fig. 1: 3Dprinted cube with free routing and integrated shielding,  
coaxial lines and safety features

Fig. 2: Mechanical testing of  
a composite of conductive and 
nonconductive material

Fig. 4: Initial tests of printing conductive ink on textiles

 

Fig. 3: Silver nanoparticles as an agglomeration before (left) and after sintering (right).  
The conversion of the nanoparticles into a connected structure is clearly visible
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In the future, so far untapped resources such as residual 

polymers could contribute to covering the energy demand 

of military bases. The pyrolytic decomposition of plastics 

could deliver fuel-like liquid energy carriers. Their high 

 energy content renders them useful for the military. The 

focus is to investigate this technology and to assess its appli-

cability.

The energy transition requires a fundamental paradigm shift in 

terms of energy supply within the armed forces. The conversion 

of, to date, unused residual plastics into useful energy carriers 

could contribute to an efficient resource utilisation, especially 

in theatres of operation. As a chemical recycling route, the pyro-

lytic decomposition of residual polymers offers the possibility of 

producing liquid, safely storable energy carriers for combustion 

engines.

During the pyrolysis of plastics (Figure 1) under the exclusion 

of oxygen, the polymers are thermolytically broken down into 

predominately liquid and gaseous products. Polyethylene, 

polypropylene, and polystyrene are especially suitable for this 

purpose. Other polymers such as PVC, polyamides or PET are 

less suited since their conversion can release corrosive or toxic 

substances, or lead to the formation of solids. Given that nearly 

half of the total amount of polymers that is produced globally 

is comprised of these suitable types, extensive resources are 

available for the pyrolytic process. Thus, in the future, this tech-

nology could move military bases towards a more diversified 

energy supply.

Initial laboratory-scale investigations (Figure 2) at WIWeB 

helped to identify appropriate reaction conditions for pyro-

lysis and provided preliminary experiences with the resulting 

products. Catalytic hydrogenation of the pyrolysis oils followed 

by chemical analyses (Figure 3) was used to explore the scope 

of a possible improvement of the product properties. Hydro-

genation serves to saturate the predominantly unsaturated 

hydrocarbons in the raw oil, and, consequently, to enhance 

e. g. oxidation stability and energy density. Nonetheless, it is 

an additional processing step the utility of which has to be 

juxtaposed to the efforts invested. Investigations into the 

physicochemical properties of the hydrogenated pyrolysis 

products as well as the raw oils revealed their semblance to 

conventional fuels. However, a mixture with fossil fuels is 

imperative to compensate for several residual shortcomings, 

in particular low densities and flashpoints as well as deviating 

distillation curves and low-temperature properties. Even though 

mixing is vital, this is not a grave disadvantage since fuels, and, 

prospectively, synthetic fuels will remain necessary for energy -

intensive military applications while pyrolysis can only account 

for a minor part of the fuel demand.

Based on the knowledge gained from the laboratory experi-

ments, the process was transferred to a pilot plant (Figure 4) 

which can process 5 to 10 kg of plastics per hour under current 

conditions. Sufficient amounts of liquid products resulted 

from the pyrolysis of polypropylene so that suitable mixtures 

with diesel fuel could undergo engine rig tests.

Ongoing work in the field of polymer pyrolysis aims at further 

optimizing reaction parameters in order to, e. g., increase the 

liquid yield and energy efficiency. Furthermore, the effect of 

the utilised polymer types and their respective mixtures on 

the properties of the pyrolysis products has to be explored to 

incrementally approach a practically relevant scenario.

Fig. 4: Pilot plant for pyrolysis at WIWeBFig. 3: GCMS analysis of polyethylene pyrolysis oil (left) and its hydrogenated product (right)
#: nalkanes  *: 1alkenes
 

Fig. 1: Exemplary thermic decomposition of polypropylene in an oxygenfree environment 
1: some of the gaseous products 
2: main product 2,4dimethylhept1ene

Fig. 2: Polymer pyrolysis in a tube furnace. Polymer in quartz tube 
(top left) is melted (top right). Cracking starts (bottom left) and 
pyrolysis oils are produced (bottom right)
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Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR) sensors provide standoff 

capabilities for the detection of buried landmines and IEDs. 

We evaluated the advantages of multistatic sensors – com-

pared to bistatic sensors – at the WTD 52 facilities through  

a series of measurements with different targets and soil 

conditions, giving a first insight into their potential to im-

prove 3D imaging for a better detection and classification  

of buried threats.

In military scenarios for route and mine clearance and, at 

 NATO-level, in military search, standoff-capable explosive 

ordnance detection aims to discover conventional ordnance 

(such as landmines, unexploded ordnance or IEDs) before 

they can cause damage. With the German Route Clearance 

System (DEU RCSys), the Bundeswehr has the capability to 

spot these threats buried in the ground.

One of the main components of the DEU RCSys that allows 

remote detection is a GPR sensor array. This array consists of  

a group of GPR sensors that work in parallel to cover simulta-

neously a larger area such as a road lane. The development of 

GPR sensors continues to evolve to provide more information 

about potential threats buried in the ground, with the final goal 

of improving the process of automatic detection and classifi-

cation. 

One of these improvements is described in the scientific litera-

ture as multistatic radar measurements versus traditional 

bistatic ones. In the multistatic approach, GPR sensors in the 

array do not work independently. Instead, their signals are 

combined during acquisition (Figure 1). Data throughput and 

hardware complexity increase considerably with multistatic 

measurements. But this process provides additional sensing 

diversity that can be potentially advantageous for obtaining 

a better image quality and improving target location and recog-

nition.

In order to explore and analyse the possible benefits of a multi-

static GPR system in this military context, the Bundeswehr 

Technical Centre for Protective and Special Technologies 52 

(WTD 52) carried out a short study in collaboration with the 

Fraunhofer Institute for High Frequency Physics and Radar 

Techniques (FHR). As part of this study, we conducted measure-

ments in the landmine and IED detection facility (L-IED-Halle) 

at WTD 52 in Oberjettenberg. The L-IED-Halle is an almost 

metal-free facility made mostly out of wood and contains test 

lanes of different soil types. This allows analysing the influence 

of several soil parameters on the performance of the system 

under controlled, reproducible conditions (e.g. composition, 

moisture levels or surface roughness). The test lanes consist 

of basalt, humus, loam, sand, and gravel soils (Figure 2). 

We used imaging algorithms to obtain 3D reconstructions  

of the target objects, rendering a qualitative measure of the 

differences between both systems. Figure 3 shows on the left 

an example of data obtained from one single GPR sensor 

 (radargram) over a 60 mm mortar grenade simulant buried at 

several centimetres’ depth. In the centre of the figure, you can 

see 3D images obtained from combining all sensors in    bi- and 

multistatic configurations. Multistatic imaging generally im-

proves the contrast or signal-to-clutter-ratio of the target, thus 

allowing sharper object reconstruction. Tomographic sections 

of the targets were analysed using object brightness metrics  

to quantitatively compare the performance of the systems as 

shown in Figure 4.

One of the uncertainties as regards accurate object reconstruc-

tion is the propagation velocity in a particular soil. We can 

combine multistatic arrays to focus the energy in a specific 

point in the ground to get an estimation of the velocity that 

will, in turn, provide us with sharper images and better depth 

estimators.

The promising results of our investigations may be integrated 

in future military IED and mine clearance systems on new 

unmanned vehicle platforms (UxV). Therefore, these systems 

may help to mitigate the risk to the lives and safety of our 

soldiers and allies.

Fig. 4: Object brightness comparison for different targetsFig. 3: Examples of object reconstruction comparing bistatic and multistatic systemsFig. 1: Example of bistatic and multistatic systems Fig. 2: GPR System and LIEDHalle
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Rapid Deployable Reconnaissance System (RDRS)

The RDRS project is an innovation project of the Bundes-

wehr’s Drone Innovation Hub (DIH) conducted together 

with the company Polaris Raumflugzeuge GmbH and in 

 cooperation with Branch 470 (responsible for UAS overall 

systems and the National UAS Centre of Competence) at  

the Bundeswehr Technical Centre for Aircraft and Aero-

nautical Equipment. The project investigates the utilisation  

of novel, so-called spaceplanes for space-based and hyper-

sonic reconnaissance.

Horizontal-take-off spaceplanes represent a novel category 

of launch systems for access to space. They operate from con-

ventional runways, similar to airplanes, and they no longer 

require a specialised ground infrastructure such as a launch pad 

or a spaceport. Due to the potentially high value for military 

applications, the RDRS project is conducting an investigation 

and evaluation of the Aurora spaceplane being developed by 

the company Polaris (Figure 1) to determine its usability as a 

flexible and globally-deployable space-based and hypersonic 

reconnaissance system. The technology was developed at the 

German Aerospace Centre DLR, based on the results of at 

least 30 years of spaceplane research.

The system is propelled by a combination of turbine engines and 

rocket engines. The heat shield that is required for re-entry and 

hypersonic flight is based on metallic thermal protection panels 

which avoid the drawback of classical Space Shuttle-type ceramic 

heat shields with respect to robustness and maintenance effort.

Within the RDRS project, two modes of operation are being 

investigated. In the first configuration, the Aurora spaceplane 

itself is deployed as a hypersonic reconnaissance platform. 

In the second operation mode, Aurora serves as a carrier and 

launch platform for a reusable, orbital upper stage (Figure 2). 

In addition to the reconnaissance application investigated 

in the project, there are plans to deploy the spaceplane as a 

responsive, flexible, and low-cost satellite launch system.

Initial studies have proved the applicability of the spaceplane  

as a globally-deployable and flexible reconnaissance platform 

by means of trajectory simulations and technical analyses. 

In particular, it was shown that in connection with the aerial 

refuelling capability, every point on Earth’s surface can be 

reached within a short time to conduct reconnaissance opera-

tions (Figure 3). Furthermore, a global redeployment capability 

with subsequent operation from other bases was highlighted. 

This also allows to select the optimum launch location for a 

desired target orbit when launching satellites or reusable upper 

stages.

In addition, matters related to airspace integration as well as 

aerospace law were discussed in cooperation with DLR and the 

specialised law office BHO Legal. Need for action has been identi-

fied especially in the area of space law regulations, which are still 

pending in Germany and on EU-level. Regulations already 

developed in the United States and the UK can serve as blue-

prints in this context.

The feasibility studies were complemented by the design of a 

reusable flight demonstrator that reproduces the geometry of 

the spaceplane in the scale of 1:8. As the first aerospace vehicle 

ever, this demonstrator is to be propelled by a so-called linear 

aerospike rocket engine, which was pre-designed in the project 

in cooperation with TU Dresden. Aerospike engines promise 

significant performance increases compared to conventional 

rocket engines.

No fundamental technological obstacles were identified during 

the feasibility studies. On the contrary, challenges were found 

not in the technical but in the legal area, and should be addressed 

as soon as possible.

The next development steps will include flight testing of reus-

able, rocket-powered flight demonstrators in the scale of 1:8 

and 1:5. Moreover, the maiden flight of a 1:1 prototype which 

is also to be used for operational missions is planned for the 

year 2025. To this end, the spaceplane is to be capable of serving 

commercial /civil as well as military mission scenarios. The 

project is to be funded primarily by private sector investments. 

The Bundeswehr can significantly support and contribute to 

the implementation of the project by adopting the role of a 

lead customer.

Fig. 1: Spaceplane “Aurora” Fig. 2: Separation of a reusable upper stage Fig. 3: Aerial refuelling of the spaceplane
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The first prototype of a modern turbojet engine for small 

unmanned aerial vehicles was successfully investigated 

within ground-based tests and transferred to pre-pro-

duction status. Due to the compact dimensions (diameter 

240 mm, length 622 mm, weight < 20 kg) and a specific 

 consumption of 29.6 g / kN/s at a nominal thrust of 850 N, 

the engine is very promising.

More and more small unmanned aerial vehicles are being devel-

oped and deployed. This is accompanied by an increasing need 

for far more efficient turbojet engines than are currently avail-

able on the market in this relatively small thrust class. In the 

course of a very ambitious development project, it took less than 

two years to develop and test the first prototype of a turbojet 

engine whose specific fuel consumption is around 20 % below 

the market standard. This was made possible by a consistent 

focus on efficiency and compactness at every stage of develop-

ment. Of no less importance were other constraints such as 

low costs, good storage options and a high resistance to large 

inertial loads.

The engine consists of a single-stage diagonal compressor offer-

ing a high pressure ratio at high efficiency, a swirl-stabilised 

reverse flow combustion chamber supplied with fuel in atomised 

form by a digitally controlled high-pressure pump, and a radial 

turbine, also of single-stage design, which also realises extremely 

good efficiency at a high pressure ratio. To meet the ever-in-

creasing demand for electrical power, the direct-coupled motor 

used for engine start-up can also be used as an efficient gener-

ator during operation. The fully digital engine control system 

communicates with all auxiliary units and sensors via common 

bus systems.

Once the fundamental concept of the engine had been defined, 

the individual components could be designed on an interdisci-

plinary basis. This involved both the experience gained from 

production-proven technology and further optimisation using 

state-of-the-art methods. Here, too, the interaction of the 

individual components in a holistic design concept was a key 

factor. Thanks to an extremely reliable network of very capable 

and highly motivated suppliers, all components could be manu-

factured in the required quality. Early tests of components or 

subsystems made it possible to implement necessary adjust-

ments or initial optimisations at an early stage.

Following successful commissioning, the engine's predicted 

performance data were confirmed within a series of ground-

based tests. In addition to the obvious values such as thrust and 

fuel consumption, a special focus was also placed on robust 

operation. This included the continuous monitoring of turbine 

inlet and bearing temperatures as well as the recording of vi-

brations in both bearing planes. Furthermore, the situation 

in the aircraft was simulated and measured by means of an 

appropriate intake. With the experience gained from this first 

round of development, the engine design was then further 

optimised in terms of efficiency, robustness, and manufactur-

ability, thus preparing it for the step into pre-series production. 

Thanks to extremely thorough preliminary work, unnecessary 

delays caused by major changes were avoided.

The goal of the development project has thus been achieved. 

In the next stages, the pre-series engine will be subjected to 

further tests before it can finally prove its worth in its first flights. 

The final preparations for series production represent the next 

challenge in the course of the engine's development and yet 

mark only the beginning.

Fig. 1: Complete Rotor (Compressor impeller and turbine wheel)  
during balancing

Fig. 2: Rear view of the A800 with additively manufactured fuel supply ring Fig. 3: Thrustspecific fuel consumption vs. ISA thrust & engine general  
arrangement

Fig. 4: Spectral plot of engine vibrations during startup 
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Sediment transport und mine burial

The detection of buried and partly buried seabed mines is a 

challenge for mine countermeasures (MCM) operations. In 

order to predict the degree of burial, information is needed 

about those hydrodynamic processes that govern the trans-

port of sediment in the proximity of a mine. WTD 71 conducts 

experiments at sea to study the relevant sediment transport 

phenomena.

The degree of burial of a ground mine determines the proba-

bility of its detection and hence has significant impact on the 

tactical procedures of the Navy when conducting MCM ope ra-

tions. The Bundeswehr Technical Centre for Ships and Naval 

Weapons, Maritime Technology and Research (WTD 71) under-

takes experimental research in coastal waters to study bottom 

boundary layer processes and related scour and mine burial 

processes in order to be able to provide high-quality data on 

mine burial to evaluate the potential of future mine burial 

models. 

Subsequent to R&T studies that employed laboratory experi-

ments in flume tanks and numerical simulations, natural-scale 

experiments at sea are being carried out to study hydrodynamic 

processes like waves, tides, and turbulence as well as sediment 

properties and morphodynamics. The in-situ measurements 

are designed to quantify both the near-field phenomena, when 

the mine directly affects the process (e.g. scour) and the far-field 

phenomena, when the process is independent of the mine (e. g. 

bedform migration). For cylindrical shaped mines, a horseshoe 

vortex intensifies erosion of sediment at the upstream-facing 

side and at the front ends. At the same time, sediment deposition 

occurs in the back-flow regime evolving downstream of the 

object. The combination of these processes can induce a small 

upstream motion of the mine causing an abrupt increase of 

the buried volume due to the gravitational roll of the cylinder 

into the adjacent scour hole. In very dynamic conditions, such as 

in the tidal estuaries of the German Bight, migration of bedforms 

can result in transient burial (burial followed by re-exposure) 

by megaripples or in long-term burial by large-scale sand waves 

on longer temporal scales.

Inhouse-developed instrumentation such as burial registration 

mines with three rings of optical sensors (Figure 1), and velocity 

registration mines, embedded with commercial acoustic doppler 

velocity sensors, are used to study the sediment mobility and 

the environmental forcing conditions in situ in the field. Par-

ticularly challenging is the quantification of the turbulent flow 

past the mine at the seafloor. A large portable seafloor lander 

(Figure 2) with a burial registration mine located in its centre 

is equipped with several high-resolution acoustic doppler 

velocity sensors to determine the velocity dynamics and the 

bed shear stress. The latter is a measure of sediment mobility 

at the bottom, e.g. in the wake of a turbulent flow (Figure 3). 

Sediment concentration and particle size spectra in the water 

column close to the seafloor are obtained from laser-optical 

scatter and compared with doppler-acoustic backscatter. Simul-

taneously, a high-frequency scanning sonar is tracking morpho-

logical changes of the seafloor. By these means, it is possible 

to correlate scour and sand ripple evolution and migration 

(Figure 4) with burial data obtained by the optical sensors in 

the casing of the mine.

The results of the WTD 71 sea experiments emphasise the 

complexity of the sediment transport processes that control 

burial and exposure of mines on the seafloor. The obtained 

high-quality field data are used to verify and validate mine 

burial prediction models. The ultimate goal of this research is 

the development of a mine burial simulation tool. In view of 

the complexity of the experimentally observed processes, it 

is evident that much research is still required in the field of 

coupled hydro- and morphodynamic numerical simulations.

Fig. 1: Illustration of the burial registration mine with integrated  
fibreoptical sensors (top); time series of the burial of a registration  
mine in the Jade estuary, Germany (bottom)

Fig. 2: Bottom lander used to study the hydro and morphodynamic 
 processes in the proximity of the burial registration mine on the seafloor

Fig. 3: 30 seconds of a time series of a vertical flow showing turbulent  
fluctuations in the wake of the mine

Fig. 4: 360°sonar scan showing mobile ripples and  
a burial structure in the wake of the mine
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Measurement of electric and magnetic signatures with  
unmanned  underwater vehicles

In order to ensure the self-protection of German Navy ves-

sels, their magnetic and electric underwater signature in 

the theatre of operations is to be measured. The aim is to 

discover unexpected changes in the shipʼs signature, caused 

e.g. due to changes in loading or defects in the degaussing 

system, in order to be able to react quickly and keep the risk 

from sea mines as low as possible. One possible solution is 

an in-situ signature measurement using an unmanned 

underwater vehicle (UUV).

Sea mines pose a major threat to ships. Many mines use magnetic 

or electrical field sensors to detect an overrunning ship, thus 

exploiting the changes in the natural electrical and magnetic 

ambient fields caused by the presence of the vessel.

In order to keep the detection range of highly protected naval 

units as low as possible, they are manufactured out of nonmag-

netic material. Additionally, they are equipped with a degaussing 

system, which actively compensates the anomaly in the earthʼs 

magnetic field caused by the vessel using compensation coils 

for degaussing.

The settings of such a degaussing system are optimised in the 

geomagnetic earth field simulator at WTD 71 in Bünsdorf in 

advance of an operation. A final check in theatre, however, needs 

a transportable range or a complementary tool where an UUV 

might be useful.

In order to be able to measure the underwater signature using 

an UUV, a corresponding sensor system with data acquisition 

hardware was integrated into the payload section of the AUV 

Hugin. The UUV was deployed in the theatre of operations to 

navigate in offset circular paths under the ship. Its position was 

precisely determined by the ship’s coordinate system while the 

magnetic field was being measured and recorded. For trajectory 

adoption, the UUV had to consider the current vessel position. 

Control during the measurement run was ensured via an acous-

tic link.

A particular challenge in post-processing is the correction of 

the measured values that were recorded. First, uncertainties in 

the sensor system, including in the analogue-digital conversion, 

such as offset and orthogonality errors, need to be eliminated. 

In addition, the electrical loads and power lines of the carrying 

vehicle generate strong magnetic stray fields in the close vicinity 

of the sensors. To suppress these effects, it is necessary to know 

the individual currents in the UUV, which is not the case in a 

standard UUV.

The motion of the magnetic field sensor in the earth’s magnetic 

field itself causes the strongest magnetic variation at the mag-

netic sensor. To isolate the signature contribution, it is essential 

to cancel the ambient field out. For compensation, it is vital to 

determine the exact sensor alignment and position relative to 

the measurement object.

So far, it has been successfully demonstrated that the magnetic 

signature can be ranged using an unmanned vehicle in the 

theatre of operations. Further investigations with a dedicated 

UUV optimised for signature measurement will take place to 

prove that it is also possible to measure the electrical signature 

in situ.

In addition to the signature check and optimisation, the meas-

urement of the electrical signature also provides information 

about the coating condition of the underwater ship and the 

status of the corrosion and fouling prevention measures. Both 

might have a significant influence on the electrical underwater 

signature.

Another possible application, in addition to the signature 

measurement, is the determination of parameters for a mine 

sweeping system in Target Simulation Mode (TSM). This is 

particularly necessary to clear a channel for a ranged ship in 

presence of UEP mines (UEP: Underwater Electric Potential).

With the ability to measure the magnetic signature above 

submarines, it is possible to give a more reliable estimation of 

the probability of detection by maritime patrol aircraft.

Fig. 1: Schematic representation of a signature ranging with a UUV Fig. 2: AUV Hugin with Launch and Recovery System and acoustic link on aft deck of 
multipurpose vessel MZB Helmsand

Fig. 3: Measurement of the magnetic properties  
of the payload container

Fig. 4: Recorded track and processed data from below the vessel
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Fig. 1: Tracking area of the virtual action trainer Fig. 2: Representation of the soldiers in the VR environment Fig. 3: Overview  reality and VR Fig. 4: A soldier during the test
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The virtual action trainer – new possibilities in team training

What opportunities and possibilities does Virtual Reality 

 offer in joint team training? The R&T study “VirTuOS  

– Virtual Training of Urban Operations as a Multi-User 

 Scenario” has found some answers to this question.

Together with the Federal Office of Bundeswehr Equipment, 

Information Technology and In-Service Support (BAAINBw), 

the Bundeswehr Technical Centre for Weapons and Ammuni-

tion (WTD 91) is conducting the R&T study “VirTuOS – Virtual 

Training of Urban Operations as a Multi-User Scenario”. In this 

study, the virtual action trainer (VirtHT) was used as a demon-

strator to examine the training of urban and house-to-house 

combat as an example. At the beginning of the study, the focus 

was placed on the technical realisation and operability of the 

demonstrator. Furthermore, scientific studies on movement 

reproduction in VR with up to four users as well as on the possi-

bilities of interaction with the VR environment and other users 

were carried out. Ergonomic considerations were also taken 

into account. A particularly important aspect of these exami-

nations was to determine the added value of training in a VR 

environment compared to conventional training methods.

The VirtHT is an area that enables the tracking of the human 

body in a freely accessible area of 100 m2. Four soldiers can move 

around the area at the same time; all their movements are re-

corded by a tracking system. Each soldier wears a so-called 

back-pack PC on his back, to which, among other things, the 

VR goggles are connected. To increase the perception of being 

present in the VR environment, the soldier wears a haptic vest 

that signals an enemy hit by triggering a vibration. Furthermore, 

a replica of the G36 assault rifle with an integrated gas recoil 

system is used. 

After the VR equipment has been put on and calibrated, the 

soldier squad finds itself on a virtual rooftop. Now several 

people appear at different distances, who are represented either 

as neutral persons or as potential attackers. According to their 

training principles, the soldiers split up so that each of them 

covers a fixed observation sector. The instructor, who is not 

involved in the mission, can observe the soldiers both in reality 

and in the virtual environment. Information on each individual 

soldier, such as the number of shots fired, the number of oppo-

nents and neutral persons hit, is displayed to the instructor. 

By using the Unreal game engine, which is also frequently used 

in the commercial game sector, the graphic representation in 

combination with high-quality content is very realistic.

In order to determine the usability as well as the weaknesses 

of the system, volunteer tests were conducted at WTD 91 with 

a total of 32 soldiers from the specialised and special operations 

forces. At the time of the study, the VirtHT was still a generic 

demonstrator for illustrating the technological possibilities, and 

not yet a complete training simulator for a specific training 

purpose. This approach allows for targeted and risk-minimised 

research, as it only seems sensible to continue the study once 

the basic usability of the system has been established.

A wealth of reliable results could be obtained through the 

volunteer tests. The evaluation of these results allowed us to 

draw the following conclusions:

– user acceptance of VR-based training was consistently 

very high

– almost no occurrence of simulator sickness was detected

– the soldiers' sense of presence was very high

– the evaluation options offered by VR technology provide 

considerable added value

– the current system needs to be hardened for training use

– depending on the military organisational unit, specific 

 adaptations of the system will be necessary

In conclusion, it can be stated that VR technology is not 

only usable but also offers considerable added value for team 

training. Based on these findings, the VirtHT will be further 

developed in a targeted manner.
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Military Medical and  
Military Psychology Research

 2
The year 2021 was once again defined by efforts to control and 

overcome the COVID-19 pandemic. Military medical research 

made important contributions to these efforts, including an 

evaluation of the accuracy of rapid SARS-CoV-2 antigen tests 

at the Bundeswehr Institute of Microbiology, identification of 

predictive biomarkers for a severe course of COVID-19 at Berlin 

Bundeswehr Hospital, an assessment of the potential long-term 

effects of COVID-19 in military divers before they resume 

diving duties and investigation of the psychological effects of 

pre-deployment quarantine at the Bundeswehr Centre for 

Military Mental Health. 

In the field of medical CBRN defence, the Bundeswehr Institute 

of Radiobiology presents the German-Japanese development 

of a new software tool to optimise medical countermeasures 

in the event of radioiodine exposure while the Bundeswehr 

Institute of Pharmacology and Toxicology outlines rational drug 

design of antidotes for the treatment of nerve agent poisoning.

The Bundeswehr Institute of Preventive Medicine introduces 

the “Army Basic Training” fitness register as an element of 

performance assessment, training customisation and moni-

toring, and creating an evidence-based situational picture. 

The Air Force Centre of Aerospace Medicine reports aeromedi-

cally relevant findings relating to the central nervous system and 

describe the international approaches that use these findings 

to increase flight safety.

Beyond the focus on the COVID-19 pandemic, the Bundes-

wehr Military Hospitals have once more contributed a number 

of innovative approaches to protecting and restoring the health 

of military personnel. Over the past year, this included the 

evaluation of molecular diagnostic tests for tropical parasitic 

diseases at Hamburg Bundeswehr Hospital as well as mapping 

out the digital path of the wounded as an example of using 

artificial intelligence in support of patient care at the Bundes-

wehr Central Hospital in Koblenz. In the area of military medical 

training, the Bundeswehr Hospital in Ulm introduced the Terror 

and Disaster Surgical Care (TDSC) Course while the Bundeswehr 

Hospital in Westerstede presented their development and appli-

cation of a training module that uses 3D printing for trepanation 

planning.

The article on military psychological research describes the 

computer-based questionnaire Testpsychologie PsychFit, which 

was developed by the Psychological Service of the German 

Armed Forces to facilitate assessment of various components 

of mental fitness.
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Fig. 1: Working principle of a lateral flow test Fig. 3: Extract from the results of various rapid tests used on 50 positive samples: The ct value represents  
the detectable viral load, with a low ct value corresponding to a high viral load in the patient sample

Fig. 2: Examples of SARSCoV2positive rapid tests: Instead of gold particles (dark red lines),  
some tests use coloured latex beads (6th, 7th and 13th from left) or fluorescence (4th from left)  
to indicate detection of the virus

Designed as point-of-care tests, rapid SARS-CoV-2 antigen 

tests provide quick and easy detection of acute COVID-19 

infections. There are considerable differences in terms of 

 accuracy between commercially available tests, however, 

with incorrect test results potentially resulting in serious 

consequences. The Bundeswehr Institute of Microbiology has 

evaluated the accuracy of rapid tests available in Germany.

Since autumn of 2020, a large number of rapid antigen tests 

for the detection of SARS coronavirus 2 have been released on 

the German market. According to the manufacturers, these 

tests provide a reliable result directly at the point of use within 

about 20 minutes and without the need for specialist equipment, 

training, or expertise. There are now well over 1000 different 

rapid testing kits available on the European market alone. 

All of these SARS-CoV-2 antigen rapid tests are based on a lateral 

flow assay (Figure 1). Antibodies labelled with gold particles 

bind to SARS-CoV-2 virus particles. Together they are pulled by 

capillary action across the detection membrane to the test line, 

where they bind to capture antibodies, resulting in the formation 

of a visible coloured line (Figure 2).

Although all rapid tests are based on the same principle, there 

are considerable differences between test kits when it comes 

to accuracy. These differences can be due to different binding 

affinities of the antibodies, different membrane properties and 

different components of the running buffer. The quality of the 

test sample itself is of course also critical. A sample taken from 

ORR‘in Dr. Katrin Zwirglmaier
Institut für Mikrobiologie der Bundeswehr
München

institutfuermikrobiologie@bundeswehr.org

Evaluation of the accuracy of rapid SARS-CoV-2 antigen tests

the nostril by subjects themselves using a self-testing kit 

will contain a significantly lower viral load than one taken by 

medical personnel with a deep nasal/throat swab. Unlike in 

PCR testing, the target molecule is not amplified for rapid test-

ing, which means that rapid tests are inherently less sensitive 

than PCR by a factor of 1,000 to 10,000. 

In this study, a panel of 50 PCR-confirmed SARS-CoV-2-posi-

tive nasal/throat swabs containing varying levels of viral load 

was used to evaluate and compare the diagnostic sensitivity 

(= percentage of samples detected as true positive) of tests by 

different manufacturers. Specificity was evaluated based on 

30 negative samples and on cross-reactivity with other respira-

tory pathogens. 

There were marked differences between the tests, which were 

particularly apparent in the medium range of viral loads in the 

samples (Figure 3). In this range, no test was able to correctly 

detect more than 78 % of the positive samples. Without excep-

tion, the manufacturers claimed sensitivity values of more 

than 95 %, which could not be confirmed for any of the tests 

evaluated. This discrepancy is likely due to the selection of 

samples by manufacturers for evaluating the accuracy of their 

tests, as this stated sensitivity of more than 95 % can only be 

achieved with highly positive samples.

In terms of specificity, the evaluated tests performed suffi-

ciently well. Only very occasionally did the 30 negative samples 

produce false positive results. The information provided by the 

manufacturers could therefore be largely confirmed. 

Because of their intrinsically lower sensitivity, the use of 

rapid tests to screen healthy, asymptomatic individuals should 

therefore be viewed with some scepticism, as a (possibly false) 

negative result can create a false sense of security. For sympto-

matic individuals (in whom high viral loads can be expected), 

however, rapid tests are well suited for differentiating COVID -19 

from other respiratory infections.

These studies were conducted in collaboration with other 

research institutions such as the Paul Ehrlich Institute, the 

Robert Koch Institute, the Berlin Charité and the Bernhard 

Nocht Institute.
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Using rational drug design to develop antidotes for the treatment  
of nerve agent poisoning

Available treatments for nerve-agent poisoning are still 

 insufficient and so new options for pharmacotherapy are 

needed. Drugs that directly interact with the nicotinic 

 acetylcholine receptor could be a potential solution. The 

identification of potential antidotes is an iterative process 

that consists of synthesis, pharmacological testing, and 

computer-aided drug design.

Recent events have shown that nerve agents are a persistent 

threat despite their prohibition by the international commu-

nity. Poisoning with organophosphorus compounds such as 

nerve agents or pesticides causes life-threatening paralysis of 

the respiratory muscles when neuromuscular transmission 

is blocked due to a malfunction of the nicotinic acetylcholine 

receptor (nAChR). In many cases, this cannot be treated ade-

quately because muscle function remains impaired despite 

administration of currently available antidotes. An innovative 

therapeutic approach would be to use compounds that interact 

directly with the nAChR and restore its function even if toxic 

compounds persist.

The identification of such antidotes relies on the lead com-

pound MB327 (Figure 1), which has shown positive effects 

after soman exposure in in-vitro experiments, for example. 

Its pharmacological properties in terms of dose and selectivity 

are not ideal, however. Nevertheless, MB327 is a suitable tem-

plate for structure- and ligand-based drug design carried out 

with virtual molecular modelling methods. This approach 

can either focus on the nature of the binding site for which 

the optimal fit is calculated (structure-based design) or the 

lead compound itself can serve as the basis for designing a 

better pharmacophore by replacing suboptimal functional 

groups with ones that provide a better fit (ligand-based design). 

Initially, this work is based on a dataset that consists of the 

 results of experiments with MB327 as well as active and inactive 

structural analogues.

This computer-aided drug design (CADD) is the first step in the 

iterative process of drug development, followed by synthesis and 

pharmacological testing (Figure 2). The next step – the synthesis 

of virtually generated pharmacophore models – usually requires 

completely new synthetic routes to be developed. After purifica-

tion and screening for identity and quality, the new compounds 

undergo extensive pharmacological testing as the final step. 

This testing focuses primarily on affinity and functionality at 

the nAChR, the effect on soman-poisoned muscle tissue and the 

possible inhibition of acetylcholinesterase (AChE), the pivotal 

enzyme at the cholinergic synapse. The results are added to the 

CADD dataset and the iterative process starts again.

The complex structure of the receptor, differences in subtypes 

and species as well as external factors are important challenges 

in synthesising drugs for a particular target and purpose (Fig-

ure 3). The most important questions are whether the correct 

binding site is addressed and which receptor state should be 

activated or inactivated. Subtype and species differences must 

also be considered when it comes to the interaction between 

ligand and receptor, especially when different pharmacological 

test methods are used. External influences, such as a possible 

interaction of nerve agents with the nAChR, may also play an 

important role. Ligand-receptor binding assays with radioactive 

and highly toxic ligands, for example, are performed using a 

specially designed modular pipetting and incubating platform 

(Figure 4).

This iterative process facilitates the development of nAChR -

active compounds that could be of interest for the treatment 

of nerve agent poisoning. The development of antidotes for 

treating nerve agent poisoning is unique in terms of its regu-

latory and technical aspects.

Oberfeldapotheker Dr. Karin Veronika Niessen
Institut für Pharmakologie und Toxikologie der Bundeswehr 
München
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München
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Fig. 1: Rational drug design based on the lead compound MB327:  
The optimal pharmocophore is determined either by structurebased design  
or ligandbased design

Fig. 2: Development of antidotes as an iterative process  
consisting of molecular modelling, synthesis, and extensive  
pharmacological testing

Fig. 3: The development of nAChRactive drugs must factor in the  
nAChR binding sites, functional receptor states, receptor subtypes,  
species differences, membrane properties and the potential impact  
of nerve agents

Fig. 4: Modular pipetting and incubation platform for performing  
ligandreceptor binding assays: The modular equipment with two  
different liquid handling modules allows pipetting of radioactive  
compounds as well as highly toxic substances
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The “Army Basic Training” fitness register as an element of performance 
assessment, training customisation and monitoring, and evidence-based 
situational pictures
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Merging and linking performance-physiological results of 

standardised testing creates new options for users at all 

levels for customising and monitoring training, the crea  -

tion of a situational picture and for evidence-based further 

development. The “Army Basic Training” fitness register  

is the first of its kind to combine these functions in one 

application.

Declining fitness and resilience among young adults have 

become a fundamental problem, as many recruits cannot keep 

up with the physical demands of basic training (BT). Long 

established and required training objectives in BT are often 

not achieved, or merely partially met because of injuries or  

a general lack of fitness.  These objectives are not ends in 

themselves. The operational readiness of (the German) Armed 

Forces can only be ensured if force readiness and especially 

individual operational readiness can be established.

Given that typical military tasks (e.g. marching or manoeuvring 

under fire with equipment) are physically very demanding, 

recruits should already have an adequate level of physical 

fitness during BT in order to maintain individual health and 

operational readiness. Lack of physical fitness must therefore 

be remedied by training that is appropriate, and tailored to 

the intended and individual target group.

The previous concepts for training and maintaining PF have 

been proven insufficient. In order to achieve adequate PF, 

new training concepts were developed that allow for indi-

vidualization both in terms of current levels of performance 

and tailoring training content.

In a 2018 pilot study, the Bundeswehr Institute for Preven-

tive Medicine and the German Army examined and evaluated 

a new concept to improve physical performance in BT. The 

results were compared with those of the old BT concept and 

presented to the Army Command. As a result, the new BT 

concept has been implemented in the German Army starting 

June 2019. 

Measures include training in three performance groups (strong- 

medium-weak) and repeated performance testing using the 

Basic Fitness Test (BFT) at the start, middle and end of BT as well 

as the Basic Military Fitness Tool (BMFT) at the middle and end 

of BT. The BFT and the BMFT both provide valuable information 

for various purposes, such as training control and compiling 

situational pictures.

The Bundeswehr Institute for Preventive Medicine and the 

German Army HQ have jointly implemented an "Army BT" 

fitness register for the application- and target-group-oriented 

evaluation of the collected performance data. The register is 

currently undergoing a successful field trial.

Key element of the register is the Input Evaluation Tool (IET) to 

gather BFT and BMFT results in a standardized and structured 

manner, which has been developed by the Institute in close 

collaboration with the users. The IT-based IET is not simply an 

application for documenting results, however. It also includes a 

number of quality controlled functions for immediate training 

support and for aggregating information. Recorded performance 

data are not just immediately processed to monitor training 

success, which can be displayed as changes in performance over 

time (Figures 1 and 2), but also aggregated for situation assess-

ments (Figure 3) at command levels. 

Merging the pseudonominized data in the Institute for Preven-

tive Medicine will facilitate longitudinal and cross-sectional 

analyses and evidence-based improvements. The process is  

a pilot project in the new general training concept (AGENDA 

Ausbildung) and was designed to potentially be applied beyond 

basic training.

Merging performance and health data in a future centralised 

IT architecture opens up a wide range of options with regard to 

prevention, training, and operational readiness. This information 

base could provide an important contribution to a full situa-

tional picture for military leaders.

Fig. 1: Results for “BFTMiddle” show changes in performance since the 
 previous test date (in this case “BFTStart”); results that would lead to  
failing the BFT are highlighted in red

Results for “BMFTEnd” show changes in performance since the previous 
test date (in this case “BMFTMiddle”). The scores achieved on the individual 
BMFT tasks and the total scores are highlighted in green, yellow, and red  
to reflect the BMFT grading system. Irregularities are also included: in the 
third example, no change in performance is indicated for BMFTCharlie and 
BMFTDelta because the BMFTMiddle was abandoned after BMFTCharlie 
and thus there is no previous result available

Fig. 3: Example of the automated visualisation of the BFT total points  
in a spreadsheet, broken down by performance groups; the BMFT results  
are aggregated in the same way
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German-Japanese development of a new software tool to optimise  
medical countermeasures in the event of radioiodine exposure
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In the event of radioiodine exposure, radioactivity accumula-

tion in the thyroid gland and the risk of tumour development 

can be reduced by administering stable iodine or other pro-

tective pharmacological agents. In cooperation with the 

Japanese Self-Defense Forces, a new software tool has been 

developed to simulate complex radioiodine exposure scenarios 

and identify the best pharmacological protective measures.

Nuclear fission reactions generate radioactive iodine isotopes 

that are highly volatile and can spread over large areas far from 

the source. Radioiodine poses a significant health risk because 

it is absorbed rapidly and completely by inhalation or ingestion 

and concentrates in the thyroid. This leads to internal irradiation 

of the gland and increases the risk of dysfunction and tumours. 

Early administration of high doses of stable iodine (”thyroid 

blockade“) can reduce this accumulation and protect the thy-

roid. Other pharmacological agents with a protective effect 

on the gland (e. g. perchlorate) are generally considered only 

for second-line therapy in official guidelines and do not have 

marketing approval in all countries. Although a single dose 

of stable iodine is usually considered sufficient, experience in 

Chernobyl and Fukushima has shown that prolonged radio-

iodine exposure is likely in nuclear accidents. Available official 

guidelines for pharmacological thyroid protection in such 

situations are limited in number and detail.

The Bundeswehr Institute for Radiobiology and the National 

Defense Medical College of the Japanese Self-Defense Forces 

together developed a new thyroid blockade model with differ-

entiated modelling of the complex physiological absorption 

mechanisms for iodine into the thyroid gland (competition at 

the iodine carrier molecule in the cell membrane + absorption 

block when the gland is saturated) (Figure 1). Using Berkeley -

Madonna software, the model was implemented in a program 

that allows for simulation of various, even complex radioiodine 

exposure scenarios as well as the quantitative assessment of 

protective pharmacological interventions (Figure 2).

Our simulations show that in cases of acute radioiodine expo-

sure, both stable iodine and perchlorate reduce radioiodine 

accumulation in the thyroid by over 98 %. The protective effi-

cacy of a single dose of iodine or perchlorate is inadequate in the 

event of prolonged radioiodine exposure, however. Repeated 

daily doses are necessary to achieve effective protection of the 

gland. Perchlorate has a higher protective efficacy compared 

to stable iodine in cases of prolonged radioiodine exposure 

(Figure 3).

Due to a high daily nutritional iodine intake leading to a 

down-regulated iodine absorption capacity of the thyroid 

gland, Japanese people accumulate less radioiodine than 

Europeans or Americans with comparable levels of exposure 

(Figure 4). Despite this limited “natural protection”, thyroid 

blockade is nevertheless indicated in the event of a nuclear 

accident. Since the thyroid glands of Japanese people are less 

sensitive to the iodine saturation mechanism, perchlorate is 

particularly beneficial for thyroid protection in both acute 

and long-term radioiodine exposure scenarios.

The new thyroid blockade model and its software implemen-

tation facilitate the simulation of very complex radioiodine 

exposure scenarios and of the protective effects of various 

pharmacological agents and dosage schemes. Physiological 

differences in thyroid function due to intrinsic or extrinsic 

factors, such as differences in nutritional iodine supply, can 

also be considered. Thus, the new software tool can be used 

to provide effective and efficient support in planning medical 

countermeasures in the event of major nuclear or radiological 

incidents.

Fig. 1: Thyroid blockade model with integrated iodide carrier molecule in  
the thyroid cell membrane (competition of stable iodine and radioiodine 
during transport into the cell) and an additional gland saturation mechanism 
(temporary block on iodine/radioiodine uptake upon saturation)

Fig. 2: Thyroid blockade model implemented with Berkeley Madonna 
 software, calculated from the manual flowchart (right), the corresponding 
differential equations (left) and the flows between the compartments and 
their iodine or radioiodine content as a function of time

Fig. 3: Protective efficacy of stable iodine or perchlorate in the case  
of prolonged (7 days) exposure to radioiodine – the first dose of stable 
 iodine or perchlorate is administered at the beginning of radioiodine 
 exposure and, for repeat doses, given daily every 24 hours

Fig. 4: Doseresponse curves for stable iodine and perchlorate doses 
 administered at the time of acute radioiodine exposure (iodine131,  
activity 700,000 Bq) – due to high daily nutritional iodine intake in Japan  
and reduced uptake capacity, the reference starting point is lowered
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The impact of pre-deployment quarantine on adherence  
and psychosocial wellbeing
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In the context of the COVID-19 pandemic, the Bundeswehr 

Centre for Military Mental Health initiated a number of re-

search projects to investigate SARS-CoV2-specific effects on 

mental health from different perspectives. The psychosocial 

effects of pre-deployment quarantine on personnel designat-

ed for deployment abroad were of particular interest.

Pre-deployment and post-deployment quarantine are manda-

tory for the German military personnel in order to prevent the 

spread of SARS-CoV-2 among the troops (Figure 1). This study 

investigates which factors could be harnessed to improve 

adherence and mental health during isolation.

A total of 603 soldiers completed questionnaires at the be-

ginning and at the end of their pre-deployment quarantine. 

The topics covered by the questionnaires included subjective 

mental health, perceived social support, unit cohesion, quaran-

tine adherence and quarantine-associated factors including 

feeling informed about COVID-19, the perceived infection 

risk, benefits of quarantine and clarity of the quarantine proto-

col, the need for intimacy, social norms and stigma, practicality 

of quarantine, financial disadvantages, boredom, and health -

focused leadership (Figure 2).

Stepwise regression analyses showed that up to 57 % of the 

variance in quarantine adherence was explained by social 

norms, boredom, perceived benefit/effectiveness of quaran-

tine, clear communication of the quarantine protocol and 

perceived risk of infection, with social norms alone explaining 

43 %. Only 15 % of the variance in mental health at the beginning 

of quarantine was explained by being in a relationship, the need 

for bonding/intimacy, perceived unit cohesion, and perceived 

social support. When it comes to the variance in mental health 

at the end of quarantine, however, up to 20 % was explained by 

accumulated days of isolation before pre-deployment quarantine, 

age, communication of the quarantine protocol, perceived social 

support, the need for bonding/intimacy and perceived social 

stigma. The correlation between mental health and quarantine 

adherence was statistically significant but small. 

For the overall group, no differences between the beginning 

and the end of pre-deployment quarantine were found in terms 

of mental health, quarantine adherence, perceived social support 

and perceived unit cohesion, although the trajectories differed 

significantly for different subgroups, including those deter-

mined by age, gender, rank, and accumulated days of quarantine. 

With increasing accumulated days of isolation prior to pre -

deployment quarantine, mental health declined over the course 

of quarantine, though only to a small degree (Figure 3). 

As for gender-specific trajectories, female soldiers showed higher 

levels of quarantine adherence at the beginning of quarantine 

than their male counterparts but by the end of quarantine had 

decreased to the almost continuously low level of adherence 

exhibited by male soldiers. Personnel younger than 34 years 

initially reported higher levels of subjective social support at the 

beginning of quarantine but levelled in with the continuously 

lower level of older personnel. Interestingly, unit cohesion 

increased over time for low rank groups, while it was nearly un-

changed for officers and decreased over time for sergeant ranks.

These findings suggest that the social norms of fellow soldiers 

and close family and friends could be a factor in quarantine 

adherence in pre-deployment quarantine. Further research 

should examine the long-term effects on mental health, includ-

ing those of accumulated days of quarantine, while also taking 

into account post-deployment quarantine. While there were no 

significant changes in trajectories among the overall cohort, 

differences in subgroup analyses suggested the need for moni-

toring stress levels and for providing subgroup-specific support 

in quarantine.

Fig. 1: The future contingent members move into the isolation area of  
the container village immediately after landing during the Counter Daesh 
mission in AlAzrak/Jordan

Fig. 2: Meaningful activity prevents boredom and influences quarantine 
 adherence. Unlike in individual predeployment isolation, gym facilities  
are available during collective quarantine on deployment for contingent 
 rotation purposes (here: Counter Daesh in AlAzrak/Jordan)

Fig. 3: Trajectories for perceived social support dependent on  
previous quarantining
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Aeromedically relevant findings relating to the central nervous system  
– international approaches for more flight safety
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The German Air Force Centre of Aerospace Medicine has 

conducted studies in cooperation with the German Aero-

space Centre (DLR) and other international NATO partners. 

A multicentric approach to investigating changes in the 

central nervous system such as white matter hyperintensi-

ties ensured statistical relevance.

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) has become an integral 

part of medical diagnostics and aeromedical assessments while 

technical developments have steadily improved the resolution 

of the resulting images. In 2013, evaluations of regular MRI 

examinations of certain professions in the aerospace sector 

showed changes in healthy individuals with no clear patho-

mechanism or individual effects (Figure 1). Such changes had 

previously been observed in patients with traumatic brain 

injuries, metabolic disorders (diabetes, amyloidosis), and 

degenerative changes (dementia), for example. 

The most prominent example is that of the gliotic changes  

of the white matter known as white matter hyperintensities 

(WMH). In 2013 and 2019, McGuire et al. described these WMH 

in clinically asymptomatic individuals who worked in certain 

professions in the aerospace sector. The personnel in question 

(U2 pilots and altitude chamber instructors, Figure 2) were 

occupationally exposed to altered, usually reduced, ambient 

pressure over a prolonged period of time. This discovery pointed 

towards other possible risk groups such as mountaineers and 

space travellers. 

The challenge for international aerospace medicine is to deter-

mine whether these incidental findings are correlated with 

functional deficits and, if so, what these deficits are and how 

they potentially affect flight safety. This is complicated by the 

small sample sizes of the affected professional groups because 

any conclusions are only scientifically sound if they are drawn 

based on statistically significant sample sizes. This is where the 

close-knit national and international aeromedical community 

proves especially useful.

A clinical study was conducted at the German Air Force Centre 

of Aerospace Medicine with personnel who are regularly ex-

posed to high-altitude pressures as part of their work at the 

Centre or at institutions of European partners. As part of the 

study, researchers investigated the prevalence of WMH and 

performed functional neurological testing, including of visual 

and auditory pathways to evaluate visual and auditory evoked 

potentials and balance regulation. Multiparametric 3 Tesla MRI 

scans of the brain and spinal cord as well as optical coherence 

tomography were also performed and a number of psychomet-

ric procedures such as the Vienna Determination Test were 

conducted.

Together with the German Aerospace Centre, further research 

was conducted as part of the project ”Oedema Formation in 

the High Alps“ and, building on this, in two further projects: 

”MyoCardioGen“ and ”+ 30° Acute Mountain Sickness“. The main 

contributions of the Air Force Centre of Aerospace Medicine 

related to the assessment and evaluation of the MRI data analy-

sis (Figure 3).

The results of this and other work of the international aero-

medical community have been compiled and evaluated in the 

Science and Technology Organisation of NATO by the Working 

Group on the Impact of Hypobaric Exposure on Aviators and 

High-Altitude Special Operations Personnel (HFM-RTG-274) 

and are scheduled for publication in 2023 (Figure 4).

Constant scientific exchange in a national and international 

context forms the basis for the ability to classify abnormal aero-

medical findings and is thus an indispensable contribution 

to aviation safety.

Fig. 1: MR overview sequences of the central nervous system Fig. 2: Personnel in highaltitude simulation chambers in Königsbrück Fig. 3: 3 Tesla MRI being conducted at the German Aerospace Centre  
in Cologne

Fig. 4: Logos of the German Air Force Centre for Aerospace Medicine, NATO, the 
German Aerospace Centre and NATO’s Science and Technology Organisation
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Diving fitness examination before return to duty after SARS-CoV2 infection 
– a clinical observation study of divers and combat swimmers of the German 
Armed Forces

The safe return to military diving duties after a SARS-CoV2 

infection warrants a comprehensive medical examination 

in order to detect any sequelae that may negatively affect 

physical fitness and thus lead to an increased health risk in 

diving. As part of a clinical observation study, divers of the 

German Navy underwent a medical examination after in-

fection, the results of which were directly compared with 

those of prior regular diving fitness examinations.

Background

Military diving is physically demanding and thus requires 

excellent health and physical fitness in order to be able to work 

in depths of 50 metres or more. Working hard underwater in the 

cold and dark while carrying heavy diving equipment requires 

divers to be more than just healthy but in peak physical condi-

tion so as to minimise preventable health hazards. The current 

COVID-19 pandemic has also affected active military divers, 

making it necessary to closely monitor their return to diving 

duty after they have recovered from acute illness.

SARS-CoV2 infections can have long-term effects on the 

health of even young and otherwise healthy people. Such 

health problems can occur relatively early as direct sequelae 

after overcoming acute COVID-19 (commonly referred to as 

long COVID) or later, after a latency period, as a suspected 

post-infection syndrome (called post-COVID syndrome). 

The German Navy has thus decided to implement an additional 

medical diving fitness examination to be conducted before 

allowing soldiers to return to active diving duty after they 

have recovered from COVID-19.

Methods

As part of this prospective observational study, the results that 

Navy divers had achieved in their most recent regular diving 

fitness examination before infection with SARS-CoV2 were 

compared with the results of their examination to certify their 

fitness to return to duty after overcoming the infection. This 

recertification examination additionally included an echocardio-

gram and measurements of trop I and NT-proBNP levels.

Results

By September 2021, 43 soldiers (mean age 34 years) had been 

examined for diving fitness after SARS-CoV2 infection. Of those, 

11 had been asymptomatic throughout their infection, 30 had 

had mild symptoms that required only outpatient treatment, 

and two patients had had to be hospitalised for a few days. 

In 39 cases, examinees were fully cleared for all diving duties, 

while two divers could not be fully cleared for diving duties 

immediately. A further two divers very likely have long COVID 

and have had their diving clearance revoked. Across the board, 

however, the parameters of lung function, diffusion capacity 

and physical fitness in ergospirometric tests (PWCmax and 

VO2max) post SARS-CoV2 infection were the same as before.

Conclusion

Of the 43 divers included, 39 could be fully cleared for diving 

duties after at least four weeks of having no symptoms of 

COVID-19. In four soldiers (9 %), however, the examination 

results initially appeared abnormal and in two of these cases, 

a tentative diagnosis of post-COVID syndrome with loss of 

fitness and/or cardiac symptoms had to be made. These divers 

could not be cleared for diving duties. The standard instrument -

based procedures used in the regular diving fitness examination 

(ergospirometric, lung function, and diffusion capacity testing) 

did not provide any meaningful diagnostic benefit in these 

cases.

Based on the available data, we thus conclude that a comprehen-

sive patient history with a special emphasis on the development 

of symptoms over the course of the clinical period as well as on 

current and possibly ongoing or even new symptoms may be 

more effective in identifying divers with relevant sequelae of 

SARS-CoV2 than routine instrument-based diagnostic proce-

dures. An additional echocardiogram and specific blood panels 

as well as additional diagnostic measures such as cardio-MRI 

should be included where necessary and appropriate.

Even though most young and healthy soldiers become much 

less severely ill than, for example, the elderly, the risk of devel-

oping  post-COVID syndrome should nevertheless be considered 

as it can affect even this fit and motivated group, in which case 

no diving clearance can be given.

Fig. 1: Echocardiography as part of the extended  
postCOVID examination

Fig. 2: Ergospirometry as part of the regular diving fitness examination  
in the Naval Institute of Maritime Medicine

Fig. 3: VO2max [ml /(kg*min)] as determined through ergospirometric testing,  
before versus after SARSCoV2 infection
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Identification of predictive biomarkers for a severe course of COVID-19

The only prospective multicentre COVID-19 study in the 

Bundeswehr was conducted at the Bundeswehr Hospitals in 

Berlin, Hamburg and Westerstede and at the Bundeswehr 

Central Hospital in Koblenz. Routine and experimental 

para meters were measured in blood samples of more than 

120 patients with a view to predicting a severe course of 

COVID-19.

The COVID-19 pandemic is placing a considerable burden 

on German and global healthcare systems. In order to relieve 

hospitals, it is necessary to identify at an early stage those 

patients who are at risk of a severe COVID-19 course and to 

treat all others preferably as outpatients. The Department of 

Internal Medicine at the Bundeswehr Hospital in Berlin initiated 

the first and thus far only multicentre study of the Bundeswehr 

to address this issue. We conducted a prospective observational 

study of hospitalised COVID-19 patients at the Bundeswehr 

hospitals in Berlin, Hamburg, Koblenz, and Westerstede (Figure1). 

The Robert Koch Institute was also involved in this study as a 

cooperation partner.

The main objective of the study was to identify blood biomarkers 

for the early prediction of a severe course of COVID-19 which 

calls for ventilation. A literature search identified up to 21 possible 

biomarkers that play roles in inflammation, viral diseases, and 

lung failure. Our hypothesis was that a severe COVID-19 course 

can be predicted in emergency departments after one or more 

of these blood markers are detected. As result, such patients 

could be monitored more closely. 

In total, blood samples and data from more than 120 patients 

were evaluated at the four study sites (Figure 2). Pre-testing of 

all 21 biomarkers in an initial group of patients revealed nine 

promising factors that were finally selected to be tested in blood 

samples of all patients. After statistical analysis, two biomarkers 

were identified (one with a known role in viral diseases and one 

in chronic lung disease) that may predict a severe COVID-19 

course. The results are awaiting publication. The medium-term 

objective is the establishment of one of these two parameters 

as a routine laboratory parameter at all Bundeswehr hospitals.

In addition, routine laboratory data including inflammation 

parameters, renal function parameters, and cardiac enzymes 

were collected for each COVID-19 patient. On average, more 

than 100 individual data points were thus accumulated over 

the course of the patientsʼ hospitalisation. Using big data 

methods, we hope to correlate this data with disease severity 

and thus to contribute to a deeper understanding of the course 

of COVID-19.

Antibodies to SARS-CoV-2 are produced in the human body  

in response to COVID-19 infections (Figure 3). These anti-

bodies can be detected with commercially available tests. 

Little manufacturer-independent data is available which 

 allows us to compare these tests and identify the best proce-

dure. To this end, a second part of this study examined SARS -

CoV-2 antibodies over the course of inpatient stay using 

several commercially available assays. 

Additionally, these antibody data were compared with a  

new experimental SARS-CoV-2 antibody assay developed by 

the Robert Koch Institute which requires only a very small 

amount of blood. If this new method generates results com-

parable to conventional antibody tests, the same information 

can be obtained from considerably smaller amounts of blood.

Fig. 1: Procedures in the COVID19 study conducted at the Bundeswehr 
Hospital in Berlin: The complete study protocol has been prospectively 
 registered in the German Clinical Trials Register (source: www.drks.de;  
study ID: DRKS00021591)

Fig. 2: More than 120 blood samples from COVID19 patients were 
analysed for biomarkers that play a decisive role in inflammatory processes, 
viral diseases, and lung failure

Fig. 3:  SARSCoV2 viruses not only cause respiratory disease. 
They also infect tissues outside the lungs, which can have devastating 
consequences
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Development and application of a training module using 3D printing  
for trepanation planning
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We developed a training module for trepanation planning 

which uses 3D-printed skull models that are 3D-printed based 

on CT scans of patients with severe brain injuries. The module 

was successfully tested in a workshop for medical officers 

in advanced training.

Many surgical disciplines are increasingly using 3D-printing 

technology. At Westerstede Bundeswehr Hospital, the “3-D 

Printing in Neurosurgery” working group was set up in 2018. 

It has since been working in close cooperation with the Labo-

ratory for Production Engineering of the Faculty of Mechanical 

Engineering at the Bundeswehr University in Hamburg to 

research potential neurosurgical applications of this technol-

ogy in training as well as in surgical planning and the custom 

production of implants.

A workshop titled “Trepanation planning based on patient -

specific 3D-printed skull models” was held for medical officers 

in advanced training and was very well received. The workshop 

was able to demonstrate that the simulation of trepanations 

with 3D-printed skull models is a practical, inexpensive, and 

effective method for practicing even difficult techniques, which 

is especially valuable for the combat-relevant area of treating 

severe traumatic brain injuries.

During the workshop, participants were presented with skull 

models featuring various trauma-related pathological changes 

that required surgery. These skull models were created from 

CT scans of real patients in emergency care for traumatic brain 

injuries. In addition to the skull models, participants were able 

to view the corresponding CT scans (Figure 1) Training consisted 

of inferring the best possible surgical access to the lesion from 

the CT scan and then drawing the planned route of access onto 

the surface of the skull, similar to common neurosurgical prac-

tice.

Every completed planning task could immediately be assessed 

as the skull models can be illuminated from the inside (Figure 2): 

When the light is switched on, the lesion is projected onto the 

transparent 3D-printed skull surface, making it immediately 

apparent whether the planned surgical approach would actually 

lead to the lesion (Figure 3) Since participants could continue to 

practice over several rounds with several different skull models, 

their performance could be evaluated over the course of the 

workshop, which showed that training had a considerable effect 

after just a few rounds.

Initial results of the evaluation of the pilot workshop on trepana-

tion planning have already been published.

The skull models will be developed further to include an ever 

greater level of detail in terms of anatomical intracranial struc-

tures. As a first step towards that goal, the skull models have 

been equipped with additional anatomically important elements 

such as the dural venous sinuses. This represents another signi-

ficant advance in simulation technology, as the incorporation 

of these structures into regular training increases patient safety 

even further.

Fig. 1: Workstation with skull model and CT scan Fig. 2: Internally illuminated skull model with visible lesion Fig. 3: Performance evaluation supervised by an instructor
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Fig. 1: Photo of the game board for the TDSC® (Terror, Disaster and Surgical Care) course: 
The board represents a hospital structure and shows the different treatment areas as well 
as the corresponding patient cards

Fig. 2: Photo of a patient card attached to the game board of the TDSC® 
(Terror, Disaster and Surgical Care) course: The patient card represents a 
 patient in the game and includes information on the patient’s injury pattern, 
available health points, location inside the hospital and treatment options

Fig. 3: Presentation of a game situation from a TDSC® course  
using as well the electronic codebook on a tablet and the conventional  
codebook in paper form

The Terror and Disaster Surgical Care (TDSC®) Course

The global security situation is changing as a result of several 

terrorist attacks. This has prompted close cooperation between 

the German Society for Trauma Surgery and the Medical Ser-

vice of the German Armed Forces. As a result of this coopera-

tion, the Deployment, Disaster and Tactical Surgery Working 

Group has developed a concept for implementing simulation 

training for terrorist incidents.

Mass-casualty terrorist incidents have special characteristics. 

They are fundamentally different from other mass-casualty 

events and are associated with severe injuries that can be con-

siderably different from those commonly seen in everyday 

situations (e. g. multiple trauma after a traffic accident). 

These special characteristics of mass-casualty terrorist incidents 

include:

–  complex and dynamic situations, such as second-hit 

 attacks and the uncontrolled arrival of injured survivors  

at hospitals; 

–  the fundamental importance of cooperation with security 

authorities in crisis management teams and at the scene;

–  the essential role of protecting the hospital and a robust 

hospital emergency response plan; 

–  penetrating injuries, especially gunshot and blast injuries;

–  critical bleeding from injuries to the extremities and body 

cavities. 

The TDSC® course includes two and a half days of presentations 

given by experts from a variety of surgical and anaesthesiology 

specialties, interactive case discussions, case studies, and a 

board-based simulation game to train decision-making in 

mass-casualty terrorist incidents. 

In the simulation game, participants are required to make 

medical, tactical, and organisational decisions based on varying 

levels of available personnel resources and treatment capacities 

in order to become more adept at handling such situations 

under increased threat levels. Their decisions are played out on 

a game board (Figure 1) with patient cards (Figure 2) and a 

code book that guides players through the various scenarios. 

The TDSC® course has become a success story. To date, 30 cours-

es have been held with over 500 participants from various trau-

ma networks.

The future need for training is based on the inclusion of the 

topic of (terror-related) mass casualty incidents in the updated 

3rd edition of the White Paper on the Medical Care of the 

Severely Injured published by the German Trauma Society 

(DGU). 

The further development of the game concept will focus on 

the aspect of digitalisation, with all game elements gradually 

being converted into a digital format in order facilitate better 

networking of players, such as hospitals within a trauma 

network. 

Once the game is fully digitised, another milestone could  

be to adapt the user interface to personnel and resource 

management for medical service treatment facilities in the 

event of mass casualty incidents in the theatres of operation  

of the German Armed Forces. The interface could also be a 

useful tool for NGOs active in the field of civilian disaster 

medicine. 

Stress research could also be applied to study how partici-

pants handle the in-game scenarios, with the findings used  

to improve the training of medical personnel. 
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Further Evaluation of Molecular Diagnostic Tests for Tropical Parasitic 
Diseases 

In our previous research report, we presented a project that 

was initiated to evaluate molecular diagnostic tests for the 

detection of infectious parasites in human samples. The 

spectrum of these tests was extended in order to meet the 

requirements of Regulation (EU) 2017/746 and to assess the 

diagnostic accuracy of a broad portfolio of assays for per-

sonnel returning from tours of duty in tropical countries.

As announced in the previous research report, molecular 

diagnostic methods for detecting parasitic diseases in humans 

have been compared and evaluated during the reporting period 

in a number of projects, some of which involve multinational 

cooperation. These efforts have been undertaken in close coop-

eration with the Bernhard Nocht Institute for Tropical Medicine, 

which is the German National Reference Centre for Tropical 

Pathogens, in order to assess the diagnostic accuracy of a broad 

portfolio of molecular diagnostic tests for the direct detection 

of causative agents of tropical diseases in human samples and 

to meet the requirements of Regulation (EU) 2017/746 (IVD 

Directive).

Malaria is the most important tropical parasitic disease both in 

terms of the number of cases and its clinical severity. The focus 

of scientific interest has been on a comparison of assays and on 

pre-analytical factors. The evaluation also included molecular 

tests for the detection of kala-azar in blood samples. Kala-azar 

is the visceral form of a systemic parasitic disease that is caused 

by Leishmania species (Figure 1). A highly sensitive PCR assay 

was shown to detect a kinetoplast DNA sequence of leishmaniae 

in serum. On the basis of promising results using serum sam-

ples from returning travellers and migrants, highly sensitive 

assays were used to detect highly repetitive DNA elements in 

African Schistosoma species in serum samples from women 

living in highly endemic areas of Madagascar. It was interest-

ing to note that similar analy ses using serum samples from 

Laotian patients who were infected with Asian Schistosoma 

species and whose samples had been provided by the Tropical 

Institute in Basel were considerably less sensitive, which sug-

gests there is room for improvement.

Molecular methods for detecting intestinal parasites were also 

further investigated with a focus on protozoa and helminths 

(Figures 2 and 3). Several multiplex PCR panels from different 

European manufacturers and in-house assays were compared 

and were found to have similar diagnostic accuracy and usually 

showed acceptable concordance with results obtained using 

residual samples from study populations and individuals who 

had returned from tropical countries. There were some minor 

differences in the composition of the assays investigated. A com-

parison of standard and harsh nucleic acid extraction methods 

for the detection of helminth DNA in stool samples produced 

heterogeneous results and only a tendency towards a higher 

sensitivity of harsher extraction procedures, which is inconsistent 

with previous studies. This applied to both species-specific 

helminth PCRs and group-specific helminth consensus assays.

Residual stool samples from Ghanaian HIV-positive patients 

which were provided by civilian partners from the Bernhard 

Nocht Institute allowed us to evaluate PCR assays for the de-

tection of intestinal parasites. These are of major importance 

especially in the differential diagnosis of immunosuppressed 

patients with whom the Bundeswehr Medical Service may, 

for example, come into contact during humanitarian missions 

in tropical countries. These parasites include coccidia such as 

Cryptosporidium spp. and Cystoisospora belli. In particular assays 

targeting sequences that are commonly used for the detection of 

Cryptosporidium spp. showed heterogeneous diagnostic accu-

racy. A comparison of tests demonstrated that positive results 

of different assays were poorly correlated. Major differences 

in diagnostic accuracy were also found between assays for the 

detection of microsporidia, which are pathogens that are 

phylo genetically related to fungi.

Oberfeldarzt Professor (APL) Dr. med. Hagen Frickmann
Bundeswehrkrankenhaus Hamburg
Außenstelle am BernhardNochtInstitut für Tropenmedizin 
Hamburg

BwKrhsHamburg@bundeswehr.org

Fig. 1: Leishmania spp. (promastigote stage) Fig. 2: Schistosoma spp. in enteric tissue Fig. 3: Hookworm
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The digital path of the wounded – artificial intelligence to support patient care

Flotillenarzt Dr. med. Christoph Jänig
Bundeswehrzentralkrankenhaus Koblenz
Koblenz

BwZKrhsKoblenzKlinikXAnaesthesiologie@bundeswehr.org

Oberstarzt Prof. Dr. med. Robert Schwab
Bundeswehrzentralkrankenhaus Koblenz
Koblenz

BwZKrhsKoblenzKlinikIIKlinischerDirektor@bundeswehr.org

Oberstarzt Dr. med. Willi Schmidbauer 
Bundeswehrzentralkrankenhaus Koblenz
Koblenz

BwZKrhsKoblenzKlinikXAnaesthesiologie@bundeswehr.org

Apl. Prof. Dr. Marko Hofmann
Universität der Bundeswehr München
Institut für Technische Informatik
München

info@unibw.de

The current focus of military future planning is on national 

and collective defence. The core element of medical prepa-

rations is on caring for around 1000 wounded per day. This 

represents a great logistical effort and a high workload for 

medical staff across all echelons of care. Artificial intelli-

gence (AI) can be a valuable partner in this context.

Military medical services are faced with major challenges in 

national and collective defence scenarios. The main tasks are 

to provide appropriate treatment of wounded soldiers and to 

maintain the combat capability of military personnel through 

prevention and through rapid reintegration of patients into 

their combat units after treatment. Furthermore, those in charge 

must always be able to provide to higher command levels a 

real-time picture of the situation in terms of the number of 

wounded soldiers and available capacities of medical treatment 

facilities.

Core elements of these tasks can be summarised as DETECT – 

PRIORITISE – VISUALISE – ASSIST – DYNAMISE.

AI-supported IT infrastructure can support these processes and 

thus increase the capacities and effectiveness of the medical 

service. The development of a common IT architecture to con-

nect all these areas (Figure 1) will be the focus of future digital 

research for an efficient medical service. To contribute to this 

research, a collaborative scientific initiative was started in 2021 

by medical experts at the Bundeswehr Central Hospital in 

Koblenz together with IT specialists from the Bundeswehr 

University in Munich and the Bundeswehr Office for Defence 

Planning.

DETECT: The “Human Performance Enhancement – Smart 

Textiles and Augmented Reality” (HPE-STAR) project uses sensor 

technology in smart textiles to support the detection of fatigue in 

soldiers (Figures 2 and 3). In the future, blood- detecting sensors 

will enable early detection of life-threatening bleeding.

PRIORITISE: Another aspect of research is the establishment 

of AI to support prioritisation efforts (triage) by medical staff 

based on processed biosensor data (i. e. vital signs).

VISUALISE: The visualisation of the real-time situation in 

the medical service, including the location of mobile units, 

the number and categories of wounded at the POI as well as 

available capacities of medical treatment facilities in the area 

of operations, is a core element of managing patient flow and 

an indispensable part of planning and conducting operations 

(Figure 4).

ASSIST: The disposition of numerous mobile medical units 

and the optimal utilisation of all available resources is a major 

operational task. One part of the research project focuses on 

patient transport logistics to get the right patient with the 

right rescue asset via the right transport route to the right 

treatment facility. AI can provide support in processing the 

flood of incoming data and automatically suggest options 

for disposition.

DYNAMISE: Depending on the severity of the injury, the 

condition of a wounded patient can be highly dynamic over 

time. As a result, transport and treatment decisions made at 

the outset may need to be adjusted in response to changing 

conditions. The front lines in highly mobile battles are also 

subject to dynamic developments, which can affect evacuation 

routes and destinations, for example. Integrating AI-assisted 

transport logistics, a real-time picture of the geographic situa-

tion as well as assessments of injury severity based on processed 

biosensor data can be a key factor in determining not only 

the transport but also the treatment of patients.

Fig. 1: Schematic illustration of networked data acquisition and processing along 
the path of the wounded using a common network ITarchitectureges

Fig. 2: Smart textile with sensor technology for relevant  
vital parameters (source: WIWeB)

Fig. 3: Visualisation of a patient’s medical status (source: Fraunhofer FKIE) Fig. 4: Visualisation of the tactical situation (source: Fraunhofer FKIE)
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The “Testpsychologie Psychische Fitness” of the Psychological Service of 
the German Armed Forces

The computer-based questionnaire Testpsychologie PsychFit 

is carried out voluntarily and with consent as part of mental 

fitness assessments. It covers seven components of mental 

fitness which are essential for military personnel to cope 

effectively with stressful situations. The automated and 

comprehensive feedback can be used for counselling.

Serving in the German Armed Forces can involve stressful situ-

ations for the individual in basic operations as well as during 

deployment, which may affect the mental fitness of military 

personnel. The Psychological Service of the German Armed 

Forces offers a target-group-oriented and computer-based 

questionnaire called “Testpsychologie Psychische Fitness” 

(Testpsychologie PsychFit), which assesses seven different com-

ponents of mental fitness. In addition to generally acquired 

basic military skills and soldierly professionalism, the level 

of mental fitness depends on a combination of behaviours, 

characteristics, and resources that enable soldiers to cope with 

a military deployment or with extremely stressful situations 

in ways that are psychologically healthy.

To this end, the Testpsychologie PsychFit uses scientific 

question naires from the literature to assess the following 

 seven components of mental fitness (Figure 1):  

1) resilience, 3) sense of coherence, 3) somatic symptoms,  

4) depressive symptoms, 5) signs of suicidal thoughts,  

6) signs of current stress and 7) signs of stress-related personal 

growth.

As part of the assessment of the mental fitness, the Testpsychol-

ogie PsychFit is always carried out on a voluntary basis with the 

consent of the military personnel. The report (Figure 2) con-

tains basic personal information and the survey date, as well 

as comprehensive information about all assessed components 

of mental fitness. A brief explanation of every component is 

followed by automatically inserted text modules that contain 

standardised feedback on the individual’s scoring on that 

com ponent as well as the individual's percentile rank for that 

component.

The Testpsychologie PsychFit can be used in the context  

of individual counselling but can also be incorporated into 

pseudonymised cross-sectional or longitudinal studies that 

do not allow any insights into the results of any individuals 

but which can be used as a basis for advising leadership. 

The Psych Fit-M study is one example of such a latter use.  

It was conducted as a pseudonymised longitudinal study 

from October 2020 to April 2021 during a deployment of 

the frigate BRANDENBURG. Over that time, the Testpsychol-

ogie PsychFit was assessed at three measurement time points 

(N = 229; nt1 = 93, nt2 = 70, nt3 = 66; nt1t2t3 = 24). Embedded in 

the context of deployment and the specific situation due to 

the pandemic, the study's findings show differences in how 

the various components of mental fitness changed over the 

course of the naval operation. 

In terms of resilience and a sense of coherence, for example, 

there were no significant impairments over the study period. 

Scoring on these components was within the average normal 

range at all three time points. Depressive and somatic symptoms, 

however, were significantly increased at t2 compared to t1 and t3. 

At t3, depressive and somatic symptoms had decreased again 

significantly, to the point that they were back to the average 

baseline level of t1. The observed impairments thus seemed  

to be only temporary. There was also evidence that the nature 

of potential stressors changed between t1 and t2 (Figure 3). 

In summation, the PsychFit-M study provides empirical insight 

in the progression of different indicators of mental fitness 

during one naval operation, which can form the basis of 

 advice to leadership.

ORR'in PD Dr. Johanna Abendroth
Streitkräfteamt
Dezernat Militärpsychologische Forschung
Hamburg

SKAAbtPersGdsFordGrpMilPsychForschgDez3MilPsychFg@bundeswehr.org

Fig. 1: Components of the Testpsychologie PsychFit Fig. 2: Report of the Testpsychologie 
 PsychFit (extract with fictitious data)

Fig. 3: Descriptive statistics of current stress (PHQ10) from the study PsychFitM. Areas marked in grey represent the percentage of responses  
in response  category 1 = not impaired. Areas marked in light yellow represent the percentage of responses in response category 2 = mildly impaired  
and areas marked in pink represent the percentage of responses in response category 3 = strongly impaired. Shown in dark yellow is the increase  
in mild stress with ≥ 5 % and shown in red is the increase in severe stress with ≥ 5 % between two adjacent measure time points
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The Bundeswehr Centre of Military History and Social Sciences 

conducts research on behalf of the Federal Ministry of Defence. 

Its findings in the fields of military history and social sciences 

help enrich public and scientific debate on military and security 

issues in Germany. 

The Centre applies established methods and standards of 

historical research to the study of German military history and 

takes into account interrelationships between the military, 

politics, economy, society, and culture. 

With its work in the social sciences, the Centre contributes 

to the further development of the field and is able to provide 

scientifically sound advice to policy-makers. By bringing to-

gether history and the social sciences, it opens up new avenues 

for research and the application of research findings to the 

teaching of history.

The Bundeswehr Centre of Military History and Social Sciences 

contributes to an understanding of the role of the armed forces 

in a pluralistic society. Thematically intertwined with military 

history, the social sciences help analyse and interpret new 

conflicts and special operational scenarios of the Bundeswehr.

Researchers at the Bundeswehr Centre of Military History and 

Social Sciences are part of the scientific community. They are 

in close contact with organisations, institutions and agencies in 

Germany and abroad as well as with university and non-univer-

sity research facilities. Cooperation with other Bundeswehr 

institutions that train, research, and teach is becoming increas-

ingly important. The Centre supports Bundeswehr operations 

by providing analyses from the fields of history and the social 

sciences.
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Political purposes and goals of the international military engagement  
in Afghanistan, 2001 – 2014

Despite the support of numerous states, the Afghan govern-

ment collapsed under the constant pressure of the Taliban in 

August 2021. “Mission creep”, i. e. the unplanned expansion 

of a mission’s objectives beyond its original purpose, had 

previously been identified as one of the causes of the prob-

lems of the international involvement in Afghanistan. But 

why did the goals of the international military involvement 

expand so much?

For the longest time, two missions formed the core of the 

 international military engagement in Afghanistan: the U.S.-led 

Operation Enduring Freedom (OEF) and the International 

Security Assistance Force (ISAF) mission, which had been led 

by NATO since 2003. Beginning in 2007, the de-facto merging 

of the two missions, which both concluded at the end of 2014, 

became increasingly clear. 

Even a cursory look at the course of the international military 

engagement between 2001 and 2014 shows that its objectives 

increasingly expanded. Initially, OEF was primarily intended to 

bring to justice those responsible for the events of 9/11. By 2003, 

however, it had shifted to broader counterinsurgency operations. 

The sole focus of ISAF initially was to support the new Afghan 

government in and around Kabul. The mission was later deemed 

responsible for the security of all of Afghanistan, however, and 

sought to stabilise the country as well as fight the insurgency. 

Researchers see the unplanned expansion of the goals of the 

international engagement as an important reason for its failure. 

President Joe Biden also justified the end of the military engage-

ment in August 2021 by saying that the U.S. had lost sight of 

its original objectives. The question is thus how this enormous 

expansion of objectives had come about.

The research project, which will be completed in 2022, there-

fore asks what political purposes and goals the international 

actors responsible for the military engagement in Afghanistan 

sought to achieve from 2001 to 2014 and with which strategies. 

It examines why the initial goals and approaches were increas-

ingly expanded and contrasts them with the original intentions. 

The overarching questions are: What purposes did international 

decision-makers originally pursue how, and what were the 

events, developments, and dynamics that caused the engage-

ment to unintentionally become NATOʼs most intensive and 

second-longest ever?

The research project takes an interdisciplinary approach that 

combines historical source work with political science theories. 

In keeping with the ideas of bureaucratic politics and practice 

theory, the project does not see states as unified actors who 

make a cost-benefit calculation and whose political purpose is 

to be presupposed ahistorically. The same is true of NATO and 

other international organisations. 

Instead, the focus is on individuals. In accordance with the 

theories of bureaucratic politics, their institutional affiliation 

can be assumed to have had a decisive influence on how they 

interpreted the political purpose of the Afghanistan engagement 

and which goals and approaches they endorsed in this regard. 

It also seems plausible that, as practice theory suggests, the 

actors did not consciously reflect on the broad lines of their 

actions.

In order to be able to answer the central questions of our re-

search, we are hoping to trace the purposes and goals these 

actors articulated at different points during the mission as 

well as how they acted when making key decisions and why. 

These key decisions are those that in hindsight had the great-

est influence on the course of the military engagement. This 

method will also reveal those purposes and goals that the 

actors did not articulate explicitly and will contrast their state-

ments with their actual practice. 

The study will not only trace the positions of the actors when  

it came to key decisions, however, nor will it merely point 

out the content of sources that defined purposes and goals of 

the engagement. The causes for the decisions made by these 

actors will also be explored wherever possible. Sources include 

numerous declassified U.S. documents, especially those of the 

U.S. Department of Defense and the U.S. Department of State. 

Files of the German Federal Ministry of Defence stored in the 

German Federal Archives are also used. The declassification of 

additional U.S. files and political NATO documents has also 

been requested. 

Dr. Philipp Münch
Zentrum für Militärgeschichte und Sozialwissenschaften 
der Bundeswehr (ZMSBw)
Potsdam

ZMSBwEingang@bundeswehr.org

Fig. 3: Soldiers of the German Armed Forces as part of ISAF in Afghanistan, 
2011 (source: Bundeswehr / Rippl)

Fig. 1: Senior officials from U.S. forces, ISAF, and NATO with Afghan President 
Hamid Karzai (2nd from right) in Kabul on October 5, 2006 (source: NATO)

Fig. 2: Meeting of the North Atlantic Council on December 6, 2006, with 
 Supreme Allied Commander Europe General James Jones (source: NATO)
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302 tions and by inhibitive and favourable external circumstances. 

In terms of modern change management, the results of the 

survey on digital culture can be interpreted to conclude that the 

personal motivation and individual abilities of the members of 

the Bundeswehr are strong assets for the digital transformation 

to rely on. Going forth, norms and regulations (management 

culture, innovation culture and error culture) as well as external 

circumstances (optimised procurement procedures, modern 

IT equipment and less digitalisation bureaucracy) would have 

to be strengthened in order to achieve the goal of a digital trans-

formation of the Bundeswehr.

WissDir Dr. Gregor Richter
Zentrum für Militärgeschichte und Sozialwissenschaften 
der Bundeswehr (ZMSBw)
Potsdam

ZMSBwZentralesManagement@bundeswehr.org

Social science research on the “digital culture” in the Bundeswehr

“Digital culture” describes how the members of the German 

Armed Forces deal with the requirements, opportunities, and 

risks of digitalisation on the basis of a common understanding. 

The results of a 2020 employee survey carried out by the ZMS-

Bw laid a foundation for measures to strengthen this digital 

culture. In 2022, the study will be continued with follow-up 

surveys.

The reference point for the departmental research project in 

the field of military sociology is the “Implementation Strategy 

for a Digital Bundeswehr”, which has been updated in 2022 

and which specifies the task of developing and implementing 

a concept to establish a digital culture for the Bundeswehr. 

The data for the accompanying research were collected via 

an online survey of a representative selection of military and 

civilian personnel.

The results of the measurement of the state of digital culture 

are outlined in the relevant research report (Figure 1). The 

research paints a balanced if slightly critical picture of respond-

ent satisfaction with the state and achievements of digitalisation 

(Figure 2): 26 per cent are (mostly) satisfied, 34 per cent are 

(mostly) dissatisfied and a large proportion (39 per cent) have 

mixed feelings, rating their experience as partially satisfactory. 

A clear majority of over 75 per cent feels that digitalisation 

can make the Bundeswehr more efficient and more effective. 

A more critical opinion emerges when it comes to the oft-

lamen ted bureaucracy in the Bundeswehr: 39 per cent experi-

ence a reduction in bureaucracy, 28 per cent feel the digital 

transformation has made little difference and 33 per cent even 

claim it has led to an increase in bureaucracy.

When it comes to diagnosing a “digital mindset”, the study 

identifies only minor mental obstacles to digital transformation 

among military and civilian personnel. Structural factors and 

those related to digital process management, however, are much 

more relevant. There is much criticism of the IT procurement 

organisation, for example: 65 per cent of respondents do not 

agree that the procurement processes for IT are transparent, and 

80 per cent of feel the processes simply take too long. There is 

a clear need for optimising the Bundeswehr’s IT provision and 

service organisation, which today is characterised by agencies 

from the private and the public sector working in parallel and 

responsibilities being split across multiple actors.

The decisive factor for digitalisation is the support provided 

by supervisors and superiors, i. e. enabling leadership, with IT 

that is not only up to date but also adapted to the individual 

needs of personnel. Of those surveyed, 61 per cent would like 

to have more say in what IT equipment they have to work 

with. One goal of the comprehensive modernisation of the 

Bundeswehr IT as part of the public-private partnership pro-

ject “HERKULES” more than ten years ago was to avoid isolated 

solutions and to harmonise and standardise information and 

communication technology. Nevertheless, in some areas this 

objective clearly still clashes with the need to be able to provide 

suitable user-specific solutions.

The behaviour of employees during processes of organisational 

change is determined by their personal motivation and values, 

their individual skills and abilities, by social norms and regula-

Fig. 1: Research report on the 
first survey

Fig. 2: Selected survey result on the status of digitalisation  
in the Bundeswehr

Fig. 3: Use of the NIDAPad, an emergency, information, and  
documentation assistant (source: Bundeswehr image database)

Fig. 4: Current publication from the research  
branch of military sociology
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Bundeswehr Geoinformation Affairs (GeoInfo) cover a port-

folio of 18 scientific disciplines that by no means are all labelled 

with the prefix “geo”. Still, what they all have in common is that 

they help the Bundeswehr as a whole, and its armed services in 

particular, to better accomplish their mission more effectively 

and efficiently while saving resources.

While the direct and indirect GeoInfo support services cover 

current needs, geoscientific research is, by definition, more 

oriented towards the near or more distant future.

In order to ensure the necessary focus, the Director of the Bun-

deswehr Geoinformation Service has specified areas of activity 

for the future orientation of Bundeswehr Geoinformation 

Affairs until 2030, which also serve as guidance for all projects 

that are part of geoscientific departmental research. This 

guidance as well as the monitoring of all new projects by the 

scientific advisory council of the Bundeswehr Geoinformation 

Centre ensure the efficient use of all resources in applied 

geoscientific research. 

The fields of activity related to re-orientation obviously 

 incorporate megatrends such as digitalisation, automation, 

data-centric approaches, and the use of artificial intelligence. 

The choice of topics for the 2021 Annual Report shows that, 

while the Bundeswehr Geoinformation Service attaches great 

importance to these issues, they are by no means uncharted 

territory for its experts. 

Alongside the articles on the challenges of data management 

and the use of machine learning processes in the exploitation 

of big data, the article on predicting the risk of forest fire for 

infrastructure and staff of the Bundeswehr during routine duty, 

training and military missions particularly reflects the wide 

spectrum of geoscientific disciplines and subject matters 

covered by Bundeswehr Geoinformation Affairs.
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Challenges of producing and providing digital geoinformation

Geoscientific research and development (R&D) respond to 

growing data volumes and rising demands on IT services by 

contributing to increasing process automation. Production 

processes that currently still depend on human abstract 

thinking are considered to have great potential in that 

 regard. Internal R&D efforts promote the online availability  

of GeoInfo data and products.

GeoInfo support has to face new challenges due to digitalisa-

tion and the increasing volume of available geoinformation. 

This particularly affects (see Figure 1):

(1)  the collection of GeoInfo data (i. e. quality-assured  geo  in for -

 mation) and derivation of standardised GeoInfo products 

(GeoInfo data acquisition/production), 

(2)  the management and digital provision of GeoInfo data and 

products in the form of IT services (GeoInfo data manage-

ment), as well as 

(3)  the provision of personnel and material resources required 

for these purposes.

One of the most important challenges lies in defining reliable 

assessments of the quality of geoinformation, e.g. in terms of 

completeness, positional and thematic accuracy, and logical 

consistency. The continuously growing volume of available 

geoinformation and increasing demands on IT services mean 

that requirements when it comes to quality, speed, and effi-

ciency can at times conflict.

IT solutions for the production and provision of geoinforma-

tion (GIS procedures) are primarily sought based on commercial, 

government and military off-the-shelf (CGM) products. State-

of-the-art commercial software platforms offer a wide range of 

tools that are interconnected through script languages or graphic 

process design and can be used flexibly for the automation of 

process steps in geodata processing. Free programme libraries 

may also be incorporated.

One goal of geoscientific R&D activities is to systematically 

increase the degree of automation of GIS processes. We have 

already succeeded in some segments, such as where the logi-

cal consistency of raster data or object and / or vector data  

is determined by conditional queries. Examples include the 

establishment of (semi-)automatic validation and correction 

tools for the elimination of anomalies in elevation data (Fig-

ure 2) and for ensuring compliance with vector data consist-

ency criteria (Figure 3) as well as the current investigation of 

semi-automatic generalisation processes based on consistency 

and / or topology criteria (Figure 4).

The collection /production of geoinformation and quality 

assessment often relies on the human capability for abstract 

thinking, however, especially where the collection/assessment 

of object data and (cartographic) generalisation are concerned. 

There is a lot of potential for increased automation in these 

areas, e.lg. by integrating pattern detection into the GIS processes. 

This is an ideal field for cooperation with industry in line with 

the “Strategic Guideline on Digitalisation”. Therefore, we are also 

looking at ways of purposeful, pre-competitive information 

exchange with industry.

With regard to GeoInfo data management, too, geoscientific 

R&D efforts (internal technical project 5654 “Development 

of a GeoInfo data management system“) promote focused ap-

proaches to automation using the means of GIS procedures. 

This includes automatic registration of all file-based geoinfor-

mation in catalogue servers, monitoring of memory changes 

using checksum procedures, automatic matching of geoinfor-

mation and the associated metadata, update and use mechanisms 

for geodatabases, virtualised mosaicking of image and map data, 

and scale-dependent vector data portrayal rules for supply to 

image and map services. 

If geoinformation is to be accessed via an online portal that 

supports requirement-oriented use of such data, the portfolio of 

appropriate web applications must be continuously developed. 

Currently, the focus is on the introduction of a central catalogue 

application covering all available geoinformation (Figure 5). 

It is intended to be established for internal use in the BwGIC in 

2022 and for use in the Bundeswehr intranet in 2023.

RDir Dr. Max Sommer
Zentrum für Geoinformationswesen der Bundeswehr
Euskirchen

ZGeoBwChdSt@Bundeswehr.org

Fig. 4: Cartographic representations of a vector dataset generalised using  
an automated procedure on the basis of topology and attribute criteria

Fig. 1: Schematic representation of the  
processes for the production and provision  
of geoinformation for the Bundeswehr

Fig. 2: Marking of anomalies identified with 
an automated procedure for checking digital 
elevation data

Fig. 3: Marking of errors identified with an  
automated procedure for checking the logical 
 consistency of vector data

Fig. 5: In order to enhance online availability of geoinformation,  
geoscientific R&D focuses on the introduction of a central catalogue 
 application, among other things
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Visualisation of bird migration using machine learning – development of  
a model for the identification of bird migration patterns in radar data 

 In order to reduce the risk of bird strike in military flight 

 operations, bird migration is detected with radar signals 

and visualised so that specific warnings can be issued.  

A machine learning algorithm is being developed to en-

hance the quality of these bird strike warnings and to  

assist advisors in their work.

The use of the airspace by both birds and aircraft frequently 

leads to collisions (bird strikes) that constitute a considerable 

risk for crews, aircraft and people on the ground. In order to 

reduce the risk of bird strike, the Bundeswehr issues warnings 

in the event of increased bird populations in the airspace. 

Advisory personnel create these so-called BIRDTAMs (bird 

notice(s) to airmen/air missions) using specific software called 

VoVis , which is able to plot bird migration using primary radar 

data obtained from military and civilian radar networks. 

The radar echoes offer real-time information about the position 

and altitude of potential bird flocks. Identifying the required 

information among the abundance of radar echoes and detecting 

bird migration patterns therein currently still requires the 

extensive experience of the staff responsible for the creation of 

BIRDTAMs in the Bundeswehr Geoinformation Centre (BGIC). 

The BGIC is thus working to develop a machine learning 

model for pattern detection to assist advisory personnel in 

their work through:

1.  greater objectivity in the detection of patterns;

2.  reducing the error rate in the advisory procedure and opti-

mising based on pre-assessment by the machine learning 

algorithm.

The data received from the radar stations over the last sixty 

minutes is available and stored as a file in the Arkona data 

format, making it possible to interpret the direction and speed 

of bird movement. Arkona is a (proprietary and) very efficient 

binary data format that is already used in existing bird strike 

warning system for the transmission of radar data. 

Based on the automatically archived BIRDTAMs, the model 

automatically classifies the (Arkona) raw data. The best model 

currently has an accuracy rate of 80.6 % and not only takes into 

account the primary raw data trained with a convolutional 

neuronal network (CNN) architecture but also factors in wind 

and  the seasons.

Besides the further development of the machine learning 

 algorithm, our work also focuses on updating the VoVis soft-

ware in order to further reduce the risk of bird strike in military 

flight operations by providing better warnings to aircraft crews. 

Additional weather parameters, such as wind speed and direc-

tion, will be integrated into the VoVis interface to make it easier 

for advisory personnel to assess the risk of bird strike.

ORR Dr. Stefan Koller
Zentrum für Geoinformationswesen der Bundeswehr
Euskirchen

ZGeoBwChdSt@Bundeswehr.org

ROI'in Lea Chilla
Zentrum für Geoinformationswesen der Bundeswehr
Euskirchen

ZGeoBwChdSt@Bundeswehr.org

Fig. 3: VoVis radar data situation of 11 Nov 2016 (autumn migration)Fig. 1: Migrating cranes Fig. 2: Advisor assessing the VoVis radar data situation
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Predicting the risk of forest fire for infrastructure and staff of the German 
Armed Forces during routine duty, training, and military missions

Forest fires not only endanger the life, health, and infrastruc-

ture of the civilian population, but also military deployments, 

installations, and missions in the affected region. Therefore, 

an accurate forecast and timely warnings of potential wild 

fire risks are essential for military leaders in order to adapt the 

specific deployment planning and implementation according 

to the current risk situation.

The Atmospheric Environmental Influences Section in the 

Atmospheric Physics Branch of the Bundeswehr Geoinformation 

Centre (BwGIC) is responsible for providing the operational 

GeoInfo procedure for the analysis and prediction of the risk of 

wild fire threatening the infrastructure and staff of the Bundes-

wehr during routine duty, training, and missions. The Section 

has been using the widely established, state-of-the-art algorithm 

of the Canadian Forest Fire Weather Index (FWI) for this purpose 

for many years now.

The FWI is based on midday observations of air temperature, 

relative humidity, wind speed and 24-hour rainfall. The FWI 

algorithm further takes into account the moisture content of 

dead plant matter in the forest and any snow cover in winter. 

The reference tree species on which the FWI is based is a pine 

tree population with needle litter on a raw humus ground. 

The dynamic availability of combustible biomass and the rate of 

the fire spread can be estimated from the moisture saturation 

of the upper soil layers as well as from litter moisture and wind 

speed. Both parameters determine fire severity, which is ex-

pressed as a five-level rating of the difficulty of controlling  

a fire (severity level 1 = very low severity, level 5 = very high 

severity).

Once a day, cluster computing platforms at the German Meteoro-

logical Computing Centre (DMRZ) calculate forest fire warning 

levels fully automatically for every geographical coordinate of 

select military operation areas based on input from the German 

Weather Service’s (ICON) Numerical Weather Forecast Model. 

Based on the results, maps of the forest fire risk (combustion 

intensity and ignition potential) are then created for the current 

day at 12:00 UTC and the next day at 12:00 UTC. During the forest 

fire season from March to November, the maps for the Balkan 

area are published on the GeoInfo web portal (Figure 1).  

 

In daily routine duty, the data processed by the Atmospheric 

Physics Branch can be used for GeoInfo advisory services and 

in particular for the warning service of the Meteorological 

Forecast Centre of the Bundeswehr Geoinformation Office. 

Based on the information provided by this warning service, 

military decision-makers can take specific action to protect 

military installations and staff.

Owing to rapidly advancing technical development and fast -

growing opportunities provided by digital web applications, 

a clear need for optimisation of the current procedure was 

identified in the course of routine measures of quality assur-

ance and procedural review. The first aim of the optimisation 

process is to create a completely automated and internet -

supported new version of the current GeoInfo procedure by 

developing and providing a global forest fire forecast app 

with a high spatial resolution and optional modular add-ons 

(Figure 2). 

The basis will be raw data provided by the European Com-

mission’s Global Wildfire Information System (GWIS), which 

will be linked as a Web Map Service (WMS) to a thematic web 

application in the Bundeswehr Intranet which will also support 

Enterprise Mobile Management (EMM) devices. Considering 

the requirements of the various users in the different military 

organisational areas, the global FWI forecast will initially be 

displayed in the web application up to nine days in advance. 

A first demonstration has already been developed. 

The optimised procedure will be transferred into operational 

use in the context of research and development projects of the 

Bundeswehr Geoinformation Centre in its role as a research 

institution of the Federal Government.

ORR Dr. Stefan Polanski
Zentrum für Geoinformationswesen der Bundeswehr
Euskirchen

ZGeoBwChdSt@Bundeswehr.org

ORR Rolf Thiele
Zentrum für Geoinformationswesen der Bundeswehr
Euskirchen

ZGeoBwChdSt@Bundeswehr.org

Fig. 2: Global forest fire forecast app with modular addons  
as part of a web application in the Bundeswehr Intranet

Fig. 1: Forest fire risk (combustion intensity) in the Balkan region  
for the current day (5 August 2021, 12:00 UTC, left) and the next day   
(6 August 2021, 12:00 UTC, right) (source: GeoInfo web portal)
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Military research on cyber and information technology is 

guided by civilian and disruptive innovations such as artificial 

intelligence. It must also take into account the specific charac-

teristics of future conflicts, which will be increasingly hybrid.

What follows are several examples from the broad spectrum 

of research in this field. These include international activities, 

specific IT security tasks, different applications of artificial 

intelligence, and the challenges of hybrid conflicts.

The aim is to use as much civilian technology as possible, 

which will be adapted for military uses if needed. Automation  

is a common theme in all areas of defence research.
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Automation and artificial intelligence using the example of the  
“ErzUntGlas” research study 

While the “Digitalisation of Land-Based Operations” pro-

gramme is currently creating the basis for network-enabled 

operations, the “ErzUntGlas” (Creation of a transparent 

battlefield to support dynamic operations) research study 

aims to analyse automation on the battlefield of the future  

by means of a live demonstration.

By 2023, tactical teaming between soldiers and unmanned 

aerial systems will be demonstrated in cooperation with the 

Army and under operational conditions in real scenarios. 

While such systems will be an ergonomic challenge for their 

users, from a technical point of view they mark a step towards 

the automation of processes using various types of artificial 

intelligence.

In addition to the human users involved in such a system 

(infantry, combat vehicle crews, command posts), unmanned 

systems will be integrated to improve the physical connection 

with communication drones and to provide automated recon-

naissance. In the future, specialised aerial photo interpreters 

will be replaced by a deep-learning mechanism integrated into 

each reconnaissance drone and designed to perform a pre-classi-

fication. 

The demonstration performed at WTD 61 in Manching in 2021 

showed how to create a digital situation picture of the battle-

field using automated reconnaissance provided by drones that 

are centrally coordinated and controlled via a swarm control 

system. The routes for the reconnaissance drones will be cal-

culated depending on what is happening on the ground, with 

a variety of options for tactical "high-level" commands, such as 

attack, all-around or defence scenarios (Figure 1).

The automated detection and identification of objects, such 

as vehicles and persons, in the imaging sensor (IR/VIS) is sup-

ported by AI modules integrated into the drones so that this 

information is directly processed inside the drone and is then 

transmitted as an event-driven message into the situation picture 

almost in real time. Owing to the integration of SitaWare Front-

line, the situational information is directly transmitted to an 

Army command and control system without media disconti-

nuity (Figure 2).

Due to its open architecture based on the Trusted Service 

Mesh (TSM) technology, the ErzUntGlas system offers a flexible 

option to integrate further software applications or software 

of defined systems such as command and control systems, 

Sensor-To-Shooter, Joint Fire Support, communication systems 

etc. (Figure 3).

In addition to improved automated reconnaissance, signi-

ficant acceleration in engagement processes could also be 

demonstrated. To this end, the full Sensor-to-Shooter cycle 

with the integrated Fire Weaver system was shown. During 

this scenario, drones were used as autonomous sensors. The 

central mobile control station used for mission planning and 

control as well as for situation analysis was integrated into 

a mobile military command post and its operability during 

movement was demonstrated.

The digital information transmission and tactical collabora-

tion (audio, video, data) within the highly dynamic scenario 

was enabled by a robust and powerful mobile ad hoc network 

(MANET) in the UHF and S bands based on software-defined 

radio (SDR) systems. Multiple mobile communication nodes 

were used for the communication of all components. During 

this scenario, the live transmission of video streams generated 

by the drone sensor system via the MANET of the moving 

tactical radio systems was also demonstrated. 

Eventually, when a maximum of 16 unmanned systems will 

be used during operation, the challenge will be to intelligently 

support the operator in verifying the results and to continuously 

create an aggregated overall picture for a transparent battle-

field.

Until 2023, with the involvement of soldiers as users and in 

coordination with the developments of the Digitalisation of 

Land-Based Operations (D-LBO) programme, the system’s 

operational benefit under operational conditions will be further 

optimised and developed step by step until it achieves TRL 6. 

The target system will then be implemented in the context 

of a project.

Dr. Volker Krebs
Bundesamt für Ausrüstung, Informationstechnik und Nutzung  
der Bundeswehr (BAAINBw)
Koblenz

BAAINBwPosteingang@bundeswehr.org

Matthias Kopp
Atos Information Technology GmbH
München

deinfo@atos.net

Fig. 1: Example of mission planning for area reconnaissance for a drone 
swarm (source: Atos GmbH)

Fig. 3: SensorToShooter System (source: Atos GmbH)Fig. 2: Sitaware Frontline (source: Atos GmbH)
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Modern shortwave communications

TORR Dipl.Ing. Florian Johannes Wörner
Wehrtechnische Dienststelle für Informationstechnologie 
und Elektronik (WTD 81)
Greding

WTD81posteingang@bundeswehr.org

Kubernetes

Fig. 1: Measurement of the actual frequency occupancy and evaluation of the 
statistical channel occupancy of the shortwave band over different frequency 
segments and longer periods of time at several different locations

Fig. 3: Spectrogram and waterfall diagram of the 
artificially generated channel occupancies of the model 
and the superposition with a wideband radio signal

Fig. 2: Locations of the longterm measurements and the evaluation of the 
actual frequency occupancy of the shortwave band. Greding / WTD 81 (rural), 
Eckernförde / WTD 71 (coast, quiet) as well as Erlangen (urban), Nuremberg, 
(urban) and Ilmenau (rural) / each FhG IIS

Fig. 4: Diagram of a modelled channel occupancy of varying bandwidths 
over time and frequency (black), and the resulting timebandwidth windows 
to be found and occupied by an ALEcapable waveform (green) for later 
 laboratory investigation and performance evaluation

Dipl.Ing. Ewald Hedrich
FraunhoferInstitut für Integrierte Schaltungen IIS
Erlangen

info@iis.fraunhofer.de

Dipl.Ing. Robert Koch
FraunhoferInstitut für Integrierte Schaltungen IIS
Erlangen
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One way to sum up the technical development of recent years 

in the field of waveforms and radio equipment: Shortwave 

communications are gearing up to meet the demands of mod-

ern digitalised armed forces. New wideband transmission 

systems have been developed by industry, tested in numerous 

field trials, and are now also partially standardised in NATO.

Classical shortwave communication typically utilises channels 

of only 3 kHz bandwidth. This  remains sufficient for analogue 

or digital voice and the transmission of important tactical 

messages. However, in order to follow the general trend of 

armed forces towards networking all levels and developing  

a large-scale common situational picture, the performance 

parameters of shortwave radios and their waveforms had to 

improve significantly. As a result, next-generation radio equip-

ment is now gradually appearing on the market, which promises 

to meet the demand for wider bandwidths and higher data 

rates.

Together with WTD 81 and BAAINBw, Fraunhofer IIS has 

accompanied this progress over the past years and has conduct-

ed studies regarding the availability of frequencies and the 

usability of wideband transmission systems.

The standardisation of wideband waveforms began with the 

extension of MIL-STD-188-110 to what is now Revision D.  

It describes systems up to 48 kHz bandwidth and 240 kbit/s 

data rate. Following this, activities for standardisation within 

NATO were also begun. STANAGs 5069 (48 kHz wideband 

physical layer), 4539-H (multi-carrier bundling), 4203 (radio 

equipment requirements) and 5066 (data link layer) are cur-

rent ly in the process of being either developed or adopted.

In the context of our measurements, we investigated the 

availability of shortwave channels over the course of several 

years. For this purpose, the actual occupancy of the frequency 

band was evaluated at various receiving sites in Germany. 

The results consistently showed low utilisation. Even if this 

should change in the future with the advent of new wideband 

radios, a second important finding remains: There are almost 

always free frequency blocks available in the relevant spectrum 

which could be used for frequency-agile and time-dynamic 

access. This would enable wideband communications at high 

data rates. The focus of further discussions should therefore be 

not on the technical usability of frequencies – radio technology 

seems to be sufficiently mature and available – but on imple-

menting a common framework for the effective and dynamic 

use of the small frequency range available in the shortwave 

band.

To support the WTD in surveying, evaluating, and selecting 

future radio equipment for the Bundeswehr, a stochastic chan-

nel occupancy model was developed based on the observed 

frequency occupancies. It features the empirically determined 

statistical characteristics of possible shortwave occupancies and 

can reproduce those on a defined frequency band. This makes 

it possible to build HF channel simulators that can be connected 

in between communicating radios in the laboratory and can 

influence their transmissions by simulating occupied channels. 

Thus, by observing and comparing their behaviour, the capabil-

ities of the new Automatic Link Establishment (ALE) channel 

and bandwidth selection techniques can be evaluated.

In summary, there are still some challenges to be overcome 

in the regulatory basis for the dynamic use of scarce spectrum 

resources. However, the technical usability of the shortwave 

band with wideband systems for high data rates is already on 

the right path.
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Fig. 1: Classification is based on the hot words “protesters” and “vandalized”. 
Modifying them makes them less visible for the AI, and the classification changes

Fig. 2: By adding ornaments – words or even entire clauses which do not change the meaning of the sentence – a misclassification is caused

Adversarial attacks against text-processing AI

Hybrid warfare includes new kinds of attacks and new tools 

to counter them. Using AI for image interpretation is nothing 

new. An attacker may thus try to fool such kinds of AI to 

counter the detection of camouflaged forces or objects, for 

example. This article is about fooling AI, in particular text -

processing AI, with adversarial attacks. 

Military operations always involve attempts to mislead and 

deceive the opponent, e. g. with camouflaged forces and objects 

or with decoys. AI can be used to uncover such attempts. 

Fooling not only the human experts but also their AI tools  

is thus the logical next step. In hybrid warfare, however, a 

different approach may be smarter. If an opponent runs a 

campaign to influence one’s own population in order to ulti-

mately disrupt trust in the social order, in the democratic state, 

in the rule of law and in human rights, then the social media 

posts that are part of this campaign need to fool and overcome 

any AI filters. Such filters may delete or at least flag these posts. 

However, the entries should still be readable and comprehen-

sible to the target audience, the people to be influenced. Fooling 

the AI filter has to be accomplished by means that simultane-

ously preserve the semantics of the entries. This is the essence 

of an adversarial attack: information is obscured from the AI 

but not from the human. This is called “utility-preserving”.

Text-processing AI often classifies texts. AI may classify mate-

rial as “spam”, “fake news”, “hate speech”, “disinformation” and 

other kind of text with potentially harmful contents. The most 

direct classification is the one that differs between “relevant 

texts” and “non-relevant texts”. Text-processing AI classifiers 

particularly use strings of symbols as features. The symbols are 

usually letters and the strings are words. The AI thus bases its 

decisions on whether specific words are part of the text or not. 

Those words that contribute heavily to the AI’s decisions are 

called “hot words”. 

In order to manipulate a text for an adversarial attack against 

an AI, these “hot words” must be changed in such a way that 

the AI no longer recognises them but humans do. Linguistic 

knowledge, e. g. about slips of the tongue, slips of the pen and 

particularly about the cognitive process of reading, can guide 

such changes. In order to test and evaluate this hypothesis, we 

took an AI text classifier we trained to assign event labels to texts 

and even to single sentences. For example, the sentence “Some 

of the protesters vandalised a store.” is classified as describing a 

“violent demonstration”. The “hot words” are “protesters” and 

“vandalized”. 

As Figure 1 shows, some minor manipulations of the word 

“protesters” (such as substituting “+” for “t”) change the assigned 

event type to “mob violence”, whereas manipulating “vandalised” 

changes the event type to “peace demonstration”. Individual 

words or even entire clauses can be added as so-called “orna-

ments”, which do not change the meaning of a sentence but add 

other “hot words”, leading to the sentence’s being misclassified 

(Figure 2).

AI can be hardened against adversarial attacks by training  

it to perform not only its actual classification task, as seen 

in our examples, but to also serve as an autoencoder.  

The autoencoding function can be trained without additional 

training data. For classification, the AI learns to build an inter-

nal repre  sentation of the input. Training an autoencoder means 

that the AI has to restore the original input from the internal 

representation. Adversarial attacks against the AI result in false 

classifications but the autoencoder’s result determined simul-

taneously shows strong deviations. The extent of that deviation 

thus signals the adversarial attack. 

Prof. Dr. Ulrich Schade     
FraunhoferInstitut für Kommunikation, Informationsverarbeitung 
und Ergonomie FKIE
Wachtberg

kontakt@fkie.fraunhofer.de
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FraunhoferInstitut für Kommunikation, Informationsverarbeitung 
und Ergonomie FKIE
Wachtberg
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Design of secure field-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs)

WTD 81 and HTV GmbH have analysed FPGAs (field-pro-

grammable gate arrays) in order to implement functions  

of the secure crypto library Botan (a so-called SSL library)  

on a Zynq UltraScale+ type processor.

Crypto algorithms from the Botan library were implemented in 

VHDL, and their faultless mode of operating was evaluated. This 

mode of operating comprises encryption, authentication, and the 

creation of hash values. The algorithms that were implemented 

were successfully integrated into the TLS 1.3 protocol, which 

was put into operation on a Zynq UltraScale+ MPSoC FPGA.

FPGAs are integrated circuits in digital technology which are 

used in many fields of digital electronics. Due to their high 

degree of flexibility and parallelism, they are frequently used 

as co-processors for CPUs (e.g. for calculating cryptographic 

algorithms) in order to accelerate their performance. They are 

also gaining in importance as programmable logic modules 

in information technology. That is why the two big CPU manu-

facturers (Intel and AMD) have acquired the FPGA market 

leaders (Altera and Xilinx, respectively).

The UltraZed SOM Board (embedded system on module, SOM) 

with a Zynq UltraScale+ MPSoC FPGA (multiprocessor system 

on a chip, MPSoC) by Xilinx (Figure 1) was selected as a hardware 

platform.

In order to prevent individual regions of the FPGA logic from 

influencing each other (such as controllers for lighting and 

engines in an aircraft), mechanisms for the physical separation 

of the individual regions were investigated. It was shown that 

the isolation design flow (IDF) procedure by the FPGA manu-

facturer Xilinx facilitates the physical separation (fencing) of 

different data and/or algorithms (Figure 2). This will become 

more significant in order to reload FPGAs with a partial recon-

figuration during operation and enable simultaneous use of 

different applications.

Fault-free test data, so-called test vectors, are required for 

the development of cryptographic algorithms or protocols. 

The German Federal Office for Information Security supports 

and evaluates Botan for this purpose. Botan is suitable for many 

operational scenarios and applications that require a higher 

level of security (e. g. restricted information).

For the evaluation of the algorithms, a universal interface was 

developed during the implementation of a universal test envi-

ronment. This interface facilitates connecting cryptographic 

algorithms developed for the FPGA logic to the processor system 

(Figure 3).

In a simple C or Python application in the Linux operating 

system PetaLinux, the data could then be transferred from 

the universal test environment to the relevant algorithm.

Partial reconfiguration was used to upload and test different 

algorithms in the FPGA during ongoing operations. In the Vivado 

development environment, a special PR wizard can reserve 

regions for partial reconfiguration in the FPGA logic and create 

suitable partial bit streams. They can then be uploaded to the 

FPGA by the FPGA manager in PetaLinux. The Bootgen appli-

cation also facilitates the encrypted transfer of bit streams.

Algorithms for the FPGA logic were created in the VHDL 

programming language and Vivado as well as the Software 

Development Kit (SDK) by Xilinx. An example of the simulated 

signals of a VHDL algorithm is shown in Figure 4.

The TLS 1.3 protocol was successfully implemented on the 

UltraZed SOM board, and some of the algorithms were trans-

ferred to the FPGA logic in order to accelerate the process. 

AES-256-GCM, AES-128-CCM (Figure 5) and SHA-3 were imple-

mented successfully in VHDL, among others.

TORR Dipl.Ing. Stefan Kolm
Wehrtechnische Dienststelle für Informationstechnologie  
und Elektronik (WTD 81)
Greding

wtd81210@bundeswehr.org

Dipl.Ing. Thomas Kuhn
HTV HalbleiterTest & VertriebsGmbH
Bensheim

info@HTVGmbH.de

Fig. 4: Signal analysis in the waveform window of the  
Vivado development  environment by Xilinx

Fig. 1: UltraZed SOM Fig. 2: Isolation Design Flow (IDF) Fig. 3: Block design – connection of the VHDL  
algorithm to the processor system (ZYNQ) via the 
 universal interface (cipher_interface)

Fig. 5: AESCCM  examples of the process chart 
of a  cryptographic algorithm
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Bundesministerium 
der Verteidigung
Postfach 13 28 
53003 Bonn 
Internet: www.bmvg.de 

Abteilung Ausrüstung  A III 5
phone: +49 (0) 228 / 99 24  1 41 66
fax:  +49 (0) 228 / 99 24  4 41 75
email:  BMVgAIII5@bmvg.bund.de 

Abteilung Ausrüstung  A III 6 
phone: +49 (0) 228 / 99 24  1 41 80 
fax:  +49 (0) 228 / 99 24  4 41 89 
email:  BMVgAIII6@bmvg.bund.de 

Abteilung Cyber / Informationstechnik – CIT I 2 
phone: +49 (0) 228 / 99 24  2 61 22
fax:  +49 (0) 228 / 99 24  3 35 61 21 
email:  BMVgCITI2@bmvg.bund.de

Abteilung Führung Streitkräfte – FüSK III 3
phone: +49 (0) 30 / 2004  2 48 38 
fax:  +49 (0) 30 / 2004  18 03 68 13 
email:  BMVgFueSKIII3@bmvg.bund.de

Abteilung Führung Streitkräfte – FüSK San 1
phone: +49 (0) 30 / 20 04  2 48 54 
fax:  +49 (0) 30 / 20 04  8 97 00 
email:  BMVgFueSKSan1@bmvg.bund.de

Abteilung Personal  P I 5
phone: +49 (0) 30 / 18 24  2 31 57
fax:  +49 (0) 30 / 18 24  8 95 40 
email:  BMVgPI5@bmvg.bund.de

Abteilung Personal  P III 5
Tel.:  +49 (0) 228 / 99 24  1 33 51
Fax:  +49 (0) 228 / 99 24  4 35 30
email:  BMVgPIII5@bmvg.bund.de

Wehrtechnische Dienststelle 
für Schutz und Sondertechnik 
(WTD 52) 
Oberjettenberg 
83458 Schneizlreuth 
phone: +49 (0) 86 51 / 76 82  10 01 
fax:  +49 (0) 86 51 / 16 00 
email:  WTD52posteingang@bundeswehr.org 
Internet: www.baainbw.de/wtd52

Wehrtechnische Dienststelle für Luftfahrzeuge 
und Luftfahrtgerät der Bundeswehr 
(WTD 61) 
Flugplatz 
85077 Manching 
phone: +49 (0) 84 59 / 80  1 
fax:  +49 (0) 84 59 / 80  20 22 
email:  WTD61posteingang@bundeswehr.org 
Internet: www.baainbw.de/wtd61

Wehrtechnische Dienststelle 
für Schiffe und Marinewaffen,
Maritime Technologie und Forschung
(WTD 71) 
Berliner Straße 115 
24340 Eckernförde 
phone: +49 (0) 43 51 / 467  0 
fax:  +49 (0) 43 51 / 467  120 
email:  WTD71posteingang@bundeswehr.org
Internet: www.baainbw.de/wtd71 

Wehrtechnische Dienststelle 
für Informationstechnologie und Elektronik 
(WTD 81) 
Bergstraße 18 
91171 Greding 
phone: +49 (0) 84 63 / 652  0
fax:  +49 (0) 84 63 / 652  607 
email:  WTD81posteingang@bundeswehr.org 
Internet: www.baainbw.de/wtd81 

Wehrtechnische Dienststelle 
für Waffen und Munition 
(WTD 91) 
Am Schießplatz 
49716 Meppen 
phone: +49 (0) 59 31 / 43  0 
fax:  +49 (0) 59 31 / 43  20 91 
email:  WTD91posteingang@bundeswehr.org 
Internet: www.baainbw.de/wtd91

Bundesamt für Ausrüstung, Informations
technik und Nutzung der Bundeswehr 
(BAAINBw)
FerdinandSauerbruchStraße 1
56073 Koblenz
phone: +49 (0) 261 / 400  0
fax:  +49 (0) 261 / 400  3866
email:  BAAINBwPosteingang 
  @bundeswehr.org
Internet: www.baainbw.de 

HelmutSchmidtUniversität /
Universität der Bundeswehr Hamburg
Postfach 70 08 22
22008 Hamburg
phone: +49 (0) 40 / 65 41  1 
fax:  +49 (0) 40 / 65 41  28 69 
email:  forschung@hsuhh.de
Internet: www.hsuhh.de 

Universität der Bundeswehr München
WernerHeisenbergWeg 39
85579 Neubiberg
phone: +49 (0) 89 / 60 04  0 
fax:  +49 (0) 89 / 60 04  35 60 
email:  info@unibw.de
Internet: www.unibw.de 

Wehrwissenschaftliches Institut 
für Schutztechnologien – ABCSchutz 
(WIS) 
Humboldtstraße 100 
29633 Munster 
phone: +49 (0) 51 92 / 136  201 
fax:  +49 (0) 51 92 / 136  355 
email:  WISPosteingang@bundeswehr.org
Internet: www.baainbw.de/wis

Wehrwissenschaftliches Institut 
für Werk und Betriebsstoffe 
(WIWeB) 
Institutsweg 1
85435 Erding 
phone: +49 (0) 81 22 / 95 90  0 
fax:  +49 (0) 81 22 / 95 90  39 02 
email:  WIWeB@bundeswehr.org 
Internet: www.baainbw.de/wiweb
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Zentrum für Geoinformationswesen
der Bundeswehr
Frauenberger Straße 250
53879 Euskirchen
phone: +49 (0) 22 51 / 953  50 00
fax:  +49 (0) 22 51 / 953  50 55
email:  ZGeoBwChdSt@bundeswehr.org
Internet: www.bundeswehr.de/de/organisation

Zentrum für Militärgeschichte und   
Sozialwissenschaften der Bundeswehr
Zeppelinstraße 127/128
14471 Potsdam
phone: +49 (0) 331 / 97 14  501
fax:  +49 (0) 331 / 97 14  507
email:   ZMSBwZentralesManagement 
  @bundeswehr.org
Internet: www.bundeswehr.de/de/organisation

Institut für Mikrobiologie der Bundeswehr
Neuherbergstraße 11
80937 München
phone: +49 (0) 89 / 99 26 92  39 82
fax:   +49 (0) 89 / 99 26 92  39 83
email:  InstitutfuerMikrobiologie 
  @bundeswehr.org
Internet: www.bundeswehr.de/de/organisation

Institut für Pharmakologie und Toxikologie  
der Bundeswehr
Neuherbergstraße 11
80937 München
phone: +49 (0) 89 / 99 26 92  29 26
fax:  +49 (0) 89 / 99 26 92  23 33
email:  InstitutfuerPharmakologieundToxikologie 
  @bundeswehr.org
Internet: www.bundeswehr.de/de/organisation

Institut für Radiobiologie der Bundeswehr 
in Verbindung mit der Universität Ulm
Neuherbergstraße 11
80937 München
phone: +49 (0) 89 / 99 26 92  22 51
fax:  +49 (0) 89 / 99 26 92  22 55
email:  InstitutfuerRadiobiologie@bundeswehr.org
Internet: www.bundeswehr.de/de/organisation

Zentrum für Luft und Raumfahrtmedizin 
der Luftwaffe
Flughafenstraße 1
51147 Köln
phone: +49 (0) 22 03 / 9 08  16 10
fax:  +49 (0) 22 03 / 9 08  16 14
email:  zentrlurmedlwpresseoea@bundeswehr.org
Internet: www.bundeswehr.de/de/organisation

Bundeswehrkrankenhaus Hamburg
Lesserstraße 180
22049 Hamburg
phone: +49 (0) 40 / 69 47  0
fax:  +49 (0) 40 / 69 47  1 06 29
email:  BwKrhsHamburg@bundeswehr.org
Internet: https://hamburg.bwkrankenhaus.de 

Bundeswehrkrankenhaus Ulm
Oberer Eselsberg 40
89081 Ulm
phone: +49 (0) 731 / 17 10  24 00
fax:  +49 (0) 731 / 17 10  24 03
email:  BwKrhsUlm@bundeswehr.org
Internet: https://ulm.bwkrankenhaus.de

Bundeswehrkrankenhaus Westerstede
Lange Straße 38
26655 Westerstede
phone: +49 (0) 44 / 88 50 – 0  
fax:  +49 (0) 261 / 896  1 31 99    
email:  BwKrhsWesterstede@bundeswehr.org
Internet: https://westerstede.bwkrankenhaus.de

Streitkräfteamt
Pascalstraße 10 s
53125 Bonn
phone: +49 (0) 228 / 55 04 – 60 30
fax:  +49 (0) 228 / 55 04 – 61 09
email:  skachdst@bundeswehr.org
Internet: www.bundeswehr.de/de/organisation

Schifffahrtmedizinisches Institut
der Marine
Kopperpahler Allee 120
24119 Kronshagen
phone: +49 (0) 431 / 54 09  17 01
fax:  +49 (0) 431 / 54 09  17 78
email:  SchiffMedInstM@bundeswehr.org
Internet: www.bundeswehr.de/de/organisation

Institut für Präventivmedizin 
der Bundeswehr, Abteilung A 
Aktienstraße 87
56626 Andernach
Dienstort:
Andernacher Straße 100 
56070 Koblenz 
phone: +49 (0) 261 / 896  7 70 01
fax:  +49 (0) 261 / 896  7 70 99
email:   InstPraevMedBw@bundeswehr.org
Internet: www.bundeswehr.de/de/organisation

DeutschFranzösisches 
Forschungsinstitut SaintLouis 
Postfach 1260
79547 Weil am Rhein 
5, rue du Général Cassagnou 
F68300 SaintLouis
phone: +33 (0) 389 / 69 50  00 
fax:  +33 (0) 389 / 69 50  02 
email:  isl@isl.eu 
Internet: www.isl.eu 

Psychotraumazentrum der Bundeswehr 
Im Bundeswehrkrankenhaus Berlin
Scharnhorststraße 13 
10115 Berlin
phone: +49 (0) 30 / 28 41  22 89
fax:  +49 (0) 30 / 28 41  10 43
email:  BwKrhsBerlin@bundeswehr.org
Internet: www.berlin.bwkrankenhaus.de

Bundeswehrzentralkrankenhaus Koblenz
Rübenacher Straße 170
56072 Koblenz
phone: +49 (0) 261 / 281  89
fax:  +49 (0) 261 / 281  26 69
email:  BwZKrhsKoblenz@bundeswehr.org
Internet: https://koblenz.bwkrankenhaus.de

Bundeswehrkrankenhaus Berlin
Scharnhorststraße 13
10115 Berlin
phone: +49 (0) 30 / 28 41  2 289
fax:  +49 (0) 30 / 28 41  10 43
email:  BwKrhsBerlin@bundeswehr.org
Internet: https://berlin.bwkrankenhaus.de
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Deutsches Zentrum für Luft und Raumfahrt
Programmkoordination Sicherheitsforschung
(PKS)
Linder Höhe
51147 Köln
phone: +49 (0) 2203 / 601  40 31
fax:  +49 (0) 2203 / 673  40 33
email:  infopks@dlr.de
Internet: www.dlr.de/sicherheit 

Deutsches Zentrum für Luft und Raumfahrt
Institut für Faserverbundleichtbau und Adaptronik 
DLR FA
Lilienthalplatz 7
38108 Braunschweig
phone: +49 (0) 531 / 295  23 00
fax:  +49 (0) 531 / 295  28 75
email:  infopks@dlr.de
Internet: www.dlr.de/fa

Deutsches Zentrum für Luft und Raumfahrt
Institut für Flugführung DLR FL
Lilienthalplatz 7
38108 Braunschweig
phone: +49 (0) 531 / 295  25 00
fax:  +49 (0) 531 / 295  25 50
email:  infopks@dlr.de
Internet: www.dlr.de/fl

Deutsches Zentrum für Luft und Raumfahrt
Institut für Hochfrequenztechnik und 
Radarsysteme DLR HR
Oberpfaffenhofen 
82234 Weßling
phone: +49 (0) 81 53 / 28 23 05 
fax:  +49 (0) 81 53 / 28 11 35 
email:  infopks@dlr.de
Internet: www.dlr.de/hr

Deutsches Zentrum für Luft und Raumfahrt
Institut für Kommunikation und Navigation DLR KN
Oberpfaffenhofen
82234 Weßling
phone: +49 (0) 81 53 / 28 28 11 
fax:  +49 (0) 81 53 / 28 14 42
email:  infopks@dlr.de
Internet: www.dlr.de/kn

Deutsches Zentrum für Luft und Raumfahrt
Institut für Methodik der Fernerkundung DLR MF
Oberpfaffenhofen
82234 Weßling
phone: +49 (0) 81 53 / 28 26 68
fax:  +49 (0) 81 53 / 28 13 37
email:  infopks@dlr.de
Internet: www.dlr.de/imf

Deutsches Zentrum für Luft und Raumfahrt
Einrichtung für Raumflugbetrieb und 
Astronautentraining DLR RB
Oberpfaffenhofen
82234 Weßling
phone: +49 (0) 81 53 / 28 27 00
fax:  +49 (0) 22 03 / 673 40 33
email:  infopks@dlr.de
Internet: www.dlr.de/rb 

Deutsches Zentrum für Luft und Raumfahrt
Institut für Technische Physik DLR TP
Pfaffenwaldring 3840
70569 Stuttgart
phone: +49 (0) 711 / 68 62  773
fax:  +49 (0) 711 / 68 62  788
email:  infopks@dlr.de
Internet: www.dlr.de/tp 

FraunhoferLeistungsbereich 
Verteidigung, Vorbeugung und 
Sicherheit VVS
Fraunhoferstraße 1 
76131 Karlsruhe 
phone: +49 (0) 721 / 60 91  210 
fax:  +49 (0) 721 / 60 91  413 
email:  info@iosb.fraunhofer.de
Internet: www.vvs.fraunhofer.de

FraunhoferInstitut für 
Kurzzeitdynamik, 
ErnstMachInstitut, EMI 
ErnstZermeloStraße 4
79104 Freiburg 
phone: +49 (0) 761 / 27 14  101 
fax:  +49 (0) 761 / 27 14  316 
email:  info@emi.fraunhofer.de 
Internet: www.emi.fraunhofer.de

FraunhoferInstitut für 
Hochfrequenzphysik und 
Radartechnik FHR
Fraunhoferstraße 20 
53343 Wachtberg 
phone: +49 (0) 228 / 94 35  227 
fax:  +49 (0) 228 / 94 35  627 
email:  info@fhr.fraunhofer.de
Internet: www.fhr.fraunhofer.de

FraunhoferInstitut für 
Kommunikation, Informations
verarbeitung und Ergonomie 
FKIE
Fraunhoferstraße 20 
53343 Wachtberg 
phone: +49 (0) 228 / 94 35  103 
fax:  +49 (0) 228 / 94 35  685 
email:  kontakt@fkie.fraunhofer.de
Internet: www.fkie.fraunhofer.de

FraunhoferInstitut für 
Angewandte Festkörperphysik 
IAF 
Tullastraße 72 
79108 Freiburg 
phone: +49 (0) 761 / 51 59  458
fax:  +49 (0) 761 / 51 59  714 58 
email:  info@iaf.fraunhofer.de 
Internet: www.iaf.fraunhofer.de

FraunhoferInstitut für 
Chemische Technologie ICT 
JosephvonFraunhoferStraße 7 
76327 Pfinztal 
phone: +49 (0) 721 / 46 40  123 
fax:  +49 (0) 721 / 46 40  442 
email:  info@ict.fraunhofer.de 
Internet: www.ict.fraunhofer.de

FraunhoferInstitut für  
Integrierte Schaltungen IIS 
Am Wolfsmantel 33
91058 Erlangen 
phone: +49 (0) 91 31 / 776  0 
fax:  +49 (0) 91 31 / 776  20 19
email:  info@iis.fraunhofer.de
Internet: www.iis.fraunhofer.de

FraunhoferInstitut für 
Naturwissenschaftlich
Technische Trendanalysen INT 
Postfach 14 91 
53864 Euskirchen 
phone: +49 (0) 22 51 / 18  0 
fax:  +49 (0) 22 51 / 18  277 
email:  info@int.fraunhofer.de 
Internet: www.int.fraunhofer.de

FraunhoferInstitut für 
Optronik, Systemtechnik und 
Bildauswertung IOSB

Standort Karlsruhe
Fraunhoferstraße 1
76131 Karlsruhe
phone: +49 (0) 721 / 60 91  210
fax:  +49 (0) 721 / 60 91  413

Standort Ettlingen
Gutleuthausstraße 1
76275 Ettlingen
phone: +49 (0) 7243 / 992  131
fax:  +49 (0) 7243 / 992  299

email:  info@iosb.fraunhofer.de
Internet: www.iosb.fraunhofer.de
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